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ABSTRACT (4 c -• •A .V,)

The feasibility of DIALAspecies concentration measurements

using a coherent CO 2 lidar was examined. A computer simulation

22estimated errors in coherent. and incoherent 2 DIAL measurements ".!- '

due to speckle, noise, turbulence, and atmospheric inhomogeneities.

Results indicated that direct-detection is the preferable mode at

shorter ranges while heterodyne detection provides better sensi-

tVivity beyond a few km. The NOAA pulsed lidar was used to

investigate statistical properties of the aerosol backscattered

returns which are processed to obtain DIAL measurements. Fluctu-

ations due to speckle and noise necessitate averaging of returns

from multiple pulses for accurate concentration estimates. Other

atmospheric effects can be minimized by judicious signal processing.

The first reported range-resolved coherent DIAL water vapor measure-

ments were made with the lidar to ranges beyond 10 km.-*,stima'tes

compared reasonably with those from rawinsondes, although ome•-.

tendency to overestimate relative to the sondes was observed. Wind

velocity profiles were also obtained, demonstrating the feasibility

of simultaneous concentration and wind velocity measurements.
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T.. INTRODUCTION-

The measurement of atmospheric gas species crncentrations by dif-

ferential absorption lidar (DIAL) has been widely demonstrated since

the tec0ainique was f!rr't suggested in the middle 1960's. Over the past

decade cqzcer.tration measurements made using DIAl systems operating in

the ultraviolet, visible and infrared regions of the electromagnetic

spectrum have been reported. In some cases, DIAL technology has been

advanced to the point where mobile systems installed in both vans and

aircraft are routinely used for pollution monitoring. At present

however, DIAL systems have not been demonstrated which can produce con-

centratLion profiles from ranges beyond a few km in the middle infrared

spectral region. This dissertation describes an effort to deternmine

the feaibility of measuring species concentrations at longer ranges by .. '

e•,•loying a pulsed coherent CO2 laser transmitter and heterodyne detec-

tion of the backscattered radiation.

In order to measure gas concentration by the DIAL technique, the

lidar ust be operated at a frequency which coincides with a' discrete

spectral absorption line of the gas. The infrared region of the

spectrum, especially the region with wavelengths ranging between 2.5

and 25 pm, is rich in species absorption lines. Unfortunately, the

sensitivity of conventional lidar systems, which employ direct detec-

tion of backscattered or reflected radiation, is less at infrared wave-

lengths than in the visible or ultraviolet spectral regions. This

6
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degradation at longer wavelengths is a result ot the limitations

imposed by current detector technology, as well as Lhe increased level

of optical background which exists in the middle inrirared.

Reduced detection sensitivity of lidar systems in the infrared is

especially significant because atmospheric backscatter coefficients in

that region are substantially lower than at visible or ultraviolet

wavelengths. As a resilt of this combination of detrimental effects,

lidar systems operating at wavelengths in the region around X - 10 Om

require many orders-of-magnitude more transmit power to obtain aerosol

backscattered signals comparable zo those obtained with fron more

modest systems at shorter wavelengths. To date, reported DIAL~ con-

centration measurements estimated from aerosol-backscattered returns

have employed pulsed CO2 lasers and direct detection to probe the 9-11.

r m spectral region. Maximum ranges obtained for these mea3urements

have been on the order of 2-3 km despite transmit pulse energies of 2 J

or more. In order to extend the range capabilities of these incoherent

DIAL systems beyond 10 km, as much as 10 J of pulse energy would be

required.

An alternate technique to improve DIAL measurement sensitivity i,,

the CO2 region without constructing larger lasers is to use optical

heteorodyne detection on the backscatter radiation. In principle, a

heterodyne (also known as coherent) CO, DIAL system provides as much as

a 30 d" increase in sensitivity over a direct detection system because

the detector can be operated in a qpantum-noise limited mode. The

7
S-i,.
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notion of employing beterodyne detection to increase infrared DIAL sea-

sitivity was first suggested in the mid 1970's. Since then, n number

of analytical studies have been performed which examined the perform-

ance capabilities of coherent DIAL systems. To date however, actual

coherenL DIAL measurements are limited to continuous-wave (CW) or low-

energy pulsed applications using solid targets. The absence of results

describing coherent detection of aerosol returns is due primarily to

the relative diffizulty and complexity involved in constructing a

pulsed coherent system. Because the state-of-the-art technology

required to make such a system perform adequately entails high costs,

research on coherent IR systents has advanced slowly in the absence of a

well-defined benefit or application.

Recently coherent lidar technology has moved ahead to the poinc

where pulsed systems exist or are under development at a number of

locations. The primary impetus for this proliferation is the potential

application of coherent CO2 systems to measure atmospheric winds from

ground-based or space-based platforms. Results of pulsed coherent

system measurement programs have demonstrated wind-velocity and back-

scatter coefficiern measurement capabilities to beyond 15 km, despite

pulse energies on the order of 10 mJ (less than 1/10 the energies of

pulsed CO2 systems used in incoherent DIAL measurements). Although

much data have been gathered regarding Doppler applications, no

measurements have yet been taken which examine the capabilities of

these new pulsed coherr.nt systems for DIAL measurements. The potential

benefits of coherent CO DIAL are substantial.: long range (tens of

8
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kilometers) sensitivity in the 9-11 pm spectral region obtainable with

nominal pulse energies; and a capability to simultaneously measuie

radial velocity as well as gas concentration. Measuring both radial

velocity and concentration simultaneously offers the possibility of

measuring species fluxes over a specific measurement area. This capa-

bility could be useful in applications such as identification and

tracking of poisonous gases, research involving moisture entrainment

into convective storms, or pollution monitoring.

The primary contribution in this dissertation is the first range-

resolved DIAL measurement of an atmospheric species using a pulsed

coherent lidar. fhe measurements were one segment of a comprehensive .

study of coherent DIAL, which included analysis and formulation of pri-

mary sources of error in DIAL measurements, simulation of ground-based

system capabilities, and statistical characterization of pulsed lidar

reLu•-6 bacbkscattered from atmosphec aerosols= The overall obective"

of the research was to evaluate coherent DIAL both analytically and

experimentally. To reach this goal, the following secondary objecLives

were established:

1. Analyze in detail potential error sources in ground-based DIAL

tneasurements. Develop quantitative expressions for the errors in

order to determine which parameters are the most critical and which

can be neglected.

2. Model ground-based lidar measurements of a particular species as a

function of lidar system parameters and atmospheric conditions.

9 ,- .



3. Measure statistical properties of aeroaol-backscattered lidar re-

turns, and compute effects of the observed signal fluctuation

characteristics on DIAL measurement technique and accuracy.

4. Demonstrate coherent range-resolved DIAL measurements of atmo-

spheric water vapor.

5. Examine feasibility of combined species and wind velocity measure-

ment sv

The dissertation is organized roughly along the lines of the objec-

tives listed above. Chapter II contains backgrouvd information de-

scribing lidar remote sensing, direct versus heterodyne detection, the

DIAl technique, and previous DIAL research. In Chapter III a detailed

S discussion of error sources for measurements using CO2 lasers in both

coherent and incoherent DIAL systems is presented. Uncertainties due

to the primary error sources are quantified and used in a simulation to

estimate ground-based DIAL capability for range-resolved water vapor

measurement. Chapter IV describes measurements of the statistical

characteristics of coherent lidar returns. Following a description of

the NOAA pulsed lidar, the ensemble and temporal properties of back-

scattered signals are presented and related to DIAL measurement capabi-

lities and selection of processing techniques.

In Chapter V the actual DIAL measurements are described. Range-

resolved estimates of water vapor concentration along both horizontal

and elevated atmospheric paths are presented and compared with values

10
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measured by comparison sensors. The errors and analomies which appear

in the results are discussed with regard to uncertainties predicted by

theory. Also included in Chapter V are measurements ot radial wind

veiocities estimated simultaneously with the concentration estimates, '

followed by a discussion of optimal design criteria for combined

DIAL/Doppler systems. The entire dissertation is summarized in Chapter

VI. The capabilities of coherent DIAL as shown in the experimental

measurements are compared with those predicted by the simulation

described in Chapter III, and an overall evaluation of the coherent

DIAL technique is presented. Finally, a recommendation for future

research on the topic is offered.

. . . . ... S

. .-. .' .



II. DIAL BACK'GROUND INFORMATION

This chapter presents background material describing lidar remote

sensing, heterodyne detection of optical radiation, and differential

absorption lidar (DIAL) species concentration measurement. It is

intended to provide a brief overview of the current state of DIAL-

related technology and capabilities, to acquaint the reader with the

important characteristics associated with heterodyno detection, and to L

show under which conditions the use of coherent DIAL can potentially

improve measurement capabilities beyond those which currently exist.

The first section contains a very fundamental discussion on use of L...A

lidirs for remote sensing of atmospheric parameters, including a brief

description of typical transmitter and receiver characteristics. In

Section B the lidar equation for return signal strength is presented L

and explained. Also included in Section B are equations for direct and

heterodyne detection signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which illustrate the

sensitivity advantages of heterodyne detectior at long wavelengths.

Section C shows the mathematical basis for the DIAL method, then pre-

sents a brief history of DIAL measurements from 1964, when the tech-

nique was first suggested, up to the present. The potential benefits

to be gained through application of coherent CO2 DIAL, i.e., improved

sensitivity and wind measuring capability, are discussed in Section D.

Section E provides a brief chapter summary.

L1
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"* ,A. LIDAR FUNDAMENTALS AND EXAMPLES

"The term lidar, for Light Detection And Ranging, was first applied

to pulsed light techniques by Middleton and Spillhaus [1]. Except for

the frequency of the transmitted radiation, lidar as usud in remote

sensing applications is conceptually identical to standard electro-

magnetic radar. In its basic form a lidar transmitter produces a pulse

of optical radiation, which is directed into the medium 
of interest by

the system optics. Although lidar techniqued can be applied in the

vacuum of space as well as in water, most lidar work employs the

terrestial atmosphere as the propagation and -.-tttering medium. In

the remaining discussion in this chapter, the assumption will be made

that the lidar measurements are performed in the Earth's atmosphere.

As the transmitted optical energy propagates, it is affected by the

characteristics of the region of atmosphere thcough which it passes.

Gas molecules and particles or droplets cause some of the energy to be

scattered. A small fraction of this scattered energy is backscattered,

i.e., directed back toward the lidar system. This energy can be

detected at the li .r receiver. Since energy which is not directed

back along the path of propagation is lost, scattering also produces

"attenuation in the optical field. Additional attenuation occurs from

absorption by the gases and particles which occur along the path.

in general the atmosphere is a spatially and temporally random

medium with respect to its scattering and absorptive properties.

Although it can be characterized in a statistical sense, its exact

13



. . characteristics during the instant in which it interacts with the opti-

cal energy are not precisely known. This random characterization also

applies to refractive index. Inhomogeniettes in refractive index per-

turb the phase of a propagating wave, producing bending, decoherence

and scintillations in the wave intensity. A more detailed discussion

r77of refractive index turbulence as it effects CO2 lidar systems is

included in Chapter III.

In lidar applications, the signal of interest is usually the energy

backscattered by the atoms and particles within some segment of the

propagation medium. In some cases, when the atmospherically backscat-

tered signal is too weak to be detected, the energy reflected from a

"solid target at one extreme of the propagation medium is used. The

returned energy is collected by the receiver optics and directed onto a

photodetector, which produces an electrical signal proportional to the

intensity of the optical radiation incident at the detector. In a

pulsed lidar, the time elapsed between the transmit pulse and the re-

turn signal is proportional to the range from which the return origina-

tes.

Since lidar system performance characteristics are affected by par-

ticular properties of the propagation medium and target, analysis of

the received signal yields informacion on these properties. The magni-

tude of the signal from a given range is a function of the backscatter

characteristic at that range as well as the attenuative properties of

the intervening medium. In order to estimate one parameter, e.g.,

14
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backscatter, information on the other parameters (propagation-path

"characteristics) must be known or estimated. For the most part, both

backscatter and transmission properties are a strong function of opera.-

ting wavelength.

Absorption of energy increases sharply when the operational wave-

length coincides with a resonance absorption line of an atmospheric

gas. Backscatter and turbulence effects also vary with wavelength; at

shorter wavelengths molecnlar scattering and turbuilence effects are

both enhanced. By appropriately selecting the operating wavelength one

can often deliberately emphasize the effects of one parameter relative

to another in order to perform a particular function.

Although the term "lidar" originally applied to any system which

emploted an optical source, almost all present-day systems use a laser s e

as the system transmitter. The monochromatic radiation produced by

laser transmitters enables the operating wavelength to be exactly spe-

cified, and provides transmit beams which remain collimated over long

distances. In remote sensing applications the minimal dispersion of

the beam permits measurements to be made at low elevation angles where

typical radar systems would be hampered by ground clutter effects

.. [~~~2,3 1 . - " "i

Lidar systems for remote sensing have been demonstrated at a number

of wavelengths ranging from the ultraviolet through the infrared. To

obtain energy in the UV region, radiation from a Nd:YAG laser is fre-

quently employed to pump a dye laser, the output of which is frequency

15"
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doubled in a crystal to produce the desired wavelength [4-9]. The

Nd:YAG laser can also be tripled to yield radiation at X - 355 nm [.

Since dye laaer systems used in the UV spectral region are hampered by

low efficiency and limited pulse energy, much work has been done in

recent years to develop rare-gas halide excimer lasers for remote

sensing applications [r0, II]. Use of pulsed XeCl excimer lasers for -

ozone monitoring has been reported [12].

Dye lasers are also commonly employed as sources for remote sensi.ng

in the visible. As in the case when UV radiation is generated, most

systems are pumped by a flashlamp [13,14] or a doubled Nd:YAG laser

(7,8,151. Dye systems pumped by nitrogen lasers (13] and excimer la-

sers (161 have also been reported. For high power applications using

dye lasers Nd:YAG and excimer lasers are typically the excitation

sources of choice because of the high conversion efficiency (as high as

402 (111) which can be achieved. This increased efficiency over flash-

lamp pumping comca about primarily because the output radiation is

spectrally narrow with low divergence. Ruby (X - 694.3 nm) and argon

(X = 514.5 nm) lasers have also been used as sources in visible atmo-

spheric (aseous species measurements [16,17]. These transmitters pro-

vide high pulse energies, but have limited tunability relative to dye

lasers. Tuning is obtained in ruby lasers by thermal pressure or

interferometric techniques. Recently, an argon laser operating on

multiple lines was reported in an atmospheric gas monitoring applica-

tion [17]. The multi-line output provided simulzaneous radiation at

two desired wavelengths.

16
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In the IR region of the spectrum the most commonly used sources for

remote sensing are N2:YAG and CO2 lasers. Carbun dioxide lasers offer

relatively high efficiency, and can be operated in either a continuous

wave (CW) or pulsed mode. For pulsed operations, a TEA (transverse-

excited-atmospheric) laser is often employed. Such lasers can provide

many Joules of energy per pulse. Recently much effort has been applied

to development of high pressure CO lasers. High pressure lasers
2

potentially offer turability across the entire 9-11 Um CO spectral " .
2

region through pressure broadening of the discrete CO2 gain lines.

This capability is especially desirable in atmospheric spectroscopy,

since absorption lines of many interacting ;ases are contained within

the 9-11 Um gain. By doubling the CO2 radiation frequency with a non-

linear crystal, gases with absorbing lines near X = 5 Um can be exa-

mined [18].

The other commonly-used IR lidar transmitter, Nd:YAG, can also be

operated in either a CW or pulsed mode to obtain radiation at X - 1.06

Um. Although there is not an abundance of absorption lines in the

immediate spectral region, Nd:YAG lasers are frequently used to measure

aerosol densities (19] or to observe smoke plumes [20]. By using a

Nd:YAG laser to pump an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) source,

tunability over the 1.4 - 4 Um spectral region can be obtained [211.

This region offers good potential to measure water vapor concentrations

at 1 - 1.9 Pm.

By injection />•cking or hybrid (combined CW and pulsed) techniques,

e CO2 lasers can be made to produce ultra-high purity pulses with from

17



100 m.J to as much as 2 J of energy. These lasers are used in systems

which employ optical heterodyne detection. The sensitivity adqantages

and wind-measuring capability of the heterodyne detection tech'iique are

outlined in the next section; this dissertation is primarily concerned

with the application of heterodyne detection in range-resolved species

concentration measurement. Although the majority of demonstrated

heterodyne lidar systems have employed CO laser transmitters, recent
2

work has suggested that sufficient frequency stability for heterodyne

measurement of Doppler shifts can be obtained using a Nd:YAG laser

[22]. Heterodyne detection at X - 1.06 Um offers the potential for

wind velocity measurements with improved backscatter and better spatial

resolution than at CO wavelengths.

"Another source of optical radiation in the infrared for remote

sensing applications is the tunable diode laser. Because of the low

power output of these devices, their use is generally restricted to

applications as local oscillators in heterodyne systems in situations

where a double-ended path or retroreflector can be employed. One

example of a diode laser application is the measurement of average

humidity using derivative spectroscopy as reported by Taylor [23]. In

this experiment a retroreflector was used to reflect the low signal

energy brck to the receiver.

A potentially promising new source of optical radiation for remote

sensing is a tunable laser made from transition-metal-doped crystals.

Although still in a research stage these devices are continuously

18



tunable and can be Q-switched to generate high-peak-power output. An

example of such a device is the Co:MgFa laser [24], which is tunable

across the 1.6 to 2.3 Vm region. This spectral region contains strong

absorption bands due to H20 and CO2 2*
The discussion to this point has centered primarily on laser

transmitters, since these are the principal elements which distinguish

one lidar system from another. Plowever, other characteristics, such as

optical configuration and receiver type, also differ among lidar

systems. Most single-ended lidars operate in either a monostatic or

biszatic configuration. In a monostatic system the cransmitted and

backscattered signals follow a common optical path, hence alignment is

simplified. However, in the case where the transmitter and receiver

also share the same optics, some kind of transmit/recelve switch is

usually necessary to prevent saturation or damage to the signal detec-

tor from leakage of the transmit energy back along the receiver path* :--

This problem can be reduced by the use of a 2-mirror coaxial system,

such as the one emplcyed in the University of Hull coherent lidar

"system [25]. Mounting the transmit mirror coaxially in the middle of

the receiver provides isolation as well as monostati.c operation,

although alignment difficulties are increased. Isolation is also -

improved for single transmit/receive mirror monostatic systems when the

telescope employs an off-axis configuration, such that no transmit

energy reflects back into the detector from the system primary mirror.

Bistatic configurations alleviate isolation problems at a cost of

increased alignment difficulty.

19



In the receiver, the choice of a system detector and electronic

"bandwidth is a strong function of beth the transmitter characteristics

and the system performance requirements. Photomultiplier tubes provide

high sensitivity from the ultraviolet region of the spectrum through

the visible to the near, infrared. If applications necessitate opera-

tion at longer wavelengths in the infrared, photoconductive and photo-

voltaic semiconductors are employed. Materials from which these

detectors are fabricated include silicon, germanium, InSb, PbSnTe,

PbSnSe, InAsSb and HgCdTe. In general HgCdTe has become the preferred

material because detector response can be peaked at any wavelengath

from 0.9 pm ro 40 lpm by using the appropriate alloy of HgTe and CdTe.

Bec&use photons at longer wavelengths possess less energy, detectors in

the IR portion ot the spectrum must be cooled to reduce the effect of

thermal excitation. Since this property is often a disadvantage in -

certain applications, room temperature detectors have been developed.

Their performance is at least. 10 dB poorer than appropriately cooled

detectors [261.

A key elxaent in a lidar receiver, especially at longer wave-

lengths, is the detection mode; i.e., direct detection or heterodyne

detection. These two detection configurations are characterized in the

following section, which examines some of the fundamental expressions

describing lidar system operation.
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B. BASIC LIDAR THEORY

Many aspects of lidar operation are included in the lidar equation

[27] for signal power backscattered by single particles:

-'2 R
Pr(R) -Pt() a(R)ARR exp[-2 f cs(r)dR] (2.1)

where P (R) is the instantaneous received power at time (T-t°) P is
r 0 t

the transmitted power at time to, c is the velocity of light, T is the

pulse duratioa, $(R) is the volume backscattering coefficient of the .

atmosphere, R is range, A is the effective receiver area and a is the
r

volume extinction coefficient of the atmosphere. Equation 2.1 assumes

that a rectangular pulse was transmitted, and that effects such as tur- .

bulence do not affect the intensity of the signal. %

The volume backscatter coefficient 8 in Eq. (2.1) is defined as the -

Fr.cfrornal amount of energy scattered per unit solid aagle in the back-

ward direction per unit atmospheric length. A point often overlooked

when applying Eq. (2.1) is that the value of a is usually specified as

a mean value. In reality the instantaneous energy fraction varies con-

siderably over Lime and space due to coherent fading (speckle). This

phenomena, which is discussed in detail in Chapter III, comes about

because the intensities of the signals backscattered from the indivi-

dual particles within the scatte-ing volume do not add instantaneously

to produce a resultant intensity. In actuality the fields are super- .4

posed in a vector addition; hence as the relative phases of the indivi-

dual signals vary the signal alternately fades and surges. As a
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, result, the instantaneous 8 as calculated from the fractional energy
"measured at a point is in essence a random variable. By recogniziag ,

as such and taking expected values, misinterpretaions of Eq. (2.1)

resulting from a failure to include potential signal fluctuations can

be reduced. Note that Eq. "2.1) also neglects turbulence, which can

produce additional random scintillations in signal intensity.

In a lidar system the optical power collected by the receiver aper-

ture is directed back to the system detector. Detection of the radia-

tion can at that point be either incoherent (direct detection) or

coherent (heterodyne detection). In eithar case, the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) following detection is given by

F Ps r;SNR - (2.2)
SNEP

where F5 is a system dependent constant which takes into account losses

between the receiver aperture and the detector, ! fq the detector quan-

tum efficiency and NEP is the noise equivalent power of the detector.

In the following paragraphs SNR expressions for both coherent and inco-

herent detection are discussed. A more detailed look at noise-equiva-

lent-power for lidar measurements inthe 10.6 Um spectral region is

contained in Chapter III. L

1. Direct Detection

For the most part, optical detectors L;ed in remote sensing applica-

tions are characterized by the property that the electric signal out of

the detector is proportional to the rate at which charge carriers are
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. - excited by the optical field. Given an optical field E(t), where E(t)

is represented in phasor form, the trarnsition rate of current-carrying

electrons is proportional to the intensity of the field, i.e.,

W E(t) E*(t) . (2.3)

When direct detection of lidar radiation is employed, the incident

field on the detector is simply the backscattered optical energy. The

output detector current is proportional to the power in the backscat-

"tered signal, i.e.,

id(t) P(t)

where P(t) is -he incident optical power.

SNR of the detector output current differs'as a function of type of

de..ector employed. Photomultipliers are the most widely used detectors

in the visible and ultraviolet spectral regions. For a photomultiplier

used in a direct detection mode, the SNR (assuming a constant signal)

is

2(P enl/hv) 2 G2 F
"SNR - (2.4)

222G eidAV + 2Ge AvF(P +P,) + 4k T Av/RL
Gid ~ hv r B e L

where P is optical power, from Eq. (2.1)
r

P8  is optical background power

e is electron charge

. is quantum efficiency
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.hv is photon energy

'G is total current multiplication between anode and cathode

Fs is one way system optics loss

i is dark current
d

Av is receiver bandwidth "

kB is Boltzmann's constant F,

T is receiver equivaleat temperature
e

RT. is load resistance.

The signal-to-noise ratio in Eq. (2.4) is computed from the average

detector current aa the mean signal power divided by the mean noise

power, and assumes no fluctuation in signal intensity. Since detector

current is proportional to optical signal intensity, the power in the

detector current is actually proportional to the square of the optical

power. Because of this, the voltage SNR, equal to the square root of ..

the SN -in Eq. (2 4O i-s frequently used. -

The numerator in Eq. (2.4) comes from the mean signcl power at the

detector, while the various denominator terms are the result ofý dif-

ferent noise sources. The leftmost denominator term comes from dark

current, the middle term is quantum noise due to optical signal and

background, and the righthand term includes the effects of Johnson

noise. Usually the dark noise is the dominant noise source for direct

detection using photomultipliers. By working with a small photo-

cathode, the dark current can usually be made small enough that the

detector noise is of no consequence, so that the detector operates in a

ca.. quantum noise limited mode.
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In the infrared spectral region, lidar system detectors are usually

either of the photovoltaic or photoconductive type. WMen connected to

a bias voltage, photoconductive detectors respond to optical intensity

by lowering the resistance across a semiconductor crystal, so that by

monitoring the detector current the optical signal is extracted. In a

direct detection mode the photoconductor SNR is

enToFP 2
2( (h " r)

VTd
SNR d 2(2.5)SR 4e nF(ro/,d )2(Pr+PB)AV •'.•

+ 2 eidA v + 4k T •v/R

74 dB e L

where To is the average carrier lifetime, Td is the drift time across

the photoconductor crystal and other terms are as described previously.

The denominator in Eq. (2.5) contains noise terms from dark current and

Johnson noise identical to those in the photomultiplier SNR expression;

the leftmoL unodeominator term is due to generation/recombination noise.

In most applications employing direct detection, the noise in Eq. (2.5)

is dominated by the Johnson or background noise terms.

"aaePhotodiodes are the most commonly used IR detector in lidar

systems. When a photon is absorbed by a photodiode, it generates a

charge carrier which contributes to the signal current as it traverses -7

the p-n junction. The noise mechanisms for a photodiode are similar to

those in a photoconductor, except that the individual carriers do not

recombine within the crystal. The SNR for a photodiode operated in the

direct detector mode is

25
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2(P IF/hhv) 2

SNR 2 (2.6)
(3e (Pd + P B)FnAv/hv) + 2 eidAv + 4kB TeAv/RL

where all terms have been described previously. As in the photoconduc-

tor case the dominant noise sources are typically thermal and back-

ground shot noise. Because signal energy is higher than in the photo-

voltaic case, the relative NEP due to Johnson noise is lower. A

typical value of direct detection NEP for photodiodes is 2 x 10 w at

X - 10.6 pm, assuming a receiver bandwidth of 10 MHz [26].

Examining the SNR expressions for each of the three detectors

discussed above, substitution of representative values shows that quan-

tum or shot-noise limited operation is difficu..t to obtain in the

middle infrared using direct detection. Even the use of cooled ampli-

' fiers does not generally reduce the thermal noise to a point where it

can be neglected. To obtain shot-noise limited operation it is

necessary to employ heterodyne detection. This important mode of

detection is discussed in the following paragraphs.

2. Heterodyne Detection

The fundamental optical arrangement for heterodyne detection is

shown in Fig. 2-1. The radiation from the local oscillator laser and

the backscattered signal radiation impinge normally on the photodetec-

tor, such that the total electric field is given by

E E cos w ýt) + ELcos (2.7)t s -.:s w.-

where Es and 5 L are the amplitudes of the signal and local oscillator

fields (assumed constant for this discussion), and w and wL are the
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field frequencies. The detector response is proportional to the inten-

sity of the radiation in the total electric field

2 2 2 2 2
i~t)-z E E cos w t +L COB W t

+ EsELcos( -wL)t + EsELcos(E s+WL)t (2.8)

Since the detector cannot follow the instantaneous intensity at

infrared frequencies, it responds to thM average values of the first,

second and fourth terms in Eq. (2.8). Aasuming however, that the de-

tector has sufficient bandwidth to respond to the (ws-wL) difference

frequency, Eq. (2.8) becomes

E L2 E 2

i(t) L+ + EELCOS (2.9)

By filtering the detector current about a bandwidth centered on the

difference, or intermediate frequency (IF), the DC terms are elimi-

nated. Inserting the quantity en/hv as a proportionality term, we ge-

EsEL en
i(t) h cos(L - WL)t .(2.10)

The sensitivity advantage gained when heterodyne detection is

employed becomes apparent when the quantum noise term in the SNR

expressions is examined. For a photomultiplier or photodiode. The

quantum noise power, iN2(t), is given by
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- e 2E 2 AV
2 t

iN 2hv (2.11)

2where E is the mean intensity of the optical field in Eq. (2.7). By
t

making EL >> E , the first, third and fourth terms become negligible in

,- q. (2.8) relative to the second term so that

- eiN " 2hv (2.12)

It is obvious in Eq. (2.12) that the noise power due to quantum

noise can be adjusted by varying the local oscillator (LO) intensity. -'

Note from Eq. (2.10) that signal power i 2 (t) is also proportional to
a

E 2. Thus, by increaclAug EL to a point where the shot noise term is
LL

"much larger than other noise sources, such .as Johnson or dark current

noise, the detector can be operated in a shot-noise limited mode. The

onl- limitation on this procedure is the observation that EL cannot be

increased indefinitely in an attempt to make the shot-noise dominate

the other sources, since eventually the detector saturates. Practi-

cally, attainment of full shot noise li, .ed operation through hetero-

dyning was demonstrated iW the visible and infrared portions of the

spectrum as early as the 1960's [28].

When shot noise is the dominant term, the signal-to-noise ratio

expressions in Eqs. (2.4) through (Z.6) become

F sP rT
SNR hvA (2.13)

for both photoemissive and photovoltaic type detectors, and
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COO -. 7

F Prn-

SNR = r (2.14),,':,•-'., 2hvAv . - . •

for photoconductors. It is seen from the above equations that signal- p

to-noise ratio in the heterodyne case is proportional to the optical

signal intensity, in contrast to direct detection where SNR varies as

the square of the optical intensity.

Mcst early interest in heterodyne lidar was concerned more with the

phase measurement capability of the technique than with its potential

sensitivity benefits. The first measurements of atmospheric winds

using coherent lidars were made by Jelalian and Huffaker [29] using a

CO 2  continuous wave system. Subsequently, results of comparisons bet- ,

ween CO lidar wind measurements and those from a cup anemometer showed
2

good agreement (30] indicating the feasibility of such devices. A

coherent infrared lidar system used for satellite tracking and iden-

tification was developed at Lincoln Laboratory in the late 19b0's and

is still operational [31]. Because this system occupied several rooms,

a program to develop a transportable radar for tactical military opera-

tions !;s initiated. By early 1982, the major components of this por-

table system were nearly complete [32].

In the late 1970's, a number of groups reported using coherent CW

CO2 lidar systems for remote sensing of winds [33], backscatter [34]

and stack plumes [351. Such systems employed conventional or waveguide

CO lasers in either homodyne or heterodyne configurations. Although
2

CW lidar systems are still employed today for military remote sensing

, .. * \ ..
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applications such as imaging and short range wind and backscatter moni- -

toring, an important thrust of coherenxt lidar technology in recent

years has been toward development of pulsed systems capable of range-

resolved measurements from longer distances.

During the summer of 1981 the NOAA lidar employed for the experi- . 4

ments described in this dissertation was the first high-peak-power

pulsed system to be used for atmospheric remote sensing. Developed by

United Technologies Research Center, the system has been used in a b _

variety of wind-monitoring applications (2,36]. Additional information

describing the NOAA lidar is presented in Chapter IV.

A number of "second-generation" pulsed CO2 lidar systems are

currently near operation or under development. Such systems typically

generate pulse energies on the order of I J or more and maintain

necessary transmzi~tter frequency stability by injection-locking the main

!:y; in contrast to the hybrid TEA configuration used in the NOAA

lit . The abundance of these newer systems, combined with the capabi-

lity demonstrated in recent years to operate lidar systems in battle

field or other hostile environments, indicate that coherent CO lidar
2

technology should continue to mature in the future. This available

technology provides a good reason to pursue potential new applications

of CO lidar such as the measurements described in this dissertation.

2
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"3. Trade-Offs Between Coherent and IncoherenL Systems for Atmospheric

Remote si-a

Optical heterodyne detection is characterized by two important pro-

perties which make it potentially attractive for atmospheric remote

sensing: (1) the frequency and phase of the optical field can be

measured and (2) the receiver can be made to operate in a -'ot-noise-

limited detection mode. The capability to measure frequency is extre-

[,7 mely valuable for remote monitoring of wind velocities through esti- . 4

* mation of the Doppler shift of the backscattered radiation. Although

other optical techniques, sch as thc so-called "fringe" system, have

been demonstrated for measuremeat of wind velocities at limited ranges

[37], pulsed-Doppler lidars usir.g optical heterodyne detection provide

a demonstrated means of measuring radial wind velocities to ranges

beyond 15 km. One would normally employ these heterodyne systems when

longer range measurements are desired.

For monitoring of atmospheric parameters which require measurement .

of backscattered signal intensity, the type of detection technique

employed is usually a function of wavelength. At wavelengths below

approximately 3 um, where photoemissive devices can be used, direct

detection can be made to approach quantum-noise-limited operation by

using narrow spectrum optical filters and restricting the receiver

field of view. Conversely at wavelengths above 3 pm, where solid state 4

detectors are necessary, the average signal-to-noise ratio of a direct

detection receiver is usually orders of magnitude below that of a
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"heterodyne receiver. This is especially true in the 10 pm spectral

"region, which is characterized by a high level of background radiance.

When heterodyne detection is employed, the detected signal can be

electronically filtered so that the receiver bandwidth is matched to

the information bandwidth (typically on the order of 10 MHz). Over

this narrow spectral region noise due to background radiance is negli-

gible.

Although much more sensitive a' longer wavelengths, employment of a

coherent lidar system entails an enormous increase in complexity and

precision over a similar direct-detection system. The transmitter and

local oscillator optical sources must have sufficient frequency stabi-

lity to prevent the optical beat signal from drifting out of the detec-

tor bandwidth. Unless a homodyne configuration is employed, this

normally entails the use of closed-loop servo mechanisms on both lasers

to maintain their appropriate frequency reationship. Whe.I.n the .bak-

scattered signal is directed by the receiver optics on to the detector,

its phase fronts must be precisely matched with those of the local

oscillator radiation to prevent degradation in sensitivity. Addition-

ally, the backscattered signal must be transversely coherent across the

entire surface of the detector where it mixes with the LO oscillation.

For a distributed-type target, such as the atmospheric aerosol, this

necessitates the use of a diffraction limited field of view in both

transmitter and receiver for maximum SNR. Such narrow fields of view

increase the difficulty of system alignment, especially when separate

transmitters and receivers are employed. Because of the need for
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transverse coherence, atmospheric processes such as turbulence can

reduce sensitivity in coherent systems. Turbulence typically has a

negligible effect on direct detection systems operating in the infra-

red.

The brief discussion above is intended to outline those factors

whic,- must be considered when considering coherent or incoherent detec-

tion for a proposed lidar system. In the visible or near IR, direct

detection is probably the preferred technique unless a requirement

exists for phase and frequency measurements. Farther into the IR

region, heterodyne detection has a definite sensitivity advantage in

terms of SNR. The complexity entailed when employing heterodyne detec-

tion, combined with the degradation possible because of turbulence and

speckle effects on the return, however, tend to make one hesitate

before employing a coherent technique. Chapter III examines the trade- . .

offs between techniques with regard to a specific application. measure-

ment of species concentration in the 10.6 Um region. The method for

performing such measurements is described in the next section.

C. THE DIAL TECHNIQUE

1. DIAL equation

L
Measurement of gaseou!§species concentration by differential ab-

sorption lidar was first suggested by Schotland (38]. From Eq. .2.1),

it is seen that the optical power received from the atmosphere by a

lidar system is a function of the transmitted power, the volume back-



scatter coefficient, the receiver characteristics, the range to the

scattering volume and the total absorption. Since system parameters

can be specified, Eq. (2.1) contains two unknown quantities, back-

scatter and absorption, which are dependent on the state of the atmu-

sphere. To remove the backscatter coefficient dependence in DIAL

species measurements, radiation is transmitted at two wavelengths. The

wavelengths are selected such that radiation at one wavelength is

strongly absorbed by the atmospheric gas to be monitored, while radia-

tion at the other wavelength, which essentially serves as a reference,

is minimally absorbed by the candidate gas.

The expression used to calculate concentration in range-resolved

DIAL measurements is derived from Eq. (2.1) as follows. The backscat-

tered power at frequency v from range R is

rR
0 V V

P (R) (2.15)
a VA2 [2+() )"

where y(R) is the absorption coefficient of the atmosphere due to all

gases except the species of interest, p(r) is the concentration of the

candidate species and K (r) is absorption cross section of the species

at frequency v. Equation (2.15) assumes that pulse lengths are relati-

vely short, such that (R) is constant over the pulse volume. Effects

of longer pulses on measurement results are further diecussed in

Chapters III and IV.

DIAL measurements are performed by observing the backscattered

signal power Fcom two ranges (R and R+AR) and two frequencies (v and
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' W where v a corresponds to an isolated abRorption line of the gas

under study, and vw is in a spectral region on the absorption linu

wing). An expression for p(R) averaged over the distance AR is '

obtained from Eq. (2.15) by forming the difference of the logarithm of

P V(R) evaluated at R and R + AR for each of the two wavelengths. The

equations are [381

Pa ()2AR ''"in pa(R - - + In •a(R) - in 8a(R+AR)

P a (R+AR) R a'a

+ 2y AR + 2p K AR
a a

In P R + in _ (R) - In Bw(R+AR)
P w(R+AR) R w W

+ 2y wAR + 2 p K wAR (2.16)

where v = a and v " w represent frequencies corresponding to line

center and line wing, respectively, and the overbar indicates a spa-

ta11y Raveraged auantity over the distance AR. The concentration is

obtained from (2.15) and (2.16) as

Pa(R) P - (R) +
P(R) [in a In + B + T] (2.17)"-"="-- (R+AR) P (R+AR)

2K AR aw

where

T -2[ya - wR]A

Ba (R+AR) nw(R+AR) (1B -in a-in w()(2.18) i

a (R w()

K K -Km a W
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"It is seen that in order to evaluate p in Eq. (2.17), it is neces-

sary to know the magnitudes of B, T and K . The differential absor:-
m

tion cross section K can be estimated from line parameter estimation
M

routines, such as thc commonly-used Air Force Geophysical Laboratory

(AFGL) absorption program [39]. The quantities B and T are, in

general, unkpown. It is generally assumed that if the on-line and off-

line frequencies are close togethe.r and the measurements are taken

nearly simultaneously then B and T can be taken to be zero. Errors due

to uncertainties in B and T and other factors were estimated by

Schotland [40] for water vapor DIAL measurements using a tunable ruby

system operating at 694 nm. In Chapter III these errors are discussed

for DIAL measurements using CO2 lasers in the 9-11 pm spectral region.

2. History of DIAL Species Measurements

Initially, DIAL measurements were performed in the visible region

of the spectrum, hence direct detaction was usually employed to measure

the optical radiation. Following his suggestion of the technique,

Schotland reported water vapor profile measurements using a ruby lidar

in 1966 [16]. Although theoretical analyses examined the feasibility

of the DIAL technique during the late 1960's and early 1970's [41,42],

very little experimental work was reported until 1974, wkien Rothe et

al. [43] described measurements of NO2 using a tunable dye laser with 1

mJ output. They gathered data on a number of wavelengths to effec-

tively map out the NO2 absorption spectra between 4550 and 4670 A.
2i
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Later in 1975 Grant et al. [14] measured NO2 concentration i:n a

sample chamber using atmospheric aerosols as a backscatter source. By

comparing the DIAL results with those from an in situ sensor, they

estimated uncertainties in the measurements to be 0.05 ppm km.

In a subsequent experiment, Grant and Hake made measure:-ents of

SO2 and 03 in the UV portion of the spectrum by doubling the output

from a tunable diode laser in a non-linear crystal [4]. Integration

of 8 laser pulses at each of the sequentially-tuned wavelengths re-

sulted in uncertaintiee of .06 ppm km for SO2 and .12 ppm km for 03•'

Also in 1975, mcasurements of SO2 at a smokestack exit were reported by

Kuhl and Spitschon [44]. Output from a frequency doubled dye laser

operating near 300 nm was directed to a retroreflector on the opposite

side of the stack.

An early species measurement in the IR was made by Hennigsert .t al.

(45] who remotely measured CO concentration in plastic begs. Using an

optical parametric oscillator as a source, they monitored differz.ntial

absorption from a topographical target at wavelengths near 1.3 nim. Ku

et al. [46] performed a similar measurement *of CO concentration using

signal transmitted by a diode laser and scattered by a retroreflector.

The concept of employing heterodyne detection to increase sen--

sitivity for DIAL measurements in the infrared spectral region was

first proposed by Kobayashi and Inaba [47] in 1975. One year later

Menzies and Shumate (48] employed homodyne detection to measure con-

centrations of 03, C2 H4 and NO aloag 0.8 km and 3.75 km paths near
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C. i%7- 7 71:67K -
Pasadena, California. Continuous-wave radiation from CO and CO2 lasers

was reflected by a rotating hard target. The rotation of the target

provided the necessary Doppler shift in the backscattered signal for

homodyne detection. Measurements taken over a busy highway showed good

correlation between expected gas concentrations and increase or

decrease in traffic volume. Reported uncertainties were on the order

of .03 ppm for the NO measurements; the authors predicted a minimum

detectable concentration for ozone of 2 ppb.

Also, in 1976, Murray et al. [ 49] reported range-resolved measure-

ment of water vapor using a pulsed CO 2laser and incoherent detection.

A pulse output energy of 1 J with 30 cm optics produced measurements

out to a range of 1.5 km which agreed reasonably well with that from a

point imonitor. Murray et al., recognized the need for. better range

capability; they estimated that 15 J of transmit energy would be 71
required to extend maximum range to 5 km.

The SRI pulsed CO2 lidar was also used by Murray and van der Laan

[50] to measure path-integrated ethylene concentrations. Returns from

a topographic target were processed to produce ethylene measurements

with uncertainties on the order of 0.4 ppb. The measurements showed

that water vapor interference was significant on the P(14) laser line

used as the absorbing wavelength, producing an error equivalent to 7.6

ppb of ethylene if not corrected for.

Path-integrated, direct detection DIAL measurements of HUI, CR4 and

N 20 concentrations using a chemical laser were reported by Murray et
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al. [51] in 1976. The DF laser produced 100-150 mJ of energy in :he

wavelength region between X - 3.6 and X - 3.9 um. Sensitivities of the

gases wt-re determined to be 50 ppb-km for HC1, 240 ppb-km for N2 0, and

"6 ppm-km for CH4 .

During 1978 construction of airborne lidar systems for range-

resolved species measurements was reported by groups from Battelle

Frankfurt Laboratory [52] and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [53]. Both

L - systems performed conceptually in the same manner. Dual CO2 lasers

operated in CW mode at the on-line and reference wavelengths. From the

airborne platform the colinear beams were directed downward such that

the radiation reflected from the surface was used to obtain path-

averaged estimates. By pointing the transmit beams slightly forward of

vertical, a Doppler shift was imparted to the backscattered signal.

This permitted the use of homodyne detection of the backscattered

"signals. A limited range-resolving capability for the JPL system wa3

obtained by use of waveguide lasers which could be tuned around the

center of the CO2 gain lines. This enabled matching to pressure- A
broadened gas absorption lines at different altitudes.

Both systems were widely used. The JPL system monitored 03 and

NH3 during at least 7 measurement programs between 1977 and 1981 [54].

The Battelle system has been employed for examination of differential

albedo effects [55] as well as for gas species monitoring [56]. The

concept of differential albedo, in which mineral identification could

in principle be carried out by analysis of reflected lidar returns in
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.. , the 8-12 Um region, may open up the possibility of remoteLy sensing the

uncovered Earth's surface. -
mp

During 1979, Asai et al. [57] reported on ground-based, range-

resolved ozone measurements using a 5.5 J pulsed CO laser. Measure-"2

ments were obtained to 3 km range after 30 minutes of averaging. Esti-

mated uncertainty in the measurements was 40 ppb at 1.5 km range. The

observed maximum range is roughiy consistent with the scaling predicted

by Murray et al, [49] for aerosol-backscattered returns using direct

detection.

Thus far in the 1980's, progress in DIAL technology has occurred on

many wavelengths within the IR, visible and UV portions of the

spectrum. An attempt to measure stratospheric ozone using a UI DIAL

system had been first described by Fegley [58] in !978. The attempt

was unsuccessful, primarily due to insufficient laser output energy.

In 1982, however, Pelon and Megie [591 measured ozone distributions to

heights of 40 km using ultraviolet DIAL. Comparisons of these results p.,

with sonde measurements showed good agreement. Hawley et al. [5] have

incorporated a mobile UV DIAL system into a van. The dual laser-pumped

dye laser system is used primarily by utility companies to study dif- P

fusion of stack emissions such as SO2, 03 and NO2 .

In a similar application, a mobile Nd:YAG-pumped tunable dye laser

system operating in both the visible and UV was aescribed by

Fredericksson et al. [8]. This system measured NO2 and SO 2 emitted

from industrial stacks. Typical maximum range for the range-resolved
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measurements was on the order oZ 1500 m with 50-100 mJ of output pulse

energy. -

p

The mobility demonstrated in the two previously-discussed systems

was extended by Broweil et al. (601 who mounted a multipurpose DIAL

system in a NASA aircraft. The NASA system uses tunable Nd:YAG pumped

dye lasers to measure 03, so2, NO2 , and water vapor, as well as tem-

perature, pressure and aerosol backscatter. Operating wavelength is

tunable from 280 to 1064 nm. Designed following earlier ground-based

measurements of water vapor and SO2 [61,62], ozone profiles obtained

using the NASA system were within 10% of comparative in situ measure-

wents. Measurements of aerosol backscatter profiles with the system

also have shown reasonable results.

Zuev [631 recently described humidity profiling using a ruby lidar

transmitting 100 mJ of pulse energy at a 0.25 Hz repetition rate.

Measurements obtained to heights of 17 km showed good comparisons with

radiosonde measurements. Although the measurements had to be taken at

night to minimize background noise, the technique gave both good range

resolution and excellent maximum range capability.

In the IR spectral region, a substantial amount of DIAL work in

recent years has been performed at Lincoln Laboratory by Killinger,

Menyuk, and associstes [64]. They have developed a dual laser system

employing two mini-iEA CO lasers as primary radiation sources. The

technologically advanced mini-TEA lasers produce pulses with 20 mJ of

energy at repetition rates greater than 500 Hz, and can be separately
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Striggered with a time delay between the two laser firings of from 2 ps

to 200 ms. This system has been used in direct detection DIAL meaa3ure-

ments of C2 H4 and hydrazine using returns from topographical and

reflective targets. The output radiation was doubled to estimate NO

and CO in the 5 pm band. In addition, experimental studies were per-

formed which examined key DIAL-related points such as correlation bet-

ween target-reflected returns as a function of time delay and

wavelength, and comparison of performance for heterodyne and direct

detection. These studies are discussed in more detail in CQapter IV of

this dissertation, where statistics of the returns from aerososl

targets are discussed.

Other recent DIAL systems using CO 2 lidars have been reported by

Bufton [65], Baker [66] and Lundquist et al. [67]. Bufton described a

dual pulsed TEA-laser system in a NASA P3 aircraft designed to sample

0 and other trace species. The lasers were pulsed 25-50 Us apart to
3

enable use of a single detector. System capability has been

demonstrated in preliminary backscatter measurements from the ocean

surface. Baker employed an incoherent CO2 lidar to profile water vapor

in the boundary layer. The system produced water vapor profile

measurements to approximately 1500 m range using output pulses of 4 J.

Baker also examined the effect of long pulses on profile measurements,

concluding that the tail in the longer pulses produced erroneous

backscatter power estimates at ranges fairly close to the lidar.

Lundquist et al. [67] reported the first use of heterodyne detec-

4-, tion in a pulsed CO DIAL system. The lidar transmitter employed a Q-
2
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switched laser to produce output pulses at a 20 kHz rate; average power

was 1.5 W. Because of the low single pulse energy (.075 mJ), sen-

sitivity was not adequate to examine returns from aerosols, however,

the high pulse repetition frequency enabled rapid averaging of the -

speckle fluctuat:.ons. Returns from a topographical target were used to

monitor ethylene emissions from a petrochemical plant.

In addition to the CO2 work, DIAL measurements in the 1-4 jim region

using optical parametric oscialltors (OPO) as radiation sources have

been described by Endemann and Byer [68] and Brassington [21).

Brassington measured water vapor on a weak absorption line near 1.73 Um

to ranges approaching 1 km. Endemann and Byer used measurements on

water vapor lines near 1.9 Um to measure both temptrature and humidity

, according to the method described by Mason [69]. The 10 mJ/pulse OPO
L 4

was tuned to three wavelengths; two of which coincided with wacer vapor

line centers while a third corresponded to relatively low absorption

spectral regions. Humidity and temperature measurements were obtained

by analyzing returns reflected from a nearby building. Additional ana-

lysis of Mason's method for simultaneous measurement of temperature and

humidity has been performed by Rosenberg and Hogan [70] and Schwenner

and Wilkerson [71]. A ground-based system employing Alexandrite lasers

is being constructed at NASA Goddard for measurements of temperature

and pressure in the spectral region near 700 nm [721.

Because of the potential of DIAL for range-resolved or lorg path

remote monitoring, a number of studies have examined the feasibility of
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making DIAL measurements from a satellite or space-Shuttle based plat-

form. NASA ha.o proposed a series of Shuttle lidar experiments which

would include tunable dye lasers pumped by successive harmonics of a

Nd:YAG laser, grating tunable CW CO2 lasers, and discretely-tuned

pulsed CO2 lasers, and discretely-tuned pulsed CO2 lasers [73]. The

primary advantage of a spaceborne lidar system is the capability for "

global measurements. Spaceborne systems are also aided by the fact

that, in general, extinction and turbulence effects are much less than

are encountered by ground-based systems. Various studies have indi-

cated the feasibility of spaceborne DIAL measurements of ozone, e.g.,

[74] as well as other constituents with absorption lines in the visible

and UV spectral regions.

D. POTENTIAL USES OF COHERENT CO2 DIAL 1

As r'e discussion In the previous section illustrates, the DIAL

techr• . h~s beý- amply demonstrated at a number of wavelengths

raIi, from the UV through the IR portion of the spectrum. Because of

the availability of laser-pumped tunable dye lasers as sources, and of

photomultiplier tubes to serve as high quality detectors, much of the

work has been performed at visible and ultraviolet wavelengths. ii

Nevertheless, the midd"- infrared region between 2.5 and 25 um is pro-

bably the mosi. ferti.... for DIAL work because of the large number of

gases which absorb radiation at those wavelengths. In this region

absorption is due to fui natal and combination vibrational-rotational

bands, and strong line3 of a number of important pollutant gases can be
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distinguished from lines of other significant atmospheric absoebers--an

important factor for high specificity. An interesting segment of the

2.5-25 Uim region is the spectral window between 9-l1 pim, which can be

measured using CO2 lasers. Table 2.1 lists some of the gases with

absorption lines in the 9-11 Um region which can potentially be moni-

tored using CO2 lidar.

The primary difficulty associated with atmospheric monitoring in

the 9-11 Um region is obtaining suffizient sensitivity. Typical aero-

sol backscatter coefficients at X - 10 Um are at least an order of

magnitude lower than at X - I pm [75]. In addition, detector sen-

sitivities are lower, so that the SNR of a lidar operating in a direct

detection mode at 10 pm can be expected to be decreased by as much as

40 dB relative to that of an equivalent quantum-noise limited system

operating at X - 1.06 Um. Because of the lack of sensitivity, inco-

herent DIAL measurements using aerosol-backscattered returns have only

been possible to ranges of I or 2 km or less, despite laser pulse

energies of 1-5 J. Murray [49] predicted that a lidar would require 15

J/pulse of transmit energy and a 90 cm diameter receiver to be able to

settse returns from 15 km away.
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H
", . Table 2.1. Gases with absorption lines in the 9-11 urm CO2 region in-

cluding isotope lasers). From [561.

Ammonia Trichloroethylene
Benzene Vinyl chloride
Butane A,:etaldehyde
Carbon dioxide Butadiene-1 ,3
Chloroprene Carbon monoxide
Ethylene Formaldehyde
Freon 11 Nitric oxide
Freon 13 Nitrogen dioxide
Methanol Nitrogen tetroxide
0zone Nitrous oxide
Perchloroethyltne Pr •pylene
Sulfur dioxide Water vapor
Sulfur hexafluoride

Therein liee the attraction of coherent DIAL 1.n the 9-11 pm spec- ,

tral region. The ability co operate in a quantum noise limited mode

gives coherent DIAL an advantage of approximately 30 dB in terms of

average SNR (defined as average signal power divided by average noise

power). LA u E.th.. th s-ha .Advntace• is negated somewhat by an increased

susceptibility to laser speckle and refractive turbulence, the fact

remains that the backscattered signal energy is available to oe

measured at ranges well beyond those where the direct detection signal

is totally obscured by noise. Hence, for soecies monitoriný, at long

ranges, coherent DIAL offers the capability to obtain measurements P

using low-energy transmit pulses. As an example, the NOAA coherent

lidar system has measured both intensities and wind velocities in the

boundary layer to ranges beyond 15 km, using only a 100 mJ pulse.

The other principal advantage of coherent CO2 DIAL is the capabi-

lity to measure the radial wind velocity as well as the concentration.
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Wind velocity measurements using pulsed coherent CO2 Midar have been

reported by groups at NOAA and NASA, and the technique 13 well

established. By mea&uring the phase of the detected signal as well as

the intensity, information on both the movement and concentration of

the target gas can be obtained. Such a capability is potentially

valuable in such applications as hazardous gas detectiou and tracking,

pollution diffusion studies, and severe storm moisture entrainment. In

a tactical battlefield environment a coherent DIAL system could con- -

ceivably detect clouds of chemical or biological agents at ranges up to

10 km or more, and provide information on the ratri of movement of the

cloud toward the lidar.

Although a number of feasibility studies have looked at the capabi-

lities of coherent CO 2 DIAL for range-resolved species measurement,

very litle expecimental work has yet taken place. In the following

chapters the first comprehensive examination of the coherent DIAL

problem is performed. Chapter III uses atmospheric models to analyze

the potential accuracy of ground-based DIAL measurements and includes a

detailed discussion of the significant error sources which degrade

measurments in the 9-11 Um spectral region. In Chapter IV the sta-

tiscical properties of aerosol-backscattered returns are examined in

detail with respect to their effect on range-resolved species measur-

ments. Actual DIAL measurements of atmospheric water vapor are

described in Chapter V and compared with values measured by in situ

sensors. The important results are summarized and discussed in Chapter

VI, which also includes a recommendation for future work on the

coherent DIAL problem.
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"i"'S E SUMMARY

This chapter has served to provide a perspective on the coherent

DIAL problem through a general discussion and history of lidar fun-

damentals aj well as DIAL applications. t ipecies concentration measure-

ments have been reported using a wide variety of laser sources with

wavelengths ranging from the ultraviolet to the middle infrared.

Through the use of photomultipliers, quantum-noise-limited performance

can be obtained at wavelengths shorter than the near IR, where tunable

dye lasers are the most widely-employed laser source. This sen-

sitivity eliminates the nesd to employ hcterodyne detection to enhance

sensitivity, although background can still be a problem. At longer

wavelengths, where photon energies are relatively small (typically

beyond 3 Vm), detector dark noise and thermal noise dominate quantum

noise. Tn these circ•tmRances, such as at X - 10.6 pm, SNR observed

using direct detection is degraded by as much as 30 dB relative to that

which can be obtained using quantum-noise limited operation. As a

result incoherent DIAL systems operating in the IR typically have maxi-

mum ranges of a few km.

DIAL measurements in the atmosphere have been used to estimate con-

centration of a number of gases, including water vapor, NO2 , SO2 , 03,

CO, C2 H4 , NO, HClI, CH4, N2 0, NH3 and hydrazine, as well as to estimate

temperature profiles. For the most part, these measurements have

occurred at short ranges or through the usq of topographic or other

hard targets. Two notable exceptions are ozone profiles measured to

4 L_
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40 km height in the ultraviolet, and water vapor profiles measured to -.

17 km using a ruby lidar in the visible spectral region.

Coherent DIAL using CO2 lasers offers the potential to estimate

both gas concentrations and wind velocity aL ranges to 15 km or more

using relatively low (-100 mJ) pulse energies. Through Lhe use of

heterodyne detection, quantum-noise limited operation is obtained in a

spectral region (9-11. Um) which is particularly rich in species absorp-

tion lines. Additionaliy, contamination of signal by background opti-

cal radiation is virtually non-existent. The capability to measure

both species and wind velocity available with coherent CO DIAL could

be useful ii pollution transport studies, detection and tracking of

"hazardous gases, and severe storm water entrainment research.

4
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III FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF DIAL WATER VAPOR MEASUREMENTS

This chapter describes a feasibility analysis into the capabili-

ties of DIAL water vapor measurements using ground-based heterodyne CO 2

lidar. Some of the results covered in this chapter were published

"earlier in a NOAA Techncal Memorandum [76]. The first part of the

chapter deals with the mechanisms of the error producing parameters in

DIAL measurements. Because of a general interest in the comparative

capabilities of coherent and incoherent systems, uncertainties in both

types of measurement are examined. Expressions for the effects of each

mechanism on the concentration-measurement error are developed, and the

results compared.

Following the general discussion of errors in DIAL measurements, a

simulation is descrtbed Lu Loýpare the measurement capability of the

coherent and incoherent CO2 DIAL techniques. Models for atmospheric

variables used in the simulation such as backscatter, turbulence,

transmission, temperature and pressure are described. Simulations were

"performed for both "standard" and "optimized" system parameters over a

variety of atmospheric conditions. The results of these simulations

are discussed in the latter part of the chapter.

A. ERROR SOURCES IN DIAL MEASUREMENTS

As described in Chapter II, range-resolved DIAL measurements

require measurement of the transmitted power backscattered from two
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't (t.t" different ranges at each of two laser wavelengths. in practice, these

measurements would typically be made in one of three ways:

1) Transmit and receive radiation at the on-line and off- 1ne

wavelengths simultaneously. Such a concept would probably require

separate transmitters and receivers for each wavelength.

2) Rapidly tune the system transmit wavelength back and forth

between the two desired wavelengths. A method for doing this has been

proposed using a hexagonal rotating grating f77]. This approach is -

probably impractical. for coherent DIAL, due to the increased precision

required in frequency stabilization. Both system transmitter and local

oscillator frequencies have to be tuned and etabilized within the

inter-pulse interval.

3) Transatt and receive a sequence of pulses at one wavelength,

then tune the system to the other wavelength and repeat the procedure.

"This is the least complex method, in terms of equipment required; how-

ever the measurement errors inherent with this technique are expected

"to be larger because of changes in the key atmospheric characteristics..:

during the wavelength switching interval.

In the following examination of the error-inducing processes in - -

DIAL measurements the relative effects for both sequential and simulta-

neous measurements will be discusied. The error analysis follows that of

Schotland [40]. As explained in Chapter II, the gaseous species con- -

centration p is obtained from estimates of the power backscattered from
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P ranges R and R + AR at each of the absorbing (Xa) and non-absorbing

j (xw) wavelengths as follows

P (R) P(R)
p(R + AR/2) 1 n aL + B + T (3.1)

2K AR P (R+AR) P (R+AR)
m a

where

"B"tn $a (R+AR) $w (R+AR)

(R) $w(R)

T 2(a -w)AR

.a.

and other terms have been defined previously. The terms B and T in Eq.

(3.1) represent the effect of differential backscatter and differential .

absorption by background species on the measurement. A bar over the

parameter indicates a spatially averaged quantity over the range inter-

Sval AR. One basic premise of the DIAL technique is that the B and T

terms can be ignored when the time betweeft the on-line and off-line

measurements is short and the wavelengths are chosen to be close

together. Conversely, when the measurement time interval is long, ran-

dom changes in 8 or y are expected to increase the total measurement

error. This point is discussed in more detail in Sec. D.

The hat superscripts over the power terms in Eq. (3.1) are -

necessary because the instantaneous measured power output from the

system detector at a given range is not necessarily proportional to the

average backscattered signal power. In general. the measured power is a -

random process as a result of both variability in the atmosphere and

receiver noise added during detection. Thus averaging, filtering, or
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,: some other form of )rocessing is typically necessary to estimate the

mean power for insertion into Eq. (3.1).

In addition to measuring the mean backscattered power values, the

differential absorption cross section K in Eq. (3.1) must be known to
m

calculate concentration. The absorption cross-section is a fanction

of both temperature and pressure, which generally are not precisely

known for remote measurements. Typically a value for K is estimated
M.

using absorption line parameter data such as that archived by _

McClatchey [39], or from published tables of results.

Following Schotland, an expression is derived for the fractional variance

of p in terms of the variances of the aforementioned variables by expanding

the logarithms of Eq. (3.1) in differential form about the mean values of the

independent variables. The fractional variance becomes

2 ý2 2 2
2 0Jm a; (R 1 ,tl) a (R ,t 2 ) 2(R 2 ,tl)
0 M a + w +

-2 -2 -2-K2 2 A 2+A 2 >2
4K(R <P (R, t) <P (R1 ,t)> <P (R2 t)

m ac all .. ,

a2 (R2 t)AA
_p2(r2't2) 2covy{Pa(Ri, ti )Piw(k, t2z)} 2covy{Pa(R 2 ,'ti )Pw(R 2 ,t 2 )}+P w (R 2tL2P RI X- R t > <Pa( 2t >-" R '2)

2cov{P (RL'tl)PA(R2 'tl)d + 2cov{Pa(Rilt 1)Pw(R2't 2 )1}

a it A +' A A li w2t

2cov{Pa(R2 ,t 1 )P(R 1 ,t 2 )} 2coV{Pw(Ri)t 2 )PC(Rt 2)}
+ a A't A At 2w2t

<Pa(R2 t I)X<P(RI t)> <Pw(RI )X 2>w(R2 t )>

2 ,2_+2"''
+ B(t ) +T(,tt 2 ) (3.2)
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where 2 is the variance of the subscripted parameter, <P(RjptK)> is

the ensemble mean of the estimated average power estimated at time tK

from range R with wavelength i, and cov(P 1 ,P 2 ) represents the covari-

ance between the fluctuations of power estimates P1 and P2 " A time

variability has been added in the power estimate, bzckscatter, and.

transmission terms in Eq. (3.2) in order to model the estimates as ran-

dom processes. Since errors in absorption cross-sections tend to be

more systematic, the parameter is modeled as a random variable in Eq.

(3.2) rather than a random process.

We see from Eq. (3.2) that errors occur as a result of uncertain-

ties in four key parameters: average power estimate, backscatter coef-

For the most part, differences between coherent and incoherent DIAL

system performances are centered around their comparative capabilities

to measure average power. Errors due co the other parameters are

"generally simil.".r for the two techniques. In the following sections we

"examine and quantify the effect on measurement accuracy of uncertain-

ties in each of thE four error terms. A simulation is then developed

assuming typical atmospheric conditions to predict measurement accuracy

for direct and heterodyne detection DIAL. These predicted uncertain-

ties are compared with actual measurement results in Chapter VI.
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B. POWER MEASUREMENT CERTAINTIES

It is seen from Eq,. (3.2) that errors in measurement of average

power for each of the four cases P (R,t ), P (R+AR,t ),P (R,t2),
a 1 a 1 w 2

Pw(R+aR,t 2 ) lead directly to concentration estimate errors. By power

measurement ancertainties we refer to effects of random fluctuations i,

the estimate which occur even when other parameters in Eq. (3.2) are

held constant. Thus, fluctuations in irradiance due to temporal or

spectral variability in backscatter or path extinction are not dis-

cussed in this section, but rather considered separately.

For constant y, y, and p conservation of energy constraints re-

quire that the average irradiance incident at the system receiver

I-•~jq remain constant. Instantaneously, however, the irradiance varies as a

stochastic process due to ran•- fl"itattn- In the atmosphere. The

primary sources of random fluctuations in receiver irradiance are

target speckle and atmoapheric turbulence. Target speckle results

because of the distributed nature of the aerosol target. Since the

individual particles are randomly positioned, the field at a point in

space results from the superposition of the individual backscattered ,.. :

fields and thus has random amplitude and phase. The irradiance level

is therefore also random. Atmospheric refractive index turbulence

along the path produces a conceptually similar effect. In turbulence

the eddies of refractive index inhomogeneities along the path randomize

the phase of the propagating field, resulting in random fluctuations of
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irradiance at points downstream of the propagation path. Turbulence

and speckle are examined in more detail in Sections B.1 and B.4. ~7

In addition to the uncertainties caused by fluctuation of instan-

taneous irradiance, additional error is introduced into the mean

backscatrpred signal power estimate by noise in the detection and esti-

matiorn -,. . Since detection noise is an additive process, the

aL' 1 power at the output of the receiver increases as the noise level

goes up. Thus, noise adds both bias and increased variability to the

estimate.

To avoid confusion when discussing errors caused by fluctuation in .

the irradiance as opposed to errors caused by relatively high levels of

detection noise, it is useful to define the terms carrier-to-noise

ratio %0.., and signal-to-noise rjtto (SNR). From here on, CNR is de-

fined as the ratio of mean signal power to mean detection noise power.

Thus CNR Is a function of the fluctuations in the power estimate due

only to detection noise (including quantum noise). Fluctuations caused

by variation in signal irradiance are not included in this term. To

account for this additional uncertainty the SNR of the estimate is

defined as the ratio of the mean of the desired parameter to its stan-

dard deviation, i.e.,

,- . (3.3) ..
qx

Thus, SNR is the reciprocal of the normalized or fractional standard

deviation, and is a measure of expected error in a single measurement
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of the mean of X. The definition of 'NR includes effects of signal

fluctuations as well as noise on the mean estimate. The reader should

be cautioned that the above definition of CNR as used in lid'r litera-

ture corresponds to the standard definition of SNR used in communica- " -

tion theory.

In the following sections the effects of the above-mentioned

error-producing phenomena are examined for coherent and incoherent DIAL

systems. Since in general the effects are not independent, wj will

first discuss the phenomena separately, then examine the measurement

error caused by the combined effects.

1. Target Soeckle Effects

. Effects of speckle, or coherent fading, which results due to the

extended, distributed nature of the aerosol backscattered target are

exa&.-ned first. The general problem of speckle in lidar measurements

has been addressed by a number of authors, e.g., (78]. In this section

'- we describe the phenomenon, discuss its effect on DIAL species measure-

uents, and illustrate methcds to reduce speckle contribution to DIAL

measurement error. Speckle results because of the random placement of _

the individual aerosol par'ticles within the scattering volume. Upon

being irradiated by the lidar transmit field, each scatterer acts as an

individual source radiating a field with random phase. At a given

point in space, the resulting field is the vector addition of the

fields produced by the individual scatterers. Since various degrees of
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constructive or destructive interference between the fields take place

at different points in space, a random spatial pattern of high and low

intensity regions results from the total backscattered energy.

The relative spatial size of the individual speckles in the

speckle pattern is a function of the transverse dimensions of the

distributed target and the intensity distribution of the incident field

across the target. From th. ,. -ert-Zernicke theorem [79], the

mutual intensity function of t'. ,';ld in the observation plane can be

calculated. For a Gaussian-distributed intensity field across a dif-

fus~e targe.t, the transverse mutual intensity function at the receiver

is also Gaussian; the approximate size or lateral coherence distance of

a single region is on the order of XL/D s where D8is the diameter of

'r7' the illuminated spot, X is the'wavelength, and L is the distance to the *

observation point (assumed to be roughly perpendicular to the scat-

' ftering plane).

If the atmosphere were perfectly still and the illuminating source

perfectly coherent, a single speckle pattern would be frozen in space.

'Because the atmosphere is in constant motion, at least on the scale of

a laser wavelength, the speckle pattern continuously varies with time

as the individual scatterers change their relative distance to the

observation point. The characteristic time constant T of the speckle

"pattern fluctuations is a function of the standard deviation of the

radial velocity of the scatterers (Oa) as s C X/av"

v
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S,, Since the superposition of individual scattered fields with random

phase is analogous to the classical random wclk problem, the amplitude

of the field at a point is ideally a Rayleigh distributed random

variable [80]. In a Rayleigh phasor model the resulting random inten-

sity field has a negative exponential distribution. Since the exponen-

tial distribution is charrcterized by the standard deviation being

equal to the mean, estimates of the mean taken from a single measure-

ment of the irradiance over a single speckle have an expected error of

100%, even in the absence of noise. Thus, the expected error of a

single DIAL concentration measurement due to speckle from Eq. (3.2) is

a-
m (3.4)

<P> K p AR

Equations (3.2) and (3.4) are valid when 0j/<P> << 1, as Would be thze

case when multiple samples are averaged. The exact error expression is

calculated from the probability distribution of the P terus. Assuming

an exponential distribution Ostberg [80] finds the error for m samples

averaged per power estimate , to be

_ -- (3.5)

p KpAR vftlv

which is approximately 50% higher than predicted by the approximation

in Eq. (3.4) for m - 1 samples. As the number of averaged samples in-

creases oa/<P> decreases and the approximation in Eq. (3.2) becomes

, A~.
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- more valid. Since a /<P> for a single measurement in the presence of
P

speckle is unacceptably high, throughout the rest of the analysis some

form of averaging is assumed to have been employed to reduce the stan-

dard deviation of the power measurement. Estimates of concentration

error will be generally calculated using Eq. (3.2) under this assump-

t ion.

Signal averaging to reduce speckle can be perforw.d either in the

spatial, temporal or frequency domains. Spatial averaging is employed

by sampling multiple speckles across the receiver aperture. This is

relatively easy in a direct detection system. One employs a large re-

ceiver aperture, such that a portion of the speckle pattern containing

multiple speckles is imaged onto the detector. A large receiver in

this sense means that the diffraction-limited receiver field of view

R is smaller than the transmitter beam divergence 8 T, such that the
Rd

numbe" of speckles across the receiver aperture is approximately

eT/OR d* This ratio is increased by making the transmitter smaller than

the receiver and/or allowing the transmitter to operate on higher-order

transverse modes. Since direct detection responds to total irradiance,

in a "light bucket" sense, enlarging the receiver aperture improves L

speckle averaging while at the same time increasing the detected signal

level. The effective number of speckles contained across the aperture

can be calculated from [82]

2 2[jI (O)I f d rw(r)]ma r (3.6) •.:;.
Ef d2 r IS (r)I 2R(r)
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"-' where J (r) is the signal spatial mutual intensity function [791 w(r)

is the weighting function across the aperture and Rw(r) is the auto-

correlation function of the aperture weighting function. Gardner and

Mecherle [82] have evaluated m for a number of receiver weighting and

mutual intensity functions.

Spatial averaging is physically more difficult in coherent

systems. Because the signal must mix coherently with the local

oscillator across the entire surface of the detector to avoid inter-

ference, multiple spaLial speckles cannot be imaged on a single detec-

tor, but must be directed to separate detectors with spacings approxi-

mately equal to the transverse coherence length. The IF beat signals

from each detector are then square-law detected and combined to produce

the desired speckle averaging. The number of independent samples Ma

under such a configuration is approximately, from Appendix A,
M MNd >m My;

Ma ma d

-Nd Nd < m. (3.7)

where

[<I> f w(r)d2r] 2'"

a 2a <12> f Bj(r)R w rOd r

is the number of independent samples assuming an infinite number of

detectors, N is the number of detectors, I is the optical intensity,

Bl'(r) is the normalized autocovariance function of intensity across

the aperture, w is the aperture weighting function and R (r) is its
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, -,- ~ spatial autocorrelattou function. The number of heterodyne samples is

basically equal to that of the direk.t detection case for large number

of samplej. The only difference between Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) is the

form of the expression; Gardner substitutes Il(r)I for the autocor-

relation function of intensity fluctuationa.

Temporal speckle averaging takes place uhen the time scale of the

irradiance fluc-uations is shorter than the equivalent time increment

of a rarge gate. By filtering or integrating the power time series the

fluctuations are smoothed. The time scale of the temporal fluctuations

is a function of both the speckle time scale and the bandwidth of the

transmitted pulse, and can be roughly approximated by an inverse root-

sum-sqiare relationship

12 12 2)2 (-) + (B (3.8)
T T t

where T is speckle time scale and Bt is transmit pulse bandwidth.

Temporal averaging is employed in the same manner for both incoherent

and coherent systems. For incoherent detection the number of indepen-

dent samples of the speckle fluctuations has been developed by Gardner

and Mecherle [82], as
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[IJ'r(O)1 (0) f h(T) d--

,n C- (3.9)"f 2T)[I R, 2 (T) Rh(T) d;.

-- �t

where J is the temporal mutual intensity function, R is the autoaor-

relation function of the transmit pulse, and Rh is the autocorrelation

function of the receiver filter which serves to average. A derivation

of the corresponding equation for coherent detection is developed in

Appendix 5, and is shown to be identical to Eq. (3.9) when no noise is

present at the detector. Gardner and Mecherle also computed mt for

incoherent systems with various filter responses and transmit pulse

characteristics; many of these calculations are also valid for coherent

detection.

Finally, frequency diversity can be employed in coherent systems --

by transmitting pulses with large bandwidths. It can be shown that

when pulsed radiation of different frequencies interacts with the same

distributed scattering medium, the speckle patterns associated with th.

backscattered field are independent when the frcquency separation is

more than 2/1 p Hz, where Tp is pulse duration. Thus, by passing the

detector output signal through a bank of bandpass filters, then com-

puting the power in each filter and summing the results, speckle

averaging is obtained. It should be noted that frequency diversity and

temporal diversity techniques are not independent. For example, con-

sider a case in which the transmit pulse bandwidth is N * 2 /T, where .
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•'. ;' the time equivalent of the desired range resolution is T. lor f re-

quency diversity one employs N bandpass filters, each with a bandpa.s

of 2/T Hz, to get N simultaneous independent samples. Additional
p

independent samples are produced when T is greater than the temporal

response of each filter, so that the total number of independent

samples of the speckle fluctuations over a time increment T is 2NT/p.
p

Note that this is equivalent to simply filtering the output power esti-

mate, since the time scale of the fluctuations in the detector output

signal is approximately T /2N. Thus, in essence, a frequency diversity
p

receiver adds complexity without a corresponding increase in perfor-

mance. The only exception to this might be a case where the transmit

pulse is comprised of discrete frequencies, as would be the case when

transmission occurs on multiple longitudinal modes. Under this con-

dition some CNR advantage might be incurred by narrow bandpass

filtering around each discrete mode frequency.

The preceding discussion shows that although diversity techlaiques

can be utilized in both coherent and incoherent systems to reduce

speckle errors, implementation is typically less complex for incoherent

systems. Furthermore, as will be shown in Part 3, the trade-off in

sensitivity which occurs when diversity techniques are employed is

usually less severe with incoherent systems.
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2. Efffcsts of Detection Noise

Next the uncertainty added to the power measurement process by

detection and background noise is examined. It is assumed in this sec-

tion that the signal is deterministic rather thau a random process. In

heterodyne systems the noise adds to the signal-induced current as

narrow band Gaussian toise and the detector output current is given by

id(t) K [d{As(t) co IF + Anc(t) Cos vIFt + Ans(t) sin VIFt} (3.10)

where As(t) is the amplitude of the optical received signal, vF is the

IF frequency determined by the LO offset, Anc(t) and Ans(t) are random

uncorrelated quantities with zero mean representing the in-phase and

quadrature noise components, and K A-Le vi rprinlt

constant. Following Yariv [831 the average total power is given by

<P <id 2>

<A 2
K 2{-- +I [<A 2(t)> + <A2 >]}.. (3.11)

Anc and An, are zero mean Gaussian; their mean square values are

represented by an 2 . Thus, for shot noise limited detection

K2  e2PLA _ii
Kd 2 2 2 ,2 e P L---v
, [<A (t)>+ <Anc(t)>] Kda•" ha, (3.12)

The total measured power in the detector ot~tput is

<id> Kd > + (P>} (3.13)

S~~wl'e,.e • -
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"<P > - <A >- signal powerS 8 -S

<P > - 2a2 Noise Equivalent Power (NEP).

2
Since K d/2 is a system constant, valid for all measurements, it can be

dropped without affecring the results. Tt can be seen from Eq. (3.13)

2
that the estimate of the detector output power P - <id2> iq a biased

estimate of the signal power due to the presence of tle noise. Hence -

an estimate of the mean noise power must be subtracted to get

P -P-P. 3.14)
5 n

It is obvious from Eq. (3.14) that errors in signal power estimate

Sresult f:,om (1) random fluctuations in P due to noise (remember thatf

signal power is assumed deterministic) and (2) inexact estimate of the

mean noise power n. It is generally nnt unrealistic to assume that

noise power can be well established in a stabilized system by observing

the noise-only detector output for a sufficient period to reduce the

v .riancce to a negligible Nralue. Under this condition the estimate is,"'!:-'

unbiased and its error is due entirely to random fluctuations in the

noise. The estimate error is then given by

" "<p >< >>+ <T >Z (3.15) "

The relative uncertainty is
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P 2<P > <P 2 2 1

2.... ._N---R + -- (3. 16)
<P > < > <P > CNR•S S S

"where CNR - (>/<P> Going back to the definition of K in Eq.

(3.12) it is easily shown that dP > - hvB/n, which is the noise equi- ,
n

valent powor (NEP) for heterodyne syrtems. For a C02 laser system with

a matched filter receiver whose bandwidth is matched to a 1 Us pulse,

and which has a detector quantum efficiency of 50%, NEP - 3.76 x 10-14

W.

A treatment of incoherent DIAL systems differs in that the detec-

tor current is proportional to the total incident optical power on the

detector. That is,

i(t - Kd [P (t) + P (t)l + i (t) + i,(t) (3.17)

where Ps(t) is signal power incident on the detector, Pb(t) is optical

background power, Kd is a proportionality constant equal to en/hv,

id(t) is dark current and in (t) is current due to various noise sources

- (Johnson noise, shot noise, etc). As in the heterodyne case the esti-

mate of power directly from the detector current is biased, i.e.,

<i d (t)> <P> - K[<P s> + <P b>] + + <i n(t)> . (3.18)

An estimate of Ps is thus obtained by subtracting the best estimate of

background and noise contributions, such that
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K<Ps> -<id(t)> K d<PB> - d n (t) (3.19)." -

Again, assuming that signal power is constant and errors in the back-

ground and dark current estimates are negligible, fluctuations in the

power estimate are due only to fluctuations caused by the noise current

i(t). Thus

's K n (3.20)
s d

and the normalized variance is

A2 2a a

P ii".J i.2.

a_ 2 n 2 (.2; (3.21)
<Ps>2 K2<P s>2 

"5...

s d s

where CNR is a voltage signal to no.se ratio.

IA
In direct detection systems, dominant noise sources are shot noise

due to signal, shot noise due to background, and Johnson noise. These

terms are given by [831

2 4 kBTeV
ai 2(Johnson) - (3.22)

where T is equivalent temperature, Av is receiver bandwidth, k is .*-

e B

Boltzmann's constant, and RL is load resistance of the system preampli-

fier; and
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2 .2e 2
a (shot) Z- (P + P (3.23)
n

These expressions can be used to estimate NEP for comparison with

that for heterodyne detection. Assuming a 1 MHz receiver bandwidth,

background radiance of 1000 UW cm- 2 sr-1 [84], input resistance of 1 MQa

noise temperature of 300*K, and 30 cm receiver aperture, the various

noise equivalent powers are

NEPh *3 10 WNEJohnson-3 g-

NEPbackground-shot 5.3 x 10 W

NEP 3.76 1011 wsignal-shot

It is seen that for typical conditions background shot noise and -

Johnson noise are the dominant noise sources. Adding the NEP values,

the incoherent system NEP is roughly 8.3 x 10-- W or more than three

orders of magnitude greater than the NEP in a signal shot noise-limited

heterodyne system. This translates directly into much poorer mean

power measurement sensitivity when uncertainties resulting from a fluc-

tuating signal are small. In atmospheric DIAL measurements, however,

the instantaneous irradiance is nearly always a random process whose

fluctuations dominate the variance, hence this apparent 3 order-of-

magnitude heterodyne sensitivity advantage is rarely realized.
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3. Power Measurement Uncertainties in the Absence of Turbulence

The combined effects of speckle-induced signal fluctuations and

detection noise on power measurements are now examined. Consider a

heterodyne system operating in a nonturbulent environment, such that

power-measurement uncertainties are caused by speckle and detection

noise effects only. Because of the complexity of spatial averaging, it

is assumed that only a single detector is employed. A typical con-

figuration for estimation of the received power is shown in Fig. 3-1.

The amplitude of the received field, 1Et(t)I is a Rayleigh-distributed

random process modulating a sinusoid of frequency vd' where vd is the

difference frequency between the received signal and the local oscil-

lator. During detection, shot noise is added to E (t); this noise com- . "r

ponent can be modeled as white Gaussian noise. The detector output is :-

band-pass filtered anid fed into a complex demnolator. which removes

any frequency shift due to local oscillator offset to produce the esti-

mate of average received power. The resulting quadrature outputs are

squared, summed, and low-pass filtered.

For power estimation, a complex demodulator has an advantage over

a demodulator that produces only a single quadrature component in that

it enables a power estimara to be made instintancously, regardless of

the frequency variation in the received signal. With a single com-

ponent, the output has to be averaged over a number of cycles to ac-

curately estimate the mean power. In the absence of the low-pass fil-

ter the single component square-law detector produces a mean power

I-
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estimate of & time-varying Rayleigh process ohich has twice the vari-

anc~e of the comparable estimate using both quadrature components. When

the square law detector output is low-pass filtered, the normalized

variance of the single component estimate is identical to that of the

quadrature componen. estimate.

"The estimate of received signal power, P , is equal to the inte-

grator power output, P, less the estimated mean noise power Pn, deter-

mined by observing P in the absence of signal. It can be shown (Ap-

pendix A) that at the output of the integrator, the normalized variance

"of the estimate for a single pulse is

P 32 2" ""'
-s-- + - 1 2 (3.24)

<; >2 m m CNR mc R

where

ms f Rf(¶)d¶/ Sj Rs2(t)Rf(r) (3.25)

2
m - f Rf(T)dT/ f Rn (t)Rf(r)dT, and

m f Rf(T)dT/ f R((T)R'(T)R 'T)dT-

are the equivalent number of independent samples of the signal, noise, -

and cross (multiplicative signal and noise) components, respectively,

over the filter response time; CNR is the average signal-to-noise ratio
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at the output of the bandpass filter, R '(T) and R '(n ) are the nor-
5 n

malized autocorrelation functions of the inphase signal and not3e wave-

forms following the demodulator, and Rf(T) is the autocorrelation 4 '.- • -"

function of the lowpass filter impulse response h (t), given by --
f

Rf(T) -f hf(t) hf(t+-r) dt .(3.26)

The smoothing filter hf smoothes the fluctuations iii the power

estimate z(t). The response of h is chosen to provide maximum

smoothing while still achieving the desired range response. A simple

smoothing filter often used is a running average, where

hf(t) lIT, 0 T (T T

0 otherwise. (3.27)

*The autoeorrelation fucio for___e I

Rf(T) - 1 -cklT ITI < T

0 ITI > T (3.28)

A running-average type smoothing filter shall be employed in most of

the subsequent analyses.

It can be seen from Eq. (3.24) that the variance in the power

estimate is due to a signal fluctuation term, a detection noise fluc-

tuation term, and a noise cross signal term resulting from the nonli-

nearity of the square-law detector. The terms ms5 , in, and me are
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equivalent to the number of independent samples of the fluctuating

noise terms over a filter response interval. By decreasing the bind-

width of the smoothing filter, thereby increasing the response time

constant, more independent samples are obtained and normalized variance

is reduced. The trade-off is a reduction in system range resolution,

since the slower filter cannot respond • rapid changes in signal vs.

range. An increase in the equivalent number of independent samples

also comes about by increasing the bandwidth of the fluctuation terms, k

i.e., producing more fluctuations per unit time. Received signal band-

wichh can be increased by increasing the bandwidth of the transmitted

pulse, either by shortening the pulse duration or chirping the pulses.

Since a broader signal bandwidth necessitates a wider matched IF

"filter, the signal.fluctuation noise term is reduced at the expense of

the CNR (detection noise) term in Eq. (3.24).

The CNR in Eq. (3.24) for a heterodyne system in the absence of

turbulence with bandwidth matched to the pulse duration is calculated 4
from [85 1:iii: :

iTFnJBCT D e-R
CNR- P 2 (3.29)

8hvR 2

where J is the transmit energy, F is the beam shape compensation fac-

tor, r is the overall system efficiency, • is the backscattering coef--

ficient, c is the speed of light, T fs the pulse duration, D is the
p

diameter of the transmit/receive optics, y is average path absorption

coefficient, R is the range, hv Is the photon energy, and the effects
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of atmospheric turbulence are neglected. Equation (3.29) is valid for

a system with the telescope focused at range R or for a collimated beam

in the far field.

Heterodyne lidar systems used primarily for measurements of

Doppler shift are typically designed such that the transmit pulse dura-

tion is equivalent in time to the desired range resolution, i.e., r "
p

i 2AR/c, and chirping in the signal is minimized. This is the maximum

CNR case. When CNR is high, however, this is generally not the minimum

power estimate variance (maximum SNR) case. Since signal correlation

time is roughly equivalent to range resolution, m. - mn - mc I I in Eq.

(3.24) for a matched IF filter, Thus the first term in Eq. (3.24) is

unity. Since this term dominates the norvalized variance expression at

high CNR, little improvement is gained by increasing CNR.

Under this condition the estimuate norrialzd .. variance can b

decreased by widening the signal bandwidth. This has the effect of

increasing the number of independent samples of msi, mn, and mc within

the smoothing filter response time. The cost one incurs for this

adjustment is the previously mentioned decrease in CNR which comes

about because of the necessary widening of the receiver bandwidth. To 1
"illustrate this tradeoff, consider the following simplified example.

Assume the bandpass filter in Fig. 3-1 has a Gaussian-shaped autocorre-

lation function. If the filter is roughly matched to signal bandwidth,

then both signal and detection noise spectra equal the filter response

and
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R (i) - (aT) -e 2/ 2 (3.30)

Assuming a Gaussian shaped smoothing filter

1 -00
M -m M (.1
s ni C T 2 2 (.1

fe R Rf(d)

where

2 2
f

R f(T) -e

Thus

2 2

f e d

m8 mm 2(M 2 4)12~d (3.32)

go~~~~ -x(T T )/6

fp

and~ th care tonierto sgvnb

2 2 1/
Tf + -C
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.: CNR - CN )
0 

f

wheret CNR0 is the carrier to noise ratio where ¶P TV i.e., signal.

bandwidth matched to range resolution. --

The equation for the normalized variance is

ý2 2
0 T f Tf

- NP [1 + + 2 (3.34)<;>2 2 2),-/2- 7 CNR 2 2N .. •

(2 + T p o T CNRf p p 0

S~~Defining rf as the ratio Tb/Tp (,quivalent to Bp/Bf where Bf is

equivalent bandwidth), Eq. (3.34) becomes

."2 2
a 2 r rf

2TT CN+ R 2335
(P> (1+rf o CNR0

By differentiating the right hand side of Eq. (3.35) and setting

the derivattve equal to zero, we can find rf the ratio T /T which
ffopt f u

minimizes the normalized variance. The optimal ratio rf is a root

of the cubic equation

~+ (4K-K2r -2 (4K

4 Krf 3 + (41 ) r 2 + (4-2_2K) r + 4K-I 0 (3.36)
opt Opt opt

where K - I/CNR • Equation (3.36) can be solved analytically using a

published formula for roots of a cubic equation. The minimum achiev-,

able normalized variance is fout.d by substituting rf in Eq. (3.35).
opt
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Figure 3-2 shows a plot of the optimum ratio r versus CNR -""'•:, opto
When CNR >> 1, rf is approximately equal to CNR oi.e., the mintiut.-

opt 0

variance Is ichieved when CNR is reduced to 1 by widening the pulse

bandwidth. When CNR 4 1, Ropt approaches 1, implying that no addi-

tional improvement can be gained over the matched receiver. Since in

this regime the detection noise is the dominant source of error, the •...

system parameter choice which minimizes the detection noise-related

uncertainties is preferred. This is, of course, the matched filte,.

Also plotted in Fig. 3-2 is the measurement error that results

when the pulse duration is shortened to the optimum length. Every 2 dB

increase in CNR 0 can be "traded off" for speckle noise reduction to

bring about a I dB improvement in measurement accuracy. Thus, if the

bandwidth of a heterodyne system is adjustable, increasing the transmit

energy in order to increase CNR 0 is worthwhile as long as the optimum

pulse bandwidth can also be obtained without degradiag ot'her aspects of

the system.

When the ratio B /B is limited by design considerations the
p f

effect on measurement capability can be determined from Fig. 3-2. For

example, suppose the smallest pulse length attainable is 1/10 the ori-

ginal pulse length, i.e., Bp/Bf - 10. This length is optimum for an

CNR of approximately 10 dB, producing a power measurement error of
0

about 0.45. Any additional increase in CNR has little effect on

measurement capability, since the pulse cannot be shortened to its

optimum duration. Thus 0.45, less about 1.25 dB, is the best measure-
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.-'.., ment the system can make. The limit on pulse duration provides a

design criterion for the sy3tem. There is no advantage in increasing

the transmit energy or receiver optics beyond the value necessary to

produce 10 dB of CNR

In contrast, increasing the transmit signal bandwidth for direct .1

detection systems to reduce speckle effects does not necessarily reduce

CNR. The basic model of Fig. 3-3 is employed to illustrate this point.

Since the detector output current is proportional to incident irra-

diance, the signal is stmply filtered to reduce noise and average

speckle. The normalized variance is calculated in Appendix B as

ý2
+ (3.37)

2 m m CNR 2

<?> t a OR

where m and mt are the number of independent spatial and temporal

modes during the filter response time and GNR is the direct-detection

voltage carrier-to-noise ratio. The number of temporal modes mt is

f Rf(r)d'

- - (3.38)

"'--fl-'f BjTr)Rf(r)dT

where B' is the normalized temporal autocovariance of the optical
I~~ ~

field intensity due to signal at a point in space and Rf(r) is the

filter autocorrelation function as defined previously. Similarly, the

number of spatial modes is

mum
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2
rw(r)d r"m .(3.39)"a f J,(r)Rw(r)d r2

Here J' (r) is the normalized spatial mutual intensity function across

. the receiver aperture w(r) is the aperture weighting function, and

PR (r) is its autocorrelation.
w

The CNR is

s
CNR - - (3.40)

P. -

where Is is the optical intensity due to signal and NEP must be calcu-

lated by taking into account the various sources of noise discussed in

Part 2.

It is seen from Eq. (3.37) that the normalized variance contains a

speckle-induced fluctuation term and a general additive noise term

which includes thermal, background and shot noise. There ia no cross

term as in the heterodyne case. The effect of speckle averaging can be , 1
illustrated with a simple analogous example to that put forth 'or

heterodyne detection. Our discussion follows an example given by

Gardner (861. Assume that the temporal autocovariance function, spa-

tial mutual intensity function, receiver weighting function, and filter

response function are all Gaussian such that
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2 /2""" ~~~~~-r2 2,,.,•"'

". (r) e
s

2 .2

B() e C(3.41)

-B t

2 2
W(r) er2/R

where

Pc transverse spatial coherence length of signal

coherence time of signal

Bf receiver bandwidth

R receiver aperture radius.

Then, from Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39)

ma 2

PC

1 1/2 (3.42) 1
mt- [+2

Br
fc

Note that the expression for m~ is identical to that derived in

*Eq. (3.33). As discussed previously, to minimize speckle, it is

desirable to increase m and m *Since receiver bandwidth B is deter-
a tf

mined by the required range resolution, m is increased by reducing Trc

the temporal correlation time of thes backscattered intensity. For

pulse durations less than -1 ps the temporal correlation time due to
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pulse bandwidth is much less than that due to scatterer motion, thus it

is the dominant parameter for determination of the signal correlation

time. Shortening the pulse decreases the speckle fluctuations without

affecting CNR as long as peak power is correspondingly increased to

maintain constant energy. Obviously there are practical limitations to

this approach, and at some point shortening the pulse duration will

begin to decrease the CNR.

The transverse correlation length pC is a function of the

transmitter field of view such that

PC X (3.43) •.

where t is the beam divergence from the transmitter. If the

transmitter is operating at the diffraction-limited divergence, then

at X (3.44) .. :

where a is the transmitter aperture radius. In diffraction limited,

monostatic operation ma 2. To increase ma, the transmitter field of

view is increased; however the receiver FOV must elso be increased such

that the entire scattering volume can be observed. This increases

background power and background shot noise. If background shot noise

is the dominant noise source, the situation is identical to the hettiro-

dyne case, where speckle and CNR fluctuation terms are directly trac'ed

off. When background noise is negligible, the transmitter field-of-

view can be increased without cost to CNR until the background shot

noise becomes significant.
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For a simple comparison with heterodyne system power measutrement

"capability, the speckle fluctuations are assumed to be negligible in -

Eq. (3.37), and the normalized variance of a single-pulse incoherent

measurement is plotted in Fig. 3-2 versus heterodyne CNRo. The assumed

heterodyne gain is 30 dB. We see that in situations where direct-

detection CNR exceeds 0 dB, direct detection systems are superior to

non-optimal heterodyne systems. When a fully optimized heterodyne

system is employed, it is superior to a direct detection systen for

CNRhet < 50 dB (CNRdir < 20 dB). It can be seen from Fig. 3-2 that

the direct detection normalized variance reduces as the square of the

CNR, compared with a linear relationship with CXR in the optimized
0

heterodyne case. This is because some of the tncreased CNR is traded

- off for speckle noise reduction in the optimal case.

4. Befractive Turbulence Effects

In this section the effects of refractive-index turbulence on DIAL

measurements are discussed. The general subject of optical system per-

formance in the turbulent atmosphere has rect tved much attention in

recent years due to the potential applications of such systems in

remote sensing, target ranging and imaging, and high data rate com-

munications.

Turbulence is manifested as random patches of refractive-index

variations in the free atmosphere. Although both the absorptive, or

imaginary, part and dispersive (real) part of the refractive index
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vary, the effects of fluctuation in the imaginary part are small in

comparison with those of the real part and can generally be neglected

[87]. At optical wavelengths, the fluctuations in the real part of the

refractive index are due to atmospheric temperature variations. For

clear air turbulence it is generally reasonable to assume that the tern-

poral vw :iations in refractive index at a point result from advection

of the spatial refractive iodex field by atmospheric winds (881, i.e.,

Taylor's frozen-flow hypothesis is valid in most situations. -

Physically, the effect of medium refractive index variations on a

propagating optical wave is to produce random fluctuations along the

wavefront. These fluctuations produce intensity scintillation further L-.

along the propagation path due to interference effects. The overall

. effect is a function of the relative size of the inhomogeneity (often

referred to as a turbulent eddy). When the turbulent eddy size is less

than YrT where L is the propagation path length, the primary mechanism

contributing to scintillation is diffraction. For larger eddies, re- .2

fraction is the dominant scintillation-producing process. Clifford

(871 has shown that eddies of size 1WL are the "most effective" in pro-

ducing scintillations.

The turbulent atmosphere contains refractive index variations of

all sizes. The most widely used model of the distributor of the tur-

bulent eddy scale sizes in the atmosphere is that developed by

Kolmogorov [89], which models the mean-squared difference in the

refractive indexes at points r1 and r as
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(Lnr1 - n(r2) >2C r2  r to~ << 1r1 -rj << L
D D(r) (3.45)

where 1o and Lc are called the inner and outer scales of turbulence, Cn.-

is the refractive index structure constant, and the angular brackets

denote ensemble average. In the atmosphere X is of the order of a few0

millimeters to a centimeter and, in the lower troposphere, Lo is of the

order of the height above the ground. The structure parameter Cn2  is

-12 -2/3a measure of turbulence; values range from 10 M near the ground

-17 -2/3to 10 m in the free troposphere. For turbulent eddy sizes of

characteristic length X, such that 1. << Z << Lo, the Kolmogorov 2/3

law implies that the mean square fluctuation associated with the scale

size increases as the 2/3 power of the scale size.

When Taylor's hypothesis is valid, the time scale of fluctuations i"1
in signal irradiance due to the turbulence is roughly equivalent to the

time required for the most effective eddy to move one diameter trans-

verse to the path or [901, i.e.,

, v (3.46)'t v
c

where vc is the mean crosswind and L is the distance between

transmitter and receiver. For typical values of L and vc, "rt is on the

order of tens of milliseconds. Thus, the atmosphere is effectively

frozen during the round trip travel time for a pulse in a represen-

tative lidar system (round trip time 200 Ws for 30 km range). Note
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also that the turbulence time scale is 3 orders of magnitude larger

"S th than the speckle tlime scale.

Physically, turbulence affects lidar systems on both transmit and

receive paths. On the outward path, the refractive index fluctuations

:S; produce a phase decoherence along the propagating wavefront. The net

effect of this decoherence is to reduce the effective transmit aperture

diameter, causing an enlargement in the diameLer of the irradiated spot

S at the atmospheric target. The degree of beam spreading is related to

the plane-wave phase coherence length po where

2 11. 46 h1 tC2 t5/3 -3/5 "'
Po 11.46 k . dt Cn2 (t) dt] (3.47)

0

In Eq. (3.47) k - 2v/X, z is path length to the scattering volume, and

t a 0 at the scattering volume and 1 at the transmitter. By definition

P is the distance in the receiver plane at which the expected mutual

coherence function is reduced by l/e. When transmit diameter D is much

smaller than p0, very little spreading occurs; however when p0 << D,

beam spreading can be significant. Equation 3.47 can be used to :om-

pute P versus pathlength for various degrees of turbulence, assuming

10.6 Um radiation. Results are shown in Table 3.1. It is seen that

when turbulence is strong (i.e., C 2 10-3 m2/3 lateral coherence
n

is reduced to a scale comparable to that of a typical receiver aperture

over distances as short as a few hundred meters. In weaker turbulence

(Cn2 4 10-15 m-2/3), P remains greater than half a meter or so for

distances approaching 10 km. Typically values of C 2 as high as 1013

n
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I.
m are present only when an extended portion of the path lies Just

above the ground. When turbulence is not uniform along the path, it is

seen from Eq. (3.46) that turbulence nearer the lidar is weighted more

heavily.

Table 3.1. Computed values of plane-wave coherence length p0 versus

pathlength and turbulence structure parameter, assuming
constant turbulence along the path and 10.6 pm radiation.

C 2 -m23)

i-2 1-3 104 15 -16

1 C 10 10 10 10

100 .17 .67 2.7 11. 43.

z(m) 500 .065 .26 1.0 4.1 16.

1000 .0475 .17 .67 2.7 11.

5000 .016 .065 .26 1.0 4.1

10000 .011 .043 .17 0.1 17

For heterodyne lidar systems a larger spot size at the target

causes a reduction in CNR at the receiver relative to the diffraction-

limited value, since by the Van Cittert-Zernicke theorem the transverse

coherence across the receiver aperture is reduced. Received signal

coherence ie further reduced as the backscattered signal encounters the

turbulence on its return trip, producing additional CNR degradation. j
As in the speckle case, reduction in lateral coherence at the receiver

has very little effect on the CNR of direct detection lidars when

receiver aperture is sufficiently large.
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Since turbulent eddies tend to focus and defocus the propagating

optical energy, turbulence on the transmit path proeuces scintillation

in the irradiance at the target. When the turbulence is weak, such

that p is large, the scintillation effectively modulates the irra-

diance across the entire target spot. This produces an additional tern-

poral variation in received irradiance on top of any fluctuation

resulting from speckle. At the other extreme, when turbulence is

strong, the scale size of the individual spatial irradiance flu,:-

tuations is smaller. Under these conditions p << D, so that the

fields of view of both transmitter and receiver are expanded. For suf-

ficiently strong turbulence the receiver cannot resolve the spatial -

variations in irradiance at the target, hence the variations are

effectively averaged out. In strong turbulence the field at the target

is analogous to the speckle ca.se even when the target is specular,

since the backscattered field is incoherent across the receiver field

of view. Because no lensing of the spatially incoherent field occurs,

scintillations in the limit of strong turbulence have the identical

ensemble characteristics as in the speckle only case. . 7

In weak turbulence, the amplitude of the intensity of the incident

field at a point has been predizted and experimentally verified to be

lognormally distributed. In this regime the variance of the log ampli-

tude is given by
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,2 0.56 kT/b dz C 2(z) (z/L)S/6 (L-z)51 6  (3.48)
x n

which reduces to a 2 - 0.124 Cn2 k7 / 6 L 1I/ 6 fGr uniform Cn2 . The weakx
2turbuleiicz regime is defined as that in which a is predicted by Eq.

(3.48). Experimental data have shown that a 2 saturates at a value of

approxinately 0.5 Ila strong turbulence. This is the so-called ,1atura-

2tion regime, where a predicted by Eq. (3.48) is greater than 0.5.

Here the statistics deviate widely from lognormal. A number of mathe-

matical models have been proposed to fit observed data in this regime;

the most useful is probably the K distribution since it fits many of

the data (911. Table 3.2 lists a 2 calculated from Eq. (3.48) vs. pro-

"pagation path length and strength of turbulence, assuming constant tur-

bulence along the path and 10.6 pm radiation. Note that a 2
'- - x

approaches the saturation value only when turbulence is extremely high

nC 2  > 10 for path Iengths oa the order of 5 km. in general,

such large values ot Cn2 would exist along 1 km paths only when the

path is very close to the ground (i.e., within the surface layer) over

its entire length.
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"Table 3.2. Log amplitude variance a calculated from Eq. (3.46) ver-
"sus parhlength and turbufence strength, assuming consLat't
turbulence along the path and 10.6 pm radiation. Asterisks
indicate regions where observed value will saturate at
approximately 0.5.

c2 (2/3)Cn (m-!)

-12 -13 0- 5 15 16i- 10 0 0

1 00 3.1 x 10-3 3.1 x 1- 3. x 10- 3.1 x 10 3.1 x 100 3 1 1 -5 -6

500 6.0 x 10 6.0 x 10 6.0 x 10 6.0 x 10 6.0 >: 10
L 2 3 4 5

(meters)1000 2.1 x 10 2.1 x 10 2.1 x 10 2.1 x 10 2.1, x10

5000 4.1* 4.1 x W0- 4.1 x 10 4.1 x 10 4.1 x 10-

10000 14.5* 1.45* 1.45 x 10" 1.45 x 102 1.45 x 10

The preceding phenomenological discussion illustrates that atmo-

spheric turbulence degrades the anticipated performance of a coherent

DIAL system in two basic fashions: 1) scintillations increase the nor-

malized variance of the back scattered signal such that the SNR of the

average irradiance estimate is decreased, and 2) decoherence effects

tend to reduce CNR, which also reduces measurement SNR by enhancing the

effects of detection noise. This uncertainty introduced into the power

measurements by turbulence necessitates a modification of the uncer-

tainty expressions developed in Part 3. The single-shot heterodyne .

lidar error expression for a distributed target becomes ..
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Y - x N ] + -+ + x+No] (3.49)

,P s n 0 , 0

where - is the additional scintillation variance due to the turbulence,

CNRo is the carrier to noise ratio when no turbulence exists, F is a

factor accounting for the reduction in CNR due to turbuiencc, and ms,

m and m are as defined previously. Since turbulence is frozen overn C '. -.. ,

the time scale of a pulse, no intrapulse averaging occurs i. the tur-

bulence fluctuation term y...

EstimaLion of the heterodyne CNR reduction factor F in Eq. (3.49)

was iuitially addressed by Murty (92] and Thomson and Dorian [93].

Their approaches, which invoked the modified. Huygens-Fresnel principle,

assumed that the turbulence encountered by the Incoming and outgoing

wave was independent, and that the phase structure function could be

approxuaJtLua b a - quadratic. Under these assumptions, Murty calculated

the CNR reduction factor F to be

F D 2 (3.49)
1 + (-) ,:;: i:

ra

where ra - 1.5 p0 is the transverse correlation length defined by Fried

and Myers [94]. In 1980 Wandzura (95] showed that use of a quadratic

structure function in essence takes '-:o account only those pertur-

bations due to wavefront tilt. Based on this rather significant obser-

vation, Clifford and Wandzura (96] reexamined the problem using the

appropriate structure function. Their results showed that when the
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assumption of a quadratic structure function was employed in a calcula-

tion where the assumed dependence between transmit and recuive paths

was included, no effect due to turbulence was predicted. When both of

the previous assumptions were dropped, the predicted degradation in CNR

due to turbulence was less than in the previous calculations.

Results of Clifford and Wandzura's calculations as well as results

obtained assuming a quadratic struct e function are shown in Fig. 3-4,

versus Fresnel number n, where a- [kD2 /4(f- - Z-1 )] 2 , and f is focal

distance. The abscissa varies with No - D/po, the number of coherent
0

spots across the aperture, while the ordinant represents the CNR reduc-

tion factor F. If we assume Do - 0.3 m and Z 10 km in Fig. 3-4, the

curves correspond to CNR reduction vs. Cn2 for returns from 10 km for

beams focused at 770 m, 2.5 km and 10 km. The appropriate values of

Cn 2 given this assumption are shown under the coordinate label. Note

that in some cases, increasing turbulence actually results in an

increase in CNR relative to the nonturbulent case for a collimated

beam. This is physically due to lensing effects of the turbulence.

Since the scintillation varies lognormally the effect of an intensity

increase due to n focusing eddy is more than that nf an intensity

decrease. At higher levels of turbulence the scintillation saturates

and transmit beamspreading becomes a factor, serving to degrade the

CNR.

The effect of the turbulence on the intensity fluctuations from a

speckled target 'is been examined by Rolmes et al. [97], and Shapiro et
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al. [98]. Both analyzed the problem of - signal propagating through

"refractive turbulence, scattering off of an incoherent target, and

returning through the same medium to the receiver. We will follow the

derivation of Holmes et al., since Shapiro makes assumptions on weak

turbulence which may not be valid at longer ranges. As previously

discussed, most of tha scintillation should be produced c, the outward

leg, since the randomization of the phase front upon se-ttering reduces

the effectiveness of the eddies in producing scintillation on the

ret.rn path. Holmes et al., derive the formula

2 "�"2 4Cx(P)
- ( f dr r f d0p (2e X 1] J (k/L pr)f(r) (3.51)

"<I> L "
0

* where Jo is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind and C is

the log amplitude covariance function for a spherical wave propagating

through turbulence.

The coordinates p and r in Eq. (3.51) describe the surface of the

target and transmitter, and

kD 2 :;"

22 2 0  2 i5- (3.52)
f(r) - expj-r + 2 (74-L--) (I L/f) (R )53}

0

In Eq. (3.52), R is transmitter telescope radius, f is focal

length and p° is turbulence-induced coherence length. Figure 3-5 shows A

the predicted scintillation in the return due to turbulence and speckle .. l
for a point receiver, assuming a focused beam, as a function of inte-

':" ~2 2 .' -
X$L, grated turbulence along the path a , where a was calculated from

x x --
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Fig. 3-5 - Predicted (dots) and measured (circles) increase in normal-
ized variance of signal fluctuations from diffuse target versus
integrated turbulence. Also plotted on abscissa are C values

computed for Z 10 km. From [97]. n
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Eq. (3.48). The abscissa is also calibrated as a function of C

n

. computed for returns from a 10 km range. In the absence of turbulence

(a2 .001) the normalized variance of received power fluctuations,

x
2 ~2

/<P>2, essentially is unity with the power ex; -nentia].ly distri-

buted, as in the speckle-only case. When integrated turbuleace is

2
moderate (a 2 01), the phase variations produced by the inhomoge-

x
neities result in irradiance scintillations at the scattering volume,

which are seen in Fig. 3-5 to increase the received signal variance

above the unity speckle value. Under these conditions the scin-

tillations result from the speckle intecference effects further

amplified by the modulation of irradiance of the illuminating field.

Additional increases in turbulence beyond this point cause the

\ irradiance scintiliations at the scatterinig volume to further increase.

However, the relatively strong turbulence also produces significant

reduction in the transverse scale size of the irradiance fluctuations.

Thus, thc beam incident on the scattering volume has regions of high

and low intensity w-_th scale size po0 o In strong turbulenze these

regions ate decreased in size to the point where they cannot be

resolved by the receiver, and source aperture averaging becomes impor-

tant. The slope of the curve in Fig. 3-5 thus level off. At this

point the fluctuations are becoming larger in magnitude and smaller in

scale size.

With further increases in integrated turbulence, the aperture

averaging effect dominates the irradiance fluctuations causing the nor-

malized variance of fluctuations at the receiver to peak at a value of
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approximately 1.25. At this peak in the normalized variance the

received signal statistics are a combination of lognormal and exponen-

tial distribution. Any additional increase in turbulence along the

path produces -, decrease In normalized variance; thq scintillation bta-

tistics eventually become exponentially distributed as in the nOntut-

oulent case. This effect occurs for values of integrated turbulence

below those which result in saturation of the scintillations.

Because the effects in Figs. 3-4 and 3-5 are both plotted as a

2function of C for returns from 10 km, the t4 results --an be com-n

pared. Examining the case in Fig. 3-4 where f - 10 km, which is most

"*. typical of long-range measurements, it is seen that the roll-off in CNR
i.• 2 0-1'. -2/3

occurs in the region around C 10 m Higher values of uni-
n

form turbulence produce sharp decreases in CNR, while lower values pro-

duce negl.igible effectu. In Fig. 3-5 the effect of turbulence on

signal fluctuation variance is seen to be maxtmized around the saime

point; i.e., C.2  - 14 m - In this case, however, both increasing

and reducing turbulence lessens the effect, which at its worst adds

"10-20% to the scintillation-induced variance. Such an effect should

generally be negligible, except in cases where speckle effects dominate

the power measurement error. Since generally CNR is the limiting fat-

tor determining seneitivity at longer ranges, the CNR reduction factor

3hown in Fig. 3-4 is potentially much more detrimental. Note, however,

that a uniform C 2 value approaching 10-oe -2/3nm over a 10 km path "

wculd typically exist only within horizontal paths a few meters above
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the surface. The abscissa parameter N is directly proportional to
0

optics diameter; therefore, increasing the system telescope increases

its sensitivty to turbulence at longer ranges, as vould be expected.

"Since averaging or filtering in necessary to reduce power measure-

ment SNR, the differences in relative time scales of the error com-

poaents in Eq. (3. " should also be noted. The CNR-based fLuctua-

tions caused by noise take place at a time scale inversely proportional

to the noise band%4idth of the system. For a matched filter receiver

this would be identical to the signal (speckle) bandwidth, although i.n

many cases the noise bandwidth is larger than the signal bandwidth to

account for Doppler shift in the signal. The bandwidth of the tur- .

bulence fluctuation term y is at least 3 orders of magnitude smaller
[-•

S* _ thcn the signal and noise bandwidth. Thus, if the system could be

pulsed rapidly enough, many independent samples of speckle and noise

could be obtained for a single equivalent turbulence sample. For tigh

pulse-repetition-rate systems turbulence fluctuations, although smaller

in magnitude than the other terms, may be the limiting parameter at

longer ranges.

One method of reducing the sensitivity to turbulence is to

transmit the two probing pulses at the absorbing and nonabsorbing wave-

lengths simultaneously. If the pulses are sufficiently close in fre-

quency, the atmosphere will appear "frozen", and the scintillations of

the two received intensities will be correlated. Because the

covariance terms in Eq. (3.2) become nonzero, an improvement in the
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overall measurement accuracy results. Kjelaas et al. (991 have exa-

mined the correlation of the two pulses as a function of both wave-

length and temporal separation assuming a Kolmogorov spectrum of

turbulence. They present expressions showing that the total variance

of the logarithmic differences in Eq. (3.1) decreases as the frequency

and temporal separation of the pulses are reduced. However, it should

be noted that simultaneous operatiou at the two wavelengths does not in

general reduce the portion of the uncertainty caused by speckle at C02

wavelengths. The speckle patterns produced by the absorbing and nonab-

sorbing wavelengths are usually independent, since the frequencies

typically differ by more than 2
/Tp, where T is the pulse duration.

Thus, the reduction in the variance of the logarithmic difference in

Eq. (3.1) whie.h ran be realized by simultanegus operation is related to

the propo'tion of the total variance caused by turbulence and other __-

temccaciiy-varying atmosph•t-c parameters which are corrl..ad, between

the two wavelengths.

In an incoherent receiver, which is essentially a light bucket,

the average CNR is minimally affected by turbulence-induced loss of

cohe. :nce. Although the irradiance scintillations are still present,

their effects can often be reduc, by receiver aperture averaging. The

number of independent samples of the acintillations which are averaged

at the detector is inversely proportional to the integral of the spa-

tial covarian,:e function of intensity C (p) across the receiver. Inx

weak or moderate turbulence the scale size of irradiance fluctuations

is on the order of a Fresnel zone /IL [87], such that the number of
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independent spatial samples is apprý)ximatoly (D//XL) 2 . As turbulice

increases, the spatial covariance function of the scinttllattios

acquires a longer tail, as seen in Fig. 3.6. This tail diminishes the

effectiveness of aperture averaging under strong turbulence conditions.

Taking into account the turbulence-induced scintillations, an

expression equivalent to Eq. (3.49) for single-pulse direct detection

power-measurement uncertainty is

<•2 " Imf + Vd1 + (3.53)
[(CNR )1

0

where all terms are as defined previously. Here m is the number of

spatial samples of the irradiance fluctuations due to the combined

1j-7 effects of speckle and turbulence. Equation (3.53) assumes no temporal

or frequency diversity in the turbulence scintillation term. The inef- :1
fectiveness of temporal diversity is obvious in that the turbulent time

scale is much longer than the single-pulse observation window. Fre- ,

quency diversity is also ineffective since turbulence-produced fluc-

tuations at two different frequencies are nigaly correlated when the

wavenumber ratio approaches unity [99], as ft typically does for DIAL

measurements. It is assumed in Eq. (3.52) that effects of turbulence

on mean CNR are negligible and that the spatial averaging term is

calculated from the expected scale size of the fluctuations at the

recei•'er aperture due to both speckle and turbulence. If the system is
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Fig. 3-6 - Normalized spatiai log-amplitude covariance function for weak
(-) aL1d strong (-....) scintillation versus spacing in Fresne!J
zones. From Cliffo:d [873.
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designed so that receiver field of view is much greater than tramy-

mitter field-of-view as would be the case whei speckle reduction is a
p

primary concern, effective source averaging at the scattering volume

will tend to average out most irradiance fluctuations as the turbulence

increases. Hence Yd approaches 0 and Eq. (3.52) reduces back to Fq-

(3.35), the nonturbulent case.

C. ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTIES

2D
We now examine the absorption coefticlent term a K/<K >2, in Eq.

m '

(3.2). The accuracy of the concentration measurement is limited by the

relative error in absorption coefficient uncertainty; that is, a i0%

error in the knowledge of K translates into a 10% error In the con-

centration measurement even if the backscattered power is estimated

W I perfectly. -

It is assumed that most ground-based DIAL applications will he

limited tu the lower or mid-troposphere. Thus, the absorption lines of

the various species will be pressure broadened with absorptiou coef-

ficients at frequency v given by

"K 2 (3.54)
V 2 2

K 1r( V-V 0 + a L

-ihera S is the linestrength, v0 is the line center frequency, and a is

the line width. Both S and a are temperature dependent, and a is also

pressure dependent. The linestrength is determined from• j39] as
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, . . - , S o Q v ( T )(° / 1 . 4 3 9 v ." ( T - T ) ' "
0S

S - (T) T T (3.55)

where S is the linestrength at standard temperature, Q (T) is the
0 V

vibrational partition function, T is the temperature, T is the stan-
0

dard temperature (196 K), j is a parameter related to the temperature .

dependence of the rotational partition function, and V is the energy

of the lower state of the transition resulting from the absorbed

energy. Since ground-based measurements will, be madE in the tro-

posphere, Doppler b'roadening effects can be neglected. Thus the half-

width a is the collisional halfwidth a given by Gate,_ et al. [100] as

a cL (p/p )(T /T)d (3.56) -ac co-i -..

.- where a is the collisional halfwidth at standard conditions, p is the

pressure, P0 is the standard pressure, and d is a species- and

transition-dependent parameter.

From Eqs. (3.54) through (3.56) it is seen that to determine K

the quantities So, Vco' v, V0 , j, d, T, p, Q , and E" must be known.

Inaccuracies in the specification of these parameters result in inac-

curacies in K and subsequently, in the concentrationL measurements.

To estimate K V one would typically rely on published data for values

of So, Jco, j, d, Qv and E". Temperature and pressure at the measure-
0 •o Q V

ment range R could be estimated from available meteorological data

obtained either by radiosonde or satellite. Finally, the wavelength of

the radiation, v, is a function of the type of laser employed and its

_ stability. p
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In addition to inaccuracies in the knowledge of pressure and tem-

perature, some lack of precision in the determination of the species-

dependent line parameters might also be expected. The effects of

imprecise knowledge of S co' ', p, and T can be examined by

expanding Eqs. (3.54) through (3.56) in differential form ab-ut the

mean values of each of the parameters. Assuming that the fluctuations

are uncorrelated with zero mean, this yields

8K% S 2r a 2 Sa 2)--

(.2 + ( 2 2) 7(3-7

S irAv +a a1
v c c

where

AV V0  
(3.58)

6ac2 Sa co 2 6v2 2 6T 2

.). •- • ° + ( - ) + d , (3.59)

c co

2 2 2- 2 2
6S) 2  26 1 2 6E 1.439<E"> ST---- - (=- + (1.439E ")(=) -L-) G-") + G -

S S T To E" T T
0 (3.60)

and the overbar denotes the mean value of the parameter.

Given the error in E", So, aco' T, or p, at each wavelength one

can estimate the relative error in differential absorption coefficient L-

q 2-. 2 from the above relationships. In generRl, errors in DIAL mea-

K m
m

surements dye to inexact knowledge of the absorption coefficient p _:a-

meters are systematic errors. That is, the error in the parameter will

be approximately constant over the time scale of a measurement
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(typically 5-10 minutes). Averaging of returns from pairs of pulses

does not reduce the measurement error resulting fr~om these effects.

One additional source of absorption coefficient errors for inco-

herent systems is the inexact knowledge of the distribution of the

transmitted energy among the various possible longitudinal laser cavity

modes. Ideally, if one knew this exactly, a weighted average

K could be calculated from
ave

1~ 1v v)J2v
V - ~ v1) ~( 2 )Jv 2 ) .. + ~v )~v) (3.6i)

n

where K (v) is calculated for the frequency v~ as before, and J(v) is

the laser pulse energy at frequency v1 In general some uncertainty

will be introduced by the unknown distribution of energy about the

modes. The effect of this is a functi,)n of the total variation of

K over the range of frequencies (v -V~ Over flat regions of the
v ni

absorption curve K , (region A in Fig. 3-7) where IdK /dvI is small,

uncertainties in the distribution of energy will have less effect than

at frequencies where K changes more rapidly (region B in Fig. 3-7).
V

In the previous section, the advantage of transmitting several longitu-

dinal laser modes simultaneously (frequency diversity) for reducing

instantaneous power fluctuations in incoherent systems has been shown.

The accompanying potential increase in absorption coefficient uncer-

tainty, however, limits the range of modes that one can reasonably

expect to employ. This effect is examined numerically in the example

of Sec. E.
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D. EFFECTS OF DIFFERENTIAL BACKSCATTER AND TRANSMISSION

A potentially significant source of error in DIAL mea3urements

results when backscatter coefficient $ and range-gate averaged back-

ground absorption coefficient y differ for the on- and off-line mea-

surements. The etfect on the measurements can be seen in Eq. (3.1).

Errors come about when backscatter coefficient varies as a function of

waielength, time, and/or range such that the B and T terms have random

uncertainties associated with them. Note that errors only occur for

non-predictable fluctuations in the paratueters; differential effects do

not in themselves cause an error if they can be accurately estimated.

The backscatter and background absorption error terms are calcu-

lated by expanding the expressions for B and T around their mean values

~5 to get

2 2 2 R
B 2 . 2. -+cov terms (3.62)j, -i <~ ~>2

viR

and
2 22 2 22

2 4&R22 + 2 - 2 cov(Y
-- YVY YV .I ...

V "21 2

where v, signifies the absorbed wavelength and v2 the non-absorbed

wavelength, and the covariance terms are a function of time between the -

on-line and off-line measurements t1  t2
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It.s seen that the variance in the backscatr~x and transmission

terms is a function of the variance in the terms for each individual

measurement and the covariance between the terms. If fluctuations in .

and y were exactly correlated during the on-line and off-line measure-

"ments, the covariance teros would exactly cancel the variance terms and

2 2
2 a - O. In reality correlation is not unity because of random

IJB T

fluctuations in B and T, wh ch result from two mechanisms. The first

comes about becatuse of unknown spectral variability in a and y as the
V V

transmit laser frequency is changed between absorbing and non-absorbing

wavelength. The second is caused by transport of non-uniform distribu-

tions of aerosol particles and absorbing molecules over the time scale

required to change wavelengths. These two effects are discussed in the

"following paragraphs.

First the specttal variability in 8 and y as the transmit wave-

length varies between mbsotbing and ..... ilnee 4. etamined.

The data set on variability of both these parameters is extremely

limited. Schotland (40], estimated that AB /B a 4 Av/v for molecular

backscattering in the visible region. A similar effect for aerosol

backscattering at CO2 wavelengths was predicted by Yue et al. (1011,

who show figures indicating that A$ /a , 10 Av/v for backscatter from
V

different aerosol materials and different size distributions. For a

CO2 lidar operating on adjacent gain lines Av/v - .001, which produces

a value of a. of approximately 10-. An error of this magnitude is

negligible relative to other terms in Eq. (3.2). A similar conclusion

r:, • :i:.11
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was reached by Megie and Menzies [74], who sought to determine the

maximum separation allowable between lines in the UV and IR betore dif-

ferential backscatter became significant. Citing the work of C.11is

and Russel' (102] they determined that a frequency separation of as

much as 2000 GHz (=65 cm-1) could be tolerated without significantly

degrading the maasurement.

These results are disputed somewhat by Petheram (103], who assumed

a bimodal size distribution' tc estimate backscatter coefficients in

different tropospheric air masses. He determined that differential

backscatter could be as high as 5% in CO2 DIAL measurements of ethy-

lene, ammonia and ozone. The magnitude of the effect was found to vary

with relative humidity and assumed air mass characteristics, It should

be reinforced here that differential backscatter in itself does not

cause errors if it can be predicted; errors result from uncertainties

in the differential backscatter measurement. It is probably reasonable

to assume that spectral differential backscatter errors are on the

order of 1%, which results in a 2 - 4. Svch an error is probably a

systematic error, since the parameters on which these numbers are

calculal.ed (air mass type and relative humidity) would not typically

change over the course of a measurement.

Turning to the effects of differential absorption by interfering

species, it is seen that experimental data on this subject are also

somewhat limited. Schotland [403 estimated that this error is negli-

gible at visible wavelengths. At IR wavelengths under normal

112
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atmoapheric conditions the interfering gases for water vapor meesure-

ments are primarily O ammonia, and ozone. The errors due to -

background absorption result from uncertainty in both ýhe relative con-

cAntrations of the interfering gases and the resulting absorption,

Given the absence of a locally-obtained data set, interference effects

must be estimated using some global atmospheric model, such as that

developed at AFGL [391.

Spectral variabilities in both S and y generally fluctuate over

long time scales, since the factors which cause the variability

(atmospheric composition, temperature, p--ssure) usually remain relati-

vely constant over the time scale of a single measurement. Over the .

short term ((< haur) errors due to these effects are generally systema-

""- tic, as in the case of errors due to uncertainty in the estimate of the

primary species absorption coefficient. Averaging multiple measure-

ments does not reduce such errors.

In addition to these long-time-scale variations, however, short-

term uncertainties arise when the atmospheric properties which deter-

mine B and y change during the time required to switch wavelengths.

Such a situation occurs if atmospheric inhomogeneities are advected

across the optical path. Temporal and spatial fluctuations in the

atmospheric aerosol produce errors in the B term in Eq. (3.1). In the

absence of local sources aerosol is often considered to be a passive

iditive, such that the one dimensional spectral distribution of energy

as a function of inverse length follows a k 5/ 3 distribution, where

113
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k - 21/L is the wavenumber. Post (104] measured the structure function

of aerosol returns using a CW lidar. His results generally support the

passive additive model, although he reported irregularilties in the

observed outer scale versus that predicted by standard turbulence

theory.

The assumed k- 5 / 3 distribution which occurs under isotropic con-

ditioris is modified by local sources of aerosol concentration, such as

pollution plumes, dirt roads, etc., which tend co produce transient, V.

non-stationary fluctuations in 8. During convective conditions aero-

sols from sources near the surface can be carried upward to heights of

3 km (401. Thus, one might easily assume that in the region of ther-

mals the aerosol concentration aloft would resemble that at the sur-

face, which on the average is usually twenty times higher than at

heights of 3 km [105]. Experimental data has shown temporal variations

of as much as 20% in both the visible and IR backscatter coefficients

at heights of 2-3 km above the surface [401.

This observed temporal variability ;an be expected to vary as a

function of system pulse characteristics and atmospheric properties.

Consider a system which has a pulse profile P (t). The average return

signal power at time t ip given by
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P r (t) - f P (t - a(R,t) dR (3.63)

where the pulse is assumed to exit the laser at t - 0, and transmission

fluctuations are neglected. The quantity 8(R,t) is the mean volume

backscatter coefficient at range R and time t. Equation (3.63) shows

that a long pulse effectively acts as a smoothing filter, filtering out

that part of the total variance due to high spatial frequency fluc-

tuations. Since the atmosphere is effectively frozen over the time

scale of a single pulse, 8(R,t) - 8(R). As an example, consider a

Gaussian pulse with a standard deviation pulse duration of 1.67 ps, .

corresponding to a range resolution of roughly 0.5 km. If the spectrum

of backscatter fluctuations is described by a one-dimensional

Kolmogorov mod4l with an outer scale of 100 m and Taylor's hypothesis

applies, theo the filtering effect of the pulse is roughly shown in

Fig. 3-8. A large portion of the variance is removed hy the spatial

filtering.

When a single pulse return is filtered in time, additional spatial

filtering of the backscatter occurs as the pulse propagates radially

during the observation interval. The expression for return intensity

becomes

Pf(t) - f hf(t -) P ( 2R {(R) dR} dT (3.64)

where hf(t) is the impulse response of the receiver filter. Equation

(3.64) is identical to an initial convolution of the filter response
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Kolmogorov Fluctuation Spectrum

E

E

-4-- , g!teri l _ Fluctuation , ,
Spectrum

KO 
. _

Wavenumber K

Fig. 3-8 - Spectra of typical atmospheric fluctuation spectrum, where
outer scale L - 100 m, plotted alongside spatial spectral re-

0
sponse of 2 las wide Gaussian pulse. The long pulse filters out
small-scale fluctuations in the return.
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with the transmit pulse shape, followed by convolution with the radial

backacatter function a(R). The effect of receiver filters on pulse

smearing is discussed in more detail in Chapter IV.

Usually, a measureuaent is taken over a series of multiple pulses.

This may provide additionai spatial 1-vLaging over length scales of

NvAt where N is the numtra:r of pulses, At is the pulse repetition period

and v is the wind velocity which is assumed to determine the rate of

advection of $ inhomogeneities. For a system averaging 500 pulses at a

10 Haz pulse repetition rate, the multi-pulse length scale amounts to

500 m when v 10 m sa-. Thus, when pulse duration is less than about

3 Us, additional spadtal averaging of backacatter fluctuations can be

provided by multi-pulse averaging (which also reduces speckle noise).

The preceeding discussion indicates that temporal tluctuations in

backscatter due to a homogeneous, isotropl.c aerosol structure can be

minimized through judicious selection of system parameters. For this

type of atmosphere the allowable time between sequentially-switched

DIAL measurements over which the measurements are correlated can be

estimated from the "length constant" (analogous to time constant) of

the measured a fluctuations. If the length constant X. due to spatial
C

averaging is 500 m, then the allowable switching time is limited by the

time required for a new 500 m diameter eddy to advect into the optical

path, or t m Zc/v Thus, tmax - 50 s when v - 10 m s- 1 . When the

time between measurements is substantially less than the time scale of

fluctuations due to a variability t, sequentially switched-

measurements should be highly correlated.
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Under non.-isotropic conditions, then backscatter variability

results from random, nonstationary, widely-spaced events, such as

periodic emission of pollutants from a stack, sequential operatton is

acceptable only when the wavelength switching time is less than the

advection time dcale of the backscatter variability filtered by the

spatial pulse filtering function. More measurement data is needed to 0

characterize the expected variability and length scale of backscattev

variations in the troposphere.

Temporal variations in the background absorption by interfering

species result when differential concentrations of species are advected

across the measurement volume over the time requ&red to switch wave-

lengths. In the absence of local sources of Lhe interfering species,

one would expect the gases to be well mixsd within the local

atmosphere. Additionally, the same averaging factor which holds true

for R variations also is applicable here. Thus it 4,s probably reaso-

nable to assume that errors due to temporal fluctuations are negligible - -

relative to other errors considered in Whea section.

E. SIMULPTION OF GROUND-BASED DIAL WATER VAPOR MEASUREMENTS

_..
In this section the expected feasibility of ground-based water

va-por DIAL measurements is no% extmined by modeling performance in a

realistic atmosphere. Both direct and heteorodyne systems were

included in the simulation. The following discussion describes the

atmospheric and system parameters assumed in the simulation and the

resulting predicted measurement accuracy.
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1. Model Descriptiun

In the model, measurement Rccuiracy as a function of height was

estimated from Eq. (3.2). It is seen from the equation that values

must be obtained for normalized variances a/<j>2 and aF 2 /<W >2, vari-
m

2ances a and oT range resolution AR, and mean concentration po. To

estimate these parameters characteristics of both the atmosphere and

the assumed DIAL system must be specified.

It was assumed that the measurements were taken in a midlatitude

winter. This assumption results in a somewhat more difficult atmo-

sphere for high relative zcc~iracy water vapor meas rements than would k74
exist if a summertime model were employed, s~ice wintertime moisture

concentrations a lower. On the other hand, because attenuation due

to total water vapor content along the path is smaller, absolute

jccuracy of the measurements should be generally higher. The mid-

latitude winter mudels employed were identical to those used In ti~e

NOAA wind-measurin5 satellite feasibility study (851. The backscatter

model was developed at NOAA [85], while the temperatu-e and humidity

models were taken from the Air Force Geophysical Laboratory (AFGL)

mid-latitude winter atmospheric model 1106]. Values of the parameters

versus height in these models are plotted in Figs. 3-9, 3-10 and 3-11.

For estimates of turbulence-induced effects ana absorption cross-

section related uncertainties, profiles of atmospheric structure--

parameter C 2, as well as normalized variances of prnsiure and

n
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Fig. 3-9 - Midlatitude winter backscatter coefficient model. From £851.

H t.
(kmi)

4

0.001 0.01 0a W0

Water Vapor Content (gff3)

Fig. 3-7 - AFGL mid'.atituae. winter model profile of water vapor con~cen-
tration. From (391.
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"Fig. 3-11 - AFGL midlatitude winter temperature profile model.
From [391.
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Fig. 3-12 - Globally-averaged C2 profile model. From [1071.
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U 2/<p>2 oT2/<T>2,. C.• -..

"temperature uncertainties a 2/<p>2 and a 2/<T>2 , were also required.
p T

"Estimates of C 2 are derived from an approximate form of Hufnagel's

globally averaged profile (107], as shown in Fig. 3-12. To charac-

terize a 2 /<p> 2 and aT2/<T>2 a measurement scenario was assumed whereby
p

the most recent and closest radiosonde sounding data were obtainen and

used to estimate absorption cross-section K * Errors can thus be
m

introduced when the atmosphere at the time and nlace of the measurement

differs from that of the sounding. In order to approximate an upper

bound for this error, climatological data obtained from atmospheric

circulation statistics were employed [108]. The normalized variances

in specification of pressure and temperature used in the simulation -

were estimates of the variances in these par. aeters which occur during

passage of a transient atmospheric eddy at latitude 40*N during winter,

as shown in Figs. 3-13 and 3-14.

I,

The system parameters assumed for the calculations are shown in

Table 3.3. The speciflted transmit pulse energies were 10-J for the

incoherent system and 1-J for the coherent system. These values are

representative of current, or soon-to-be-achieved laser technology.

The diffraction-limited field of view of the incoherent receiver aper- "","-

ture was assumed to be 1/1000 that of the transmitter antenna,

resulting in a reduction in speckle-induced scintillation variance by a

factor of 1000. Additional fluctuation reduction for the incoherent

system was ibtained by means of frequency diversity. It was assumed

that three longitudinal TEM modes centered around the middle of the
00
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Ht.

(kin)
4' ---

22
,p....

" I2 3 4 56 4

"" Relative Temperature Uncertainty, Z x 10

Fig. 3-13 - Climatologically-averaged profile of normalized temperature
"variance resulLing from passage of a synoptic-scale transient eddy
"during winter. From [108].

Ht.
(kin)

4

I 2 3 4 5 6

Relative Pressure Uncertainty, O2x IoCF

Fig. 3-14 - Climatologically-averaged profile of normalized pressure
variance due to passage of a wintertime synoptic-scale transient
eddy. From [108].
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TTi
* :•: -', CO 2 laser line were present in the transmitted pulse. For a CO2 system

with a 2-m cavity, the separation between the longitudinal cavity modes

is 75 MHz, which results in a transmit bandwidth of 150 MHz, The -.

variation in absorption coefficient over this frequency range was esti-

mated by comparing the 150 MHz bandwidth with the linewidth ac for the

water vapor line nearest in frequency to the R(20) CO2 line. Becaus...

-a 1.26 G~z for this line (v = 976.012 cm-1), the transmission band-

width was sufficiently narrow that uncertainties in distribution of -

energies among the lines can be neglccted.

Table 3.3. Simulation Parameters

Direct Heterodyne

Pulse Energy 10J 1 J
SOptics Diameter I m .5 m

Apodization Factor --- .47
Focus -- 6 km
'%- jx2.6 x O10 W 3.76 x 10 W*

System Efficiency 0.1 0.1
Pulse length variable variable
Bandwidth 150 kHz matched filter

B matched to
f

pulse length
CO2 absorbing wavelength 10.247 Um 10.247 Umr
CO reference wavelength 10.260 us 10.260 Vs
Iniegration time 6.67 ps 6.67 us
Range resolution 1 km 1 km
Elevation angle 900 900

* Assuming 1 MHz IF bandwidth

A block diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 3-15. First, esti-

mated values of absorption cross-sections K were calculated vs. heigt-t
V

* ffrom the McClatchey tapes for the given atmospheric model and elevation
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&L MODEL

BACKSCATTER

COMPUTE SYSTEM COMPUTE "

CNR PARAMETERS CNR
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EFFECTS EFFECTS

COMPUTE I- .

TURBULENCE::"

EFF CTS

ESTIMATE
ABSORPTION

UNCERTAINTY

ESTIRATE
MEASUREMENT

ACA.URACY

Fig. 3-15 - Flow chart of DItL feasibility computer simulation.
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angle. Then, given system parameters, backscatter coefficient prc-.i-

les, and assumed speckle bandwidth broadening, the mean CNR was com-

puted for each range increment and wavelength. Next, speckle and

detection noise fluctuations were included in the estimate of power

fluctuations by calculating correlation times T and T based on pulse

and total bandwidth considerations, estimating correlation functions,

and substituting the results in Eqs. (3.24) and (3.37). The power

measurement uncertainties computed from Eqs. (3.24) and (3.37) were

modified when turbulence was important. Contributions of turbulence to

the power measurement error were estimated by calculating p0 and a 2

from Eqs. (3.45) and (3.46), then applying the results of Clifford and

Wandzura [96]. If significant, turbulence effects were then included

in the y and F terms in Eqs. (3.49) and (3.53).

Following estimation of the power measurement uncertainty, errors

due to lack of knowledge of the absorption coefficient were estimated

from Eq. (3.57). The expected measurement errors for both types of 4
system we'e then calculated from Eq. (3.1). Throughout the analysis it

was assumed that the atmosphere was well-mixed and isotropic, and that

pulse length and/or observation time were of sufficient duration that,. -

backscattering variations were well-averaged. With these assumptions

the backscatter uncztainty term a 2 was negligible. The uncertain

attenuation due to interfering species was also neglected (a 2 , 0);
T

the validity of this assumption is discussed briefly in Chapter V.
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2. Simulation Results

The simulation was initially performed for the given system para-

meters and atmospheric models. Figure 3-16 shows the estimated value

of CNR vs. height on the R(20) line for the IJ coherent system and

both 1 and IOJ incoherent systems, assuming a matched-filter receiver.

Note the improvement gained in CNR by using heterodyne detection is

approximately 25 dB for the parameters assumed. Both 1J coherent and

10J incoherent systems produce returns with predicted CNR's above 0 dB

from altitudes up to 8 km.

The CNR values plotted in Fig, 3-16 assume that no decoherence of

the signal due to refractive-index turbulence occurred for the hetero-

dyne case. The effect of turbulence on lateral coherence and fluc-

tuation is seen in Figs. 3-17 and 3-18. From Fig. 3-17 ra' was

calculate-d- by etim-ating r . then making the approximation r' - 2r as
aa

Igested by Clifford and Wandzura 1961. Note that since ra is greater

a the assumed .5 m optics diameter for returns from all heights,

lateral coherence in maintained and turbulence effect on CNR can essen-

tial~y be neglected. Similarly, since a 2 is << 0.1 for all heights,

adaLcional signal fluctuations due to turbulence are negligible

according to Fig. 3-5. This result, that refractive-index turbulence

does aot affect coherent lidar performance for vertically pointing

systems, has been shown to hold true even for wavelengths near the

visible [109). When elevation angles are shallow the effects of tur-

bulence must still be considered, although system performance will
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Fig. 3-17 -Transverse coherence radius r profile calculated from
C profile of Fig. 3-12.an
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Fig. 3-18 -Profile of 2signal log-amplitude variance due to turbulence
calculated fromn C profile of Fig. 3-12.
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*• typically not be degraded significantly for ranges less than about 10

km.

The uncertainty in power measurements due to fluctuations for a

single pulse is shown in Fig. 3-19, where the mean autocorrelation

function was assumed to have a negative exponential shape. It is

ol .ous that the entire heterodyne measurement, as well as the 10-J

direct detection measurement below 4 km, were limited by speckle noise.

From our previous discussion we know that the power measurement error

in the ,peckle-dominated case can be reduced by shortening the transmit

pulse if energy is kept constant. From Fig. 3-2 we calculate that a 15

ns pulse will optimize the weasurement at 6 km altitude. This conclu-

sion asqumet that sufficient detector bandwidth is available (-60 MHz)

and that no additional noise sources are introduced in the process.

With these assumpttons, it is seen in Fig. 3-20 that the heterodyne

detection errors can be improved by an order of magnitude through the

lower 6 km. The direct detection errors were only improved where

speckle noise was significant; at other altitudes the estimates were

degraded.

From the error in power measurement, the actual predicted DIAL L

Taeasurement concentration error (Fig. 3-21) and the resulting percen-

tage error (Fig. 3-22) can be calculated. These errors are based on an

average of 2000 pulses (1000 measurements), which, at a pulse repeti-

tion rate of 10 Hz, would require about 3 1/2 min. We see Lhat the 1-J,

heterodyne and the 10-J direct detection systems should measure the
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Fig. 3-19 - Estimated single-pulse power esdimate error versus height,
assuming B 200 Khz.
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Fig. 3-20 - Estimated single-pulse power estimate error when B = 66 MHz.
p
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Fig. 3-21 - Absolute concentration estimate errors due to power measure-
ment uncertainties where B - 66 MHz. Dashed line is mean MLWV.
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Fig. 3-22 - Relative concentration estimate errors due to power measure-
ment uncertainties, Bp 66 MHz.
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concentration to within 10% to about 6 km. The 10-J incv-hNr=iL system I
" is superior to ths heterodyne system below about 5.5 kin, wiL,:eas tIs,

-- J incoherent system offers a better measurement below 3.5 kmi.

Obviously, this assessment of performance is closely telated t:o the

assumed parameters. However, increasing the number of pulses over

"which an average is taken should generally lessen the error for both

systems. Transmitting more energy will always reduce the direct detec-

tion moasurement error, while sh, crtening the pulse length will reduce

heterodyne errors at lower elevations.

2 /2 2 ...l u
The absorption coefficient uncertainty term aK /K •s calcu-

Km

lated from Eq. (3.48). The four curves in Fig. 3-23 illustrate th.e

effects of uncertainties in R, p, E", S and a0; all include the

0

errors caused by uncertainties in temperattire and pressure (solid line

in Fig. 3-23). The three remaining curves show the effects of addi-

tional uncertainties in the individual line parameters. The tem-

perature uncertainty term tur,.s out to be the dominant parameter. It I
is seen that for the temperature and pressure uncertainties specified

in Figs. 3-13 and 3-14, the absorption coefficient error was about 20%.
It can be seen from Eq. (3.53) that the temperature uncertainty cooples ii•
into the absorption coefficient uncertainty primarily through the

ground-state energy E". Thus, it might be advantagecus to choose an

abs(,rbing line that has a lower ground-state energy, evcn though it may

not be optimum in other respects. These conclusions depend on the

13 -3
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assumed profile of temperature and pressure uncertainties. In prac-

tice, one could probably determine the temperature more accurately than

the temperature indicated by the climatological statistics (Figs. 3-13

and 3-14). For example, by using NWS radiosonde data and simple extra-

polation techniques one would expect to improve on the 4-6 degree error

calculated using the transient eddy statistics.

Combining the absorption coefficient errors with the power

measurement error (Figs. 3-24 and 3-25), we see that reasonably

accurate water vapor concentration measurements should be possible with

the specified DIAL systems to heights of about 6 km. For this simula-

tion the height limitation resulted more from the decrease in measur-

able water vapor than the decrease in system efficiency. Longer time

averaging will improve the power-measurement error term; when pulse-to-

pulse fluctuations are independent the error is reduced by i/A•, where

N is the number of pulse pairs averaged. The assumption of in depend-

ent pulse-to-pulse fluctuations is examined further in Chapter Vy.

Absorption coefficient errors usually represent a systematic error '2,

which does not average out over the course of a measurement. These

errors can only be improved by better knowledge of the atmospheric and

absorption line parameters. For the R(20)/R(18) line pair used in the

simulations limits on exact specification of absorption cross section

may well represent the ultimate limitation on DIAL concentration

measurement accuracy.

This analysis indicates that incoherent DIAL systems are probably

the choice when range requirements are limited to a few kilometers.
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Although maximum range can be extended with higher pulse energies, the -

"exponential decrease in signal due to attenuation at some point makes

such a strategy impractical. Coherent systems, on the other hand, I.

offer better sensitivity at long ranges and adequate sensitivity at

Rhort ranges when averaging is effective to reduce speckle noise.

Additionally, coherent systems offer the opportunity of ýeasuring the

Doppler shift and hence the aerosol velocity. Combined measurements of

species concentration and radial velocity would be valuable in

mesoscale meteorology research (for measurment of moisture flux) as

well as in the tactical military scenario for warning of the impending

presence of hazardous species.

Aa moisture concentration in the atmosphere increases, the absorp-

tion coefficient must decrease to maintain constant SNR. Ideally,
.... ,... r4^;n line to maintain good ,..

then, one would select a weaker .... r-- .... t... aintain good-

signal. This may not be necessary with heterodyne systems operating in

a regime whose error is speckle dominated. Under these conditions,

decreasing SNR would have negligible effect on measurcment accuracy.

This is seen in Fig. 3-2b, where power measuremer.t errors were calcu-

lated for an atmosphere with twice the moisture of the mid-latitude

winter. Although both types of systems were affected, the heterodyne

system error was rilatively unchanged at the lower levels, where

speckle effects dominate the error.

For an operational DIAL system, elevation angles other than the

900 assumed in this simulation w711 be necessary. An operational
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system should have some scanning capability; for example, it should be

* ~able to l.ook for holes in the clouds. As the elevation angle

decreases, the'path absorption for a given altitude increases and the

* SNR decreases. This effect is partially offset by the Increase in AR

(for a given height resolution) in the denominator of the uncertainty

* expression. Using the same system parameters as before, except

* changing the elevation angle to 60% a 1.8-dB increase in the error of

I the water vapor measurement was calculated for the heterodyne system.

The height resolution was held constant at 1 km for this analysis,

* however, it could be easily varied as a function of the desired

* measurement accuracy. For example, if 10% accuracy was sought, theL-

height resolution might vary from about 100 m at 1-km altitude to 3 km

at 7 km altitude. Above 7 kmn, the errors become unacceptably large for

all range resolution values.

F. SUMMARY

This chapter has been primarily concerned with error sources in

DIAL measurements. Both coherent and incoherent 3ystems have been

discussed. The major phenomena contributing to measurement errors are

coherent fading (speckle), detection noise, and uncertainty in the ape-

cies differential absorpt~on cross section. The relative importance of

each error source varies, depending on whether heterodyrne or direct

detection is employed. With heterodyne detection speckle fluctuations

limit the measurement accuracy when ONR is high; at low ONR quantum
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noise is a dominant factor. Incoherent systems, on the other hand, can

be designed to minimize effects of speckle, hence detection noise

usually determines measurement sensitivity for these systeuis.

Transmission of both the absorbed and reference wavelengths L.

siultaneouslj is the preferred DIAL pulsing technique. Such an
II

arrangement minimizes errors caused by non-stationarities in

atmospheric backscatter and extinction. When sequencial measurements

(transmit or, first one laser line, then the other) must be taade, spa-

tial filtering by means of long transmit pulses and averaging times

helps to reduce uncertainty.

Refractive index turbulence along the path affects DIAL measure-

ments by degrading the coherence of the propagating energy. For

heterodyne DIAL systems this results in both decreased CNR and

increased fluctuation. Incoherent DIAL systems are susceptable pri- 7

marily to the signal fluctuations, which can be reduced fairly easily

through aperture averaging. Recent theoretical work [96] has shown

that turbulence effects on monostatic lidars are less than was pre-

viously thought. Because of this, turbulence effects on DIAL meas%..re-

ments should be significant only when the paths exteýd just above the

ground.

In the latter part of the chapter, a simulation incorporating spe-

cific parameters was performed to examine coherent and incoherent DIAL

capabilities for measuring water vapor. The simulation assumed speckle
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and noise-prcduccid fluctuations were the primary error sources in power

measurements. Results of the simulation indicated that for short-range

applications where CNR was high for both types of systems, direct-',

detection DIAL was probably preferable. Although speckle limits

coherent lidar accuracy at these closer ranges, superior sensitivity at

longer rangec makes a heterodyne system the choice for measurements at

ranges beyond 2-3 km. The simulation assumed that an incoherent system

could be zonstructed to make speckle-induced uncertainties negligible.

Such an assumption may be overly optimistic.

The two primary error sources in the simulated measurements were

inaccuracies in estimate of species absorption coefficient and inexact

measurement of average received power. Errors due to absorption coef- .

ficient uncertainties are basically system-independent. The errors

result from a lack of knowledge of both the absorption line parameters

and the temperature and preseure at the poin t of t-,c me-asurement.

Reasonaoly accurate values of line parameters can probably be obtained

' , .nk e" precise measurement experiment. Atmospheric parameters,

hot. aver, must be estimated at the time of the DIAL measurement. The

measurement can be extremely sensitive to errors in the specification

of temperature, and less sensitive to pressure. The simulation showed

that measurement errors using the R(20) line resulting frcm absorption

coeffic.' _...erv Les could be as much as 10% or more. These are "

probably systematic errors that cannot be reduced through averaging.

.4
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The other primary error source, inexact estimate of average

received power, can be quite different for heterodyn~e and direct detec-

tion DIAL systems. Power measurement errors result from fluctuations

in the instantaneous received signal due to coherent fading (speckle),

atmospheric turbulence, and noise added during detection, such as shot,

thermal, and background noise. Heterodyne power estimates are sharply

degraded by the speckle. One method of reducing this effect is to

employ very short pulses and integrate the return over a period equiva-

lent to a large number of pulses. However, short pulses result in a

wider received signal bandwidth, hence an increase in bandwidth-

dependent shot noise. It is interesting to note that the ideal system-

probably lies somewhere between a direct-detection system and a

CNR-maximized heterodyne system. By continually increasing signal

bandwidth in a heterodyne system the relative effects of background,

thermal and other noise sources are increased. Eventually the system

is no longer shot noise limited, and the sensitivity behaves more and

more like a direct detectioa system. The optimum performance should bee

somewhere between shot-noise limited and shot noise negligible opera-

t ion.

Although the simulation paramieters differed f rim the actual NO&A

lidar parameters, simulation results can be compared with actual

measurements. In Chapter VI these comparisons are analyzed.

4-7
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IV. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND BACKSCATTERED-SIGNAL PROPERTIES

This chapter describes a series of preliminary measurements made

using the NOAA pulsed system. These experiments serve to lay the

groundwork for the actual DIAL measurements described in the next

chapter. The first section briefly describes the NOAA pulsed lidar.

Additional information on system capabilities is available in a number

of references, see e.g. 1LL0]. Although the NOAA 3ystem has been in

operation, at the time of this writing, for almost two years, it is

still virtually unique in its capabilities. Over the two-year period

it has been used to examine such phenomena as tropospheric and stra-

tospheric winds, atmospheric backscatter coefficients, thundezstorD,

outflows, chinook winds and thermal convective plumes; as well as to

measure water vapor, as deqcribed ia this dissertation. The evaluation

of the signal statistical properties discussed in this chapter has been

important in a number of those research efforts.

Section B dencribes the operating cherac!.cristics of the NOAA"

system. Both amplitude and frequency of the transmit pulse were

measured, as well as stability in both the transmitter and receiver.

Since DIAL measurements taken, with the NOAA lidar required approxima.-

tely 5 minutes to make the sequential measurements on both laser lines,

variations or drifts in system performance have a major impact on

measurement error. The effects of the instabilities on the measure-

ments are described in this section.
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In Section C a discussion of range resolution, and how such reso-

lution depends on processing technique as well as pulse duration is

presented. This effect is frequently overlooked when considering

puls.' radiation backscattered from distributed targets. The advan-

tages and disadvantages of using long and short transmit pulses for

DIAL measurements, and the effect of pulse duration and chirp on the

measurement accuracy are also analyzed.

Results of the analysis of atmospheric returns are contained in 57
Section D. The first part of this section contains a brief analysis of

the sources of temporal fluctuations in the backecattered return., and

shows how the various effects can be analyzed individually. In Part 2 5
examples of a statistical analysis of the aerosol-backscattered signals

are shown. Ensemble and temporal statistics of the returrq from dif-

ferent ranges, at both high and low CNR, are also presented. Because

the need for averaging or filtering of returns is inherent in the DIAL

technique, the expected improvement in measurement accuracy to be

gained is discussed. Range-resolved DIAL measurements require calcula-

tion of power ratios, hence statistics of ratio estimates are also exa-

mined. In all, this section provides a fundamental tutorial on the

properties of coherently-detected lidar returns from atmospheric

targets.

A. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

We first describe the NOAA lidar system components and opera-

tional characteristics. Since the lidar was developed primarily as a
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wind-velocity measuring sensor, the requirement for frequency stabtlity

in both the transmit pulse and at the receiver had a major impact on

the system design. The transmitter has to operate on a single longitu- .

dinal cavity mode so as to limit frequency uncertainty to less than 200

kHz (corrcsponding to -1 m s-i velocity measuring uncertainty). Fre-

quency instability within the pulse must also be minimized. At the re-

ceiver, the local oscillator laser frequency must stay within 200 kHz

of the transmit pulse frequency over the time interval during which

backscattered data is received (typically about 200 ps). These

requirements necessitate active control of both the transmitter and

local oscillator laser cnvities, as well as special considerations in

overall design of the transmitter cavity. If the lidar system had been

designed strictly for coherent DIAL species measurements, frequency

stability constraints could have probably been relaxed. However, since

one important asnect nf coherent DIAL is the capability to measure

measuring species movements as well as concentration, an operational

coherent DIAL system would probably be designed to maintain reasonably

tight fvequency uncertainty requirements.

The operating specifications of the NOAA system are listed in Table

4.1. As shown in Fig. 4-1, the system employs a hybrid-TE (Transverse

Excited) configuration to maintain tight transmitter frequency stabi-

lity. In this configuration the bulk of the transmit energy is pro-

vided by the UV pre-ioniz 'd TE laser, which operates at 490 mm pressure

to produce 60-150 mJ per pulse. A low-p essure continuous-wave (CW) ." -
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laser opetates within the TE cavity to provide frequency control° Its,.

"frequency is actively maintained on the center of the lasing line by

means of a hill-climbing servo-loop, in which a piezoelectric trans-

ducer (PZT) is sinusoidally excited at a rate of 8 kHz to modulate the

laser cavity length. A detector monitors the CW output power, which

varies periodically as the cavity resonance frequency sweeps across the

CO2 gain curve. Thie detected CW output power signal is compared to

the original excitation waveform in a phase-sensitive detector (PSD).

When the two waveforms are in-phase (out-of-phase) the cavity PZT is

driven to lengthen (shorten) the cavity, such that the cavity resonance

frequency coincides with the peak of the CO2 gain line.

Table 4.1. NOAA lidar system parameters

Transmitter
Pulse energy 100 mJ
Pulse duration nominal 2 4s
Pulse repetition frequency iO Hz
Frequency control Hybrid-TE configuration;

closed loop servo control

Telescope
Type Off axis paraboloid
Primary diameter 28 cm
Focal length 202 cm

Receiver
Detector HgCdTe photodiode
Local oscillator Discharge-Excited CO2 laser
Bandwidth 10 MHz
Intermediate frequency 20 MHz

Computer controlled scanner
2-axis 777-
Pointing accuracy .1 degree
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:-' Because radiation from the CW laser is present within the TEA

U .. " cavity when the TE laser is energized, the TE laser output is preferen-

"tially seeded to operate on the cavity mode at line center.

Insufficient gain is present within the cavity to permit la! ng on

other modes. Within the cavity, Brewster-angle windows ensure that the

output pulse is linearly polarized. The NOAA laser typically operates

at pulse repetition frequencies of 1-15 Hz. Pulse duration and output

energy can be controlled somewhat by modification of the gas mixture.

Normally a 7:1:1 mixture of He:N 2 :CO2 is employed, which produces

transmit pulses of approximately 2 ps duration.

The path of the transmit pulse through the system can be traced

around the schematic in Fig. 4-1. After exiting the laser cavity, the

K: 7-" pulse passes through a germanium Brewster plate that serves as the

system transmit-receive (T/R) switch, and into the ZnSe Fresnel prism.

The Fresnel prism acts as a quarter-wave plate to change the polariza-

tion of the output radiation from linear to right circular by retarding

the slow-axis component. Next, the pulse is directed into the

parabolic-parabolic off-axis telescope. At this point the beam is

expanded at the telescope secondary such that the e- 2 points of the

transverse beam power profile occupy 107% of the 28 cm primary mirror -:

diameter. Rye [111] showed that degradation in CNR due to truncation

of the Gaussian shaped beam of the telescope is minimized when the e-2

points are at 81.5%; thus the NOAA system is not quite optimal. The -

off-axis telescope configuration in common with the T/R switch provides
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. 75 dB of isolation between transmitter and receiver. This is suf-

ficient to prevent detector damage.

After passage through the telescope the transmit pulse exits the

trailer through either a roof-mounted scanner or side window, and pro-

pagates outward through the atmospheric aerosol. As the pulse propaga-

tes a portion of its energy is scattered back toward the lidar by the

individual aerosol particles. Upon reaching the system telescope, the

P scattered energy is collimated and directed back through the system

"., transmit/receive optics. Since during the return passage through the

"Fresnel prism the slow-axis polarization component is again retarded by

1/4 wavelength, the prism changes the polarization of the beckscattered

radiation from circular to vertical. This energy is thus reflected by

the Brewster angle T/R switch ard directed onto the signal detector.

By coating the germanium Brewstec plate with a reflective coating

approximately 99% reflection efficiency is obtained at the T/R switch.

The typical power across the detector from atmospherically

backscattered signals is on the order of 10-12 W. This power is

coherently mixed with the energy from the system LO (local oscillator)

to form a beat signal. In the NOAA system the LO is a low-pressure,

discharge-excited CW laser whose frequency is offset by 20 MHz relative

to that of the transmit pulse. Tight frequency control of the LO is

maintained by means of a second servo-loop. In this loop the radiation

from the LO and CW mode control lasers are mixed on the frequency-

off set detector and capacitively coupled into a frequency modulation
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(FH) discriminator whose output is zero volts when the input signal

frequency is 20 MHz. This discriminator output is used as an error

signal to drive a PZT at one end of the LO cavity, maintaining a

constant "lock" at 20 MHz offset.

When the TE laser fires, both servo-loop detectors are saturated F-

due to the large peak powers present. To prevent the servo-loop from

responding to the resulting transients, the error inputs to the PZT

drivers are frozen immediately prior to the transmit pulse output, then

held constant for approximately 40 ms. This provides time for the mode

control laser to be re-pumped and stabilize (mode cell lasing is

quenched by the TE pulse). After 40 ms he loops are closed, providing

time for them to stabilize prior to the next pulse.

A liquid nitrogen cooled 2-mm diameter photodiode serves as the

system detector. The diode is reverse-biased with 1.5 ma of reverse

current in order to enhance system bandwidth. Operating irradiance

level of the local oscillator was determined empirically by examining

the CW signal reflected from a rotating disk and maximizing the CNR as

a function of irradiance level. We also measured the detector response

curves as a function of incident LO energy. The optimum operating

point was at the edge of the saturation region; i.e., an incremental

increase in LO power beyond the operating point pushes the operating

point into a nonlinear region. Because of this potential source of

error the LO irradiance level is constantly monitored and adjusted

during the course of a measurement.
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.'."•- The capacitively-coupled detector-output electrical signal is fed

into a low-noise (<1 dB noise figure), wide-band preamplifier. This

preamplifier is shown along with the rest of the data sampling system

in Fig. 4-2. To prevent saturation of the downstream signal ampli-

fiers, the high and low-pass filters in the front-en-I section limit the

noise bandwidth to approximately 25 MHz. After amplification the

signal passes into a complex demodulator, where an electrical 20 MHz

reference signal is mixed with the backscattered signal to produce in- -

phase and quadrature components of the Doppler-shifted sIgnal at base-

band. This complex demodulator configuration is employed because of

its flexibility (the demodulator can be easily adjurted to changes in

the IF frequency by tuning the reference signal) and because baseband

operation permits the use of commercially available low-pass filters

with very flat frequency response (less than 0.5 dB ripple) and sharp

cutoffs. A flat system frequency response, such that the noise

spectrum is as white ai possible, is necessary for good velocity esti-

mation seriiL;ity at low CNR. The low-pass filters on the demodulator

outputs serve as anti-aliasing filters prior to digitization.

The in-phase and quadrature returns from each pulse are digitized

at a maximum rate of 10 megawords/s (complex) using dual 8-bit A/D con-

vertors. Since up to 4096 complex samples can be digitized per pulse,

the return can be continuously sampled to ranges of 60 km, which ia "

well beyond the maximum system range. The digitized returns are read

into the NOVA memory via direct memory access and subsequently dumped
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to magnetic tape. Limitations on the speed of the tape-transfer

restrict system pulse repetition frequency to a maximum of approxima-

tely 12.5 Hz. The use of 8 bit ,/D convertors limits system dynamic

range to -45 dB; in the clear air this is generally sufficient, as

discussed in Section 0.

B. ',..,D 6YSTEM OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

I,

In order to predict the measurevrnt capability of the lidar system

for ony remote parameter measurement, it was first necessary to specify

Its important operating parameters and sdability characteristics.

Several measurements were performed on the system to quantify important

parameters such as transmit pulse amplitude and phase characteristics,

system variability from pulse-to-pulse and over, and absolute calibra-

tion. Rcsults•o• the.s meastrements and their effect on measurement

accuracy are discussed in the remainder of this section.

The properties of the lidar pulse were examined by observing the

pulse both directly and following reflection from a stationary target.

When the transmit pulse travels outward through the system optics, a

very small portion of its energy is invariably reflected back along the

optical path. This reflection, which occurs because the -eflective and

transmissive elements are not perfect, typically saturates the detector

under normal operating conditions. The presence of this impulse of -

energy on the detector, and the ensuing time required for the detector

to come back out of saturation, determine the minimum range of the
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system. In the NOAA system detecto recovery time is roughly 10 -ps,

giving a system minimum range of approximately 1.6 km.

To monitor the pulse it was necessary to reduce the optics-

reflected energy so that the signal energy did not saturate the detec-

tor. Two Brewster-angle type optical polarizers were inserted directly

in front of the laser output coupler to provide the necessary atte-

nuation. Total optical attenuation due to the two polarizers and a

third located directly before the detector's focusing le'.- was approxi- .

mately 105 dB. Because it was necessary to monitor both amplitude and

phase of the transmit pulse, the reflected energy war mixed coherently

with the LO field. The resulting 20 MHz beat signal between the two

pulses was amplified, demodulated and digitized as described in the

preceding section. We carefully monitored the front-end output signal

to ensure that the detector did not saturate.

Characteristics of 6000 consecutive pulses transmitted at a 10 Hz

rate were digitized providing a data set corresponding to 10 minutes of

laser operation. Pulse amplitude was calculated every .1 ps by taking

the square root of the sum of the squares of the in-phase and quadra-

ture components. Similarly, frequency was calculated for each sample

point from

f = •t (4.1)
At

where
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-1 Y(k)

and X(k) and Y(k) are the digitized baseband in-phase and qutadrature

signals.

Figure 4-3 shows the measurements of mean pulse amplitude and fre-

quency vs. time for three 80 s intervals. Each averaging interval was

separated by 80 s. The plots give an indication of the variability in

the pulse properties over e .s roughly equivalent to those

employed when averaging •ltipi, veturns for the sequential DIAL

measurements described in the next chapter. The pulse amplitude plot

shows the familiar gain-switched spike and decaying tail common to TE

laser pulses, while the frequency plot shows a u-shaped chirp curve in

which the Instantaneous frequency rapidly increases at the beginning of

the pulse, settles back to near the zero, then increases again in the

tafl of le puleto.; v .. ... asc,, - high a 2 MHz. This chirp behavior is

similar to that predicted by Willets and Harris [112], who postulated

that the initial chirp results from the presence of free electrons in

the discharge region, while the quadratic-shaped chirp in the pulse

tail is produced by heating of the TE chamber gases. Byron [113] com-

pared the measured chirp characteristics of a number of CO 2 TE systems,

including the NOAA lidar with those predicted by the Willetts and

Harris scaling parameters. In general, the obser,,ed chirp closely

followed the predicted values.

Although retaining approximately the same shape, the levels of the

curves for the different averaging periods are seen in Fig. 4-3 to vary
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, by as. much as 10% of full scale (amplitude) or 200 kHz (frequency).

-• "This illustrates the need for pulse-normalization in those measurements

which ruquire absolute (as opposed to relative) estimation of backseat-

tered irr&dience, such as atmospheric backscatter coefficient 3 and

sequentially tuned path averaged DIAL measurements. For range-resolved

DIAL measurements the need for normalization is not so strong, because

of the relative nature of the measurement. This point is discussed

further in Section D.

Variability of both the pulse energy and mean frequency over longer

time scales is shown in Fig. 4-4. Here pulse energy was calculated as

the sum of the measured powers in the instantaneous samples, while fre-

quency waR estimated using the familiar pulse-pair estimator [114].

Each point represents an average of 10 single-pulse measurements, hence

short-term fluctuations are smoothed out. The plots show significant

variation in both pulse energy and mean frequency over the 10-minute

observation window. Mean energy varies by as much as 40% around the

long-term average, while frequency drifts slowly over an interval of

approximately 400 kHz (-2 m s- 1 ). Interestingly, the long-term energy

and frequency drifts seem to occur over different time scales during

the measurement. As is obvious from the figure, measured energy flue- -

tuated with approximately a 2-minute time scale, while frequency drifts

at a rate about 3 times slower. The reasons for these long-term drifts

*: have not been explained at present. In conversations with laser system-

developers it was suggested that the drifts may be due to fluctuations
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in the high-voltage power supply for the TE laser, or changes in the

ambient temperature to which the TE laser dumps its heat. These

hypotheses are presently being investigated. Because the measurements

were performed coherently, changes in LO amplitude could also produce

the observed behavior. During these measurements, however, the LO

irradiance level and offset frequency were carefully monitored, hence

the probability is high that the cause of the drifts is in the TE sec-

tion of the system. Elimination or compensation for the fluctuation in

measured pulse characteristics is crucial for measurement of important

meteorological parameters such as structure functions, perturbation

spectra, etc.

A second method of examining pulse characteristics, as well as

calibrating system performance, was to observe the return from a large

sandpaper-covered disk. Calibrations from such targets compared to
r

standards were examined in a previous work [115]. The individual

returns from the disk were digitized and power calculated at each point

in the digitized return. Because single returns show the effect of

speckle, 500 records were averaged in both the time and spectral

domains to characterize pulse properties. Figure 4-5 shows the speckle

in two individual returns as well as the 500-pulse average reflected L

power. The pulse power profile agrees well with that measured directly

and discussed previously. As shown in similar measurements using a._CW

transmitter [116], the time scale of the speckle fluctuations varies

inversely with the radial velocity gradient across the irradiated spot

on the large disk.
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Fig. 4-5 - Received power versus time for signal ref'ef-.ted from large
disk. Top traces are individual returns showing effect of
speckle. Bottom trace is average of 100 returns.
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By computing the Fourier transform of the disk return and

"averaging in" the spectral domain over 500 shots, the frequency charac-

teristics of the system transmit pulse can be examined. From Fig. 4-6,

it is seen that the power spectrum is asymmetric. The oulge in the

spectrum on the high frequency side of the main lobe is due to th,"

chirp. Note that because most of the chirp occurs in the tail of the

pulse the percentage of total energy in the bulge is smell.

Graphically, it was determined from Fig. 4-6 that approximately 85% of

the energy was contained within a 375 kRz bandwidth. Typically atmo-

spheric returns exhibit a wider bandwidth due to the broadening effects

of shear and turbulence. This subject is discussed further in Sec. D.

Returns from the large disk are also used to check system calibra-

tion, as described by Post et al. (1101. Essentially, the measured

average CNR of the disk return is compared with the expected value

calculated from

CNR- tA1A2A3A4A5 a2 rcosa K
hvBL2  (4.2)

where

n - detector quantum efficiency

P " peak pulse power (3.6 x 104 watts)
t

kj " round trip optical loss

A2  CO2 gaseous absorption loss factor (.76)

A3  - f2u gaseous absorption loss factor (.95)
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Fig. 4-6 - Averaged power spectrum (500 pulses) of return from large
disk showing asymmetry caused by chirp in the tail of the transmit
pulse.
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A4  Gaussian beam truncation loss factor (.29)

A5  shot noise correction loss factor (.5)

a e- 2 Gaussian beam radius of telescope output (0.15 m)

,P total reflectance of target

a an-le of incidence, scattering from target

K, YIM unexplained losses Odetermined to be 0.2)

hv photon energy (1.88 x 10-20 j)

B W receiver bandwidth (107 Hz)

L M range to target.

The measured CNR is consistently 1-2 dB below that predicted in Eq.

(4.2). Some of the discrepancy can probably be explained by inexact.

value of the assumed quantum efficiency of the HgCdTe detector (the ,1

manufacturer's specified value was used, which may not be valid for the

NOAA system operating conditions) as well as mismatches in signal/LO

beam sizes, wavefront matching, etc., which reduce heterodyne effi-

ciency.

The typical mode of operation for data collection is to align the

system just prior to commencing measurements, then operate the system

and collect data tor periods ranging from 15 minutes to a couple of

hours. Because thermal control is not perfect within the lidar van,

particularly on hot sunny days, changes in optical path lengths may

gradually cause the system to go out of alignment. To determine a ____

limit on system degradation due to misalignment, the beam was delib-

erately misaligned at various points in the optical path. Typical
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misalignments were on the order of a cm, much greater than would

generally be encountered during operation. Even under these extreme

conditions system CNR (as measured from disk returns) was not reduced

by more ttan 3 dB for misalignment at any of the points considered.

Although one might expect misalignment errors to be somewhat cumula- .

tive, a general observation from these results seems to be that uncer-

tainties in system sensitivity due to misalignment are probably

negligible for measurements taken within a reasonable period following

an alignment. ,"A reasonable period" in this case depends on the

ambient temperature stability inside the trailer. *. -

C. SYSTEM RANGE RESOLUTION

Having measured properties of the NOAA lidar transmit pulse, the

97 •effect on equivalent system range resolution is examined. Range reso-

lution is important in atmaospheric DIAL measurements when transmit- -77

pulse lengths are of the same length-scale ab the DIAL resolution

volume. The standard liddr ranging techniqve is to time-gate the

return signal and assume that uniform temporal separation of points

implies uniform range separation. This assumption may not lue true when

pulses are long, if the backscatter medium is highly structu:ed, or at

ranges very near the receiver. To demonstrate this the return at time

t is examined as a functlor. of backscatter profile, transmit pulse

characteristics and receiver filtering. Since the purpose of this an&-

lysis is to examine resolution, errors in measured power due to opeckle

and other noise sources are neglected.-
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Consider the system transmit pulse profile shown in Fig. 4-3 where

t -0 at the instant the first power exits the lidar. At time t the

pulse has propagated to a range R a ct/2, backscattered from that

range, and returned to the transceiver. Thus, the mean return power at

time t from range R is given by

Pr (R,t) - K (R) Pt( F--R) O(R) (4.3)

where •t(ct/2 - R) is the mean power versus range profile of the trans-t

mit pulse, O(R) is the mean backscatter coefficiint at range R, and

K (R) includes systera and range-dependent constants in the lidar

equation. Since in general the detector output signal is filtered or

averaged in the receiver, the filtered signal from a given range R is

the convolution of the input signal with the filter impulse response

P (R,t) - O(R) Ks(R) f h(--) Pt( -R)dT (4.4)

B(R) G(R,t)

where h(ct/2) is filter impulse response in range coordinates. The

function G(R,t) may be thought of as the system range-weighting func-

tiou at time t, dependent on transmitter and receiver characteristics,

and propagated to runge R. Equation (4.4) can be employed to determine

the equivalaqt range weighting of the return at time t; i.e., answering K..

the question "where does the return come from?". Given the NOAA lidar
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pulse power profile measured in Sec. B, the system range-weighting

-, function U(R) can be calculated assuming the receiver consists of a

block averaging filter of the form

h(t) -1 0 t f T (4.5)|f
0 otherwise,

such that

h(R) 1i 0 R cT/ /Z

0 otherwise.

Figure 4-7 shows the computed G(R) for Tf - 2.2 us, 3.3 us and 6.6 lis

assuming t " 2R/c. As the averaging time (observation window)

Kfincreases the pulse effectively smears In range and resolution beco-

-mes poorer. As Tf approaches zero the maximum resolution, equivalent

to the spatial representation of the transmit pulse, is approached. In

actual seasurements the backscatter varies with range, and the system

range-weighting function G(R) must be multiplied by s(R) for the actual

range-weighting function. In addition to applicability in irradiance

estimation, Eq. (4.4) is valid for determining the range-weighting

function of backscattered frequency estimates when the measurement

algori:hms employed calculate the mean of the Doppler spectrum.

Examples of such Doppler estimators are puise-pair and Fourier trans-

form type processors.

In ground,-based DIAL measurements the effect of long pulses is

probably most sev-re at ranges closest to the receiver. Backscatter
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Fig. 4-7 - Range weighting furnction of returns from NOAA ].idar, assuming
constant backscatter, for 3 uniformly-weighted processing windows.
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ficient typically decreases steadily with height above the planetary r

"-.,Y boundary layer 1851; data collected with the NOAA lidar indicates this

falloff may be quite steep. In addition, range-squared effects, which

reduce signal level by a factor of 4 with every doubling of range, are

most significant close to the lidar. The potential combined effect of

these phenomena is to displace toward the receiver the centroid of the

firt range cell relative to that of the next cell, Thus, the DIAL

measurement cell AR is lengthened, and more attenuation occurs between

the two time-gated samples than is included in the AR term of Eq.

"(3.1). Under such conditions the concentration will be overestImared

at closer ranges.

This disadvantage of long pulses is somewhat offset, in sequen-

"tially tuned DIAL measurements, by improved spatial averaging of large-

scale random backscatter fluctuations. In sequential measurements the

mean backscatter power should ideally be measured over a E.tat.stc.lly

stationary segment, so that the data sampled is representative of the

general process statistics. It large-scale backccatter variabilities

exist in the atmosphere at times when winds are light, the time re-

quired for a single perturbation to advect past a fixed point may be

many minutes. FDr a point sensor to average the sampled measurements

of the data in order to obtain a meaningful result, an observation

period at least as long as the characteristic advection time of the

large-scale variation is required. Spatially-long lidar pulses observe

and effectively average returns from a large area during every pulse,

reducing the need for long observation windows.
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Consider a random, homogeneous backscatter field versus range ý(R)

which has a mean associated spatial spectrum W (k), where k - 2w/R.

As shown in Eq. (4.4), the instantaneous received signal at time t can

be modeled as the output of a linear system whose input is the function

$(R) and which has a spectral impulse response equal to the spatial

profile of the transmit pulse. Then the mean output energy spectrum is

2
* (k) - ' (R) IFp (k)2 (4.6)

r t

where IFtP, k)j is the amplitude of the Fourier transform of the spatial
t

pulse power profile P (R). If a filter or averaging operation occurs
t

at the receiver then the equivalent fluctuation spectrum of the return

is i!:!

2 2 i:,:
. .(k) - 0 (k) IF- (k)I IFh(k)I (4.7)

where I .h(k i is the trangform of the filter impulse response trans-

lated into spatial coordinates h(R) - h(t)It - 2R/c. Since longer

transmit pulses imply narrower bandwidths on __p (k), more filtering of
f

the variations due to random, isotropic fluctuation in backscatter

takes place, and the expected variance in the power measurement is

reduced for sequentially-tuned measurements spaced in time.

As discussed above furLher reduction in var ince is also obtained

when multiple pulses are averaged. During the course of the shot

sequence the wind advects large-scale inhomogenieries through the path.

Thus, an atmospheric filtering function can be defined as
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"hA(R) -1 R < vT (4.8)

"0 othe'wise

where v is mean wind speed and T is total time required for the

multiple pulse measurement. As an example, if v - 5 m s-1 and T '.100

5, hA(R) is equivalent to a 500 m long average. Since this is of the

same order as the pulse spatial filter weighting functions when the

pulse duration is 3.3 Us, the advantage of long pulses for atmospheric

filtering can be seen.

When system range resolution is a primary convideration, the most

direct method is to shorten the transmit pulse duration. Generally

with the TE laser system this is performed by reducing the percentage

of nitrogen in the gas mix. One disadvantage of such a technique is

that output pulse energy is usually reduced as well. A potential

a•.e..ative me •tha is to take advantage of the chirp in the pulse by

applying pulse compression and matched filtering techniques commonly

employed in radar processing. In the following paragraphs the ieasibi-

lity of employing these techniques to improve resolution of the NOAA

lidar is briefly examined.

In radar processing, the optimum receiver is designed on the basis .

of the matched filter criterion. A stored replica of the transmitted

pulse is either correlated with the received signal, or alternatively

used as the impulse response of a filter in the receiver. Either

implementation produces an output signal which is proportional to the
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cross correlation between the transmit pulse and the received signal.

In addressing the capability of a system to resolve returns both in

velocity and range, the basic question is that of comparing the

receiver outpitt for returns differinrg in both range and velocity. If

returns at different ranges and/or velocities produce a similar

receiver response, ambiguity exists and the system cannot resolve the

difference in return characteristics.

The commonly used method of specifying the range and velocity reso-- -

lution capability of a matched-filter receiver is the radar ambiguity

function X (tR,fd) defined as (117]

t*(tR,fd)I I .f t(t) E*(t-t.) exp(j2w fdt)dtl (4.9) •. *j

where W t is the transmit pulse, and tR and fd represent time
t

(range) and frequency (velocity) differences. Figure 4-8 shows

X(tR,fd) for the NOAA lidar transmit pulse. Since plotting the ambi-

guity function ideally requires three dimensions, contours are used to

illustrate magnitude of X(tR,fd). The value of X(tR, fd) gives the

output of the receiver for a return from ranage R and velocity v rela-

tive to the output for a retrn of the same intensity for which the

receiver is matched. We see that the 3dB (half-power) contour

encircles a region bounded roughly by range .+ 2 km and velocity - +

I m s-1. The contours follow a slight diagonal tilt from lower left to

upper right; this is due to the chirp in the tail of the pulse and is

characteristic of FM-chirped waveforms. Neither resolution bandwidth

nor spectral resolution is improved significantly over the values
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Fig. 4-8 - FLdar ambiguity function calculated from NOAA lidar transmit

pulse.
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calculated using conventional time gating (Fig. 4-7) or Fourier

spectral processing (Fig, 4-6). Fourier analysis with uniform

weighting of the returns, as in Fig. 4-6, is equivalent to matching the

return to a rectangular transmit pulse with no chirp, thus it does not

represent an optimal receiver for the NOAA pulse. Since the predicted

resolution improvement to be gained by using to a matched receiver is

minimal, however, the chirp in the pulse tail apparently has a relati-

vely minor effect on overall system performance.

It should be noted that a matched filter does not represent the

ideal pulse compression receiver for the NOAA lidar pulse. The ideal

filter h(t) is that which gives

* ~ ~ t the tra........mit- signal and the star indicates convolution. How-

ever such a filter, when calculated for the NOAA pulse, will be veryj

noisy because of large gains at higher frequencies. For practical

pulse compression the transmit waveform should be designed so that the

matched filter and pulse compressiLon filter are identical.

The ambiguity analysis described above is valid for returns from

which the signal coherence time is determined by the pulse charac-

teristics. This is often not the case for lidar returns from the

dlistributed aerosol. As shown in previous work using CW lasers [1.16],

relative movement of the individual aerosols limits coherence of the

return signal to a few microseconds. Thus application of classic pulse
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compression techniques, where long pulses are frequency-modulated to

increase bandwidth, is generally limited. In such systems the optimum

receiver obtains the range r:esolution through cross correlation with

the return over a long observation window. When velocity turbulence in

the atmosphere shortens the coherence time of the return, the effective

correlation window is shortened and the range resolution is degraded.

Coherence properties of atmospheric returns from the NOAA pulsed lidar

are examined in the next section.

D. PROPERTIES OF AEROSOL BACKSCATTERED RETURNS

L This section describes measurements of the important ensemble and

"temporal statistics of aerosol-backscattered returns obtained using the

NOAA lidar. Such statistics are important for quantifying the expected

error in DIAL measurements due to random scintillation in the measured

backscatter power. Ensemble statistics provide information on mean,

variance akid shape of the power probability distribution function,

while temporal properties described by the autocorrelation function are

critical for selecting and evaluating averaging techniques to reduce

error.

L
During the period between summer 1981, when the NOAA lidar system

was first o2erated, and summer 1983, an enornous data set of digitized

returns from atmospheric aerosols was compiled. In many cases analysis

of these data showed a strong consistency in the backscattered return

parameters. Because of these similarities, in the following discussion

,-74
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results from the analysis of specific data sets are frequently used to

"illustrate general aerosol-backscattered signal properties. In

general, however, many data were extensively examined to characterize P

each parLaeter discussed.

I. Effects of fluctuation

Prior to presenting neasurements of the ensemble and temporal

characteristics of the backscattered lidar signal, the mechanirms which

cause signal fluctuations are discussed briefly. The time scales of

the fluctuations are especially important, since temporal averaging or

filtering is u ually required to reduce uncertainty in the estimate of

mean backscattered power. Effectiveness of the averaging/filtering

process is a dire'f- function of the charact-'ristic fluctuation time

scale.

When a CW lidar is employed for remote sensing as in [i16]. the ,77.-

atmospheric measurement v~olume is continually irradiated with coherent

energy. The random motions of the individual scatterers produce a

Rayleigh phasor whose intensity fluctuates over a characteristic time

scale, typically on the order of a few psec. The net effect of the

velocity turbulence within the scaLfering volume is to randomly modu- -

late the backscattered signal. Assuming the radial velocity of an

individual particle does not change over the measurement interval, .he

field at the receiver is the 3uperposition of the fields scattei'ed from

the individual particles
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K- 2v;i~~~~i J [Oi + (v + -T -t i
F et) X N (t(4.10)

where ýi is the phase of the scattered signal from particle i, v is

particle radial velocity, and v is the frequency of the transmitted

optical signaL4  Since the primary intent is to look at fluctuation

time scales, Eq. (4.10) assumes for convenience that the amplitude of

each backscatteL-ed signal is unity and ignores focusing effects. If

the IF signal is demodulated to baseband, the complex autocorrelation

function of the resultant signal is

2v 2v

+ N jt +"r--t] N jt + (- t +
RE(¶)u.({ I e e

S~2<vri

N -:1 , •

Thus, the expected value of the complex autocorrelation function ,.

of the composite iignal at a given moment is the superposition of the

autocorrelation fuactions of the signals from the individual particles. -:.•-

Since the Doppler frequency shift of each signal is proportional to the k

celved tackscattered signal is equivalent to a histogram-of radl~al "";").

velocities within the measurement volume. Therefore, xhe autocorrela-

tion runration of the baseband backscattered signal is calculated from

She inverse Dourier transform of te velochty probability density func-the

tion f (v) (i.e., the characteristic function X) as c l f
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-j2v r

RE(T) f f f(v) e dv (4.12)

probability density function.*

Equations (4.12) and (4. 13)relate the curbulent velocity distribution

to the received-signal spectrum and power fluctuation time scale, given

a constant amplitude and phase CW transmit signal. Thus, velocity tur--

bulence within the scattering volume can be estimated from the measured

backscattered signal spectrum.

Suppose a modulation signal m(rl is added to the transmit signal,

such that

t() =(t) A eiVt (4.14)

The effect of modulation is to insert range discrimination into the

return, with the result
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where R ct/2, N(C) is Ji.e uu-mber of particles at range R, and v (R)

and 4i(R) are the radial velocity and phase of particle i at range R.

It ib assumed in Eq. 4.15)that the received signal has been demodulated

to barebanO, and that focusing effects and backscatter coefficients are

constant'. over the measurament volume. Since returns from different

ranges are ancorrel1ted (different scatterers), the correlation func-

I,_ tion of the retut'n can be shown to be

ELE T) R M('r 11 T)(4.16)
r

where (•() is the. autocorrelation function of the modulation waveforin

""T Rr) Tlim f (t) m (t4 ) dt . (4.17)

T*- o -

Turning to pulsed systems, it is obvious that a puilsed transmit

waveforr. is lust a special case of a modulated CW waveform with m(t)

equal to the transmit pulse E (t) Thus, Eq. (4.16)i. still valid, and

and •(t) is calculated from

R t T(t) g (t+t) c't (4.18)'

+

where Tis pulse length and E .(t) is the transmit pulse. We see that

for the pulsed case, the fluctuation characteristics are functions of

pulse amplitude and frequency characteristics as well as particle

radial velocity characteristics. When the pulses are short (-I us)

.41
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fluctuations are usually dominated by the R (T) term arnd velocity tur-

bulence adds little additional bandwidth to the signal. Conversely,

when pulses are long relative to the velocity-correlation time (-1-3

ps) and relatively narrowband, fluctuation bandwidth is determined by

the velocity turbulence characteristics within the pulse volume. As

discussed previously, this limits the practical use of long pulses for

pulse compression.

The preceding analysis neglects the effects of system focusing,

attent-ation, and variable backscatter, all of which cause additional

variation in received signal level as the pulse propagates. Usually

these effects vary slowly with range and have a negligible impact on

the backscatter signal correlation function. An exception to this

occurs when the propagating signal encounters a sharp backscatter dis-

continuity, such as a cloud layer. To include these effects the modu-

lation correlation function ý (t) must be modified in Eq. (4.17) as

follows. Assume the signal will be analyzed beginning at time t1 cor-

responding to range ct /2. Then the correlation function of the modu-

lation term becomes

t-

where T is pulse length, t1 is time elapsed since the transmit pulse,

and K (R) ia a dimensioniess gain versus range factor which includes

the eftects of mean backscatter level, absorption, and system effects

* - such as focusing.
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The basic analyses in this section show the analytical rela-

tionship between pulse characteristics and atmospheric characteristncs

in determining the temporal statistical properties o' the received ,

pulse. In the next section this relationship is illustrated by ans-

lyzing actual lidar returns.

2. Measurement of Backscattered Return Statistics

Most darn runs sampled with the NOAA lidar consisted of approxima--

tely 500-1000 pulses. This is the typical mode of operation for

backscatter [118] or velocity measurements. In addition to these runs,

5 several extended-time measurement sets were also gathered in order to '

obtain data sets with enough samples to be statistically valid for

characterizing signal properties. In this mode up to 10000 returns

Si? were sampled, usually at a PRF of 10 Hz, yielding data over up to

16-minutes of continuous operations. Typically 1024 samples,

corresponding to 15 km range, were digitized per pulse. During the ..-. '

longer runs the temperature control in the vat was usually not good

enough for the servo control loops to maintain optical stability

throughout the entire. measurement, To maintain the operation on the

ceater of the CO2 line, the transmitter-cavity mode control loop

(described in Sec. 4.1) continually translates the cavity PZT to adjust

for temperature-induced cavity length changes. Because the PZT even-

tv.ally reached the end of its tuning range, the cavity had to be

manually relocked approximately every 10 minutes. Such relocks usually

required about 30 seconds and should not have markedly altered the data

characteristics.
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An excellent data set for analysis of statistical properties of

returns was taken on February 4, 1983. Atmospheric returns from 6000

consecutive pulses extending over 10 minutes were digitized. Prior to

the .neasurement the lidar was pointed slightly upward, to an elevation

angle of 100, in order to penetrate the boundary layer at longer

ranges. Since the day was cold and dry (dew point was near 0°C), atte-

K ",-, nuation of the signal due to water vapor absorption was minimal. Data -""

were sampled on the P(20) line to maximize signal output and system

efficiency. A horizontal water vapor measurement was also performed

later on the same day. This ,•asurement is described in Chapter V.

Figure 4-9 shows the calculated wideband CNR versus range for the

February 4 extended data set. The CNR was calculated by averaging the

power in the return from each range over 1000 pulses and then

subtracting the estimated mean noise power. To estimate the noise

power the mean power in a reference noise gate (typically selected to

be beyond the maximum system range) was calculated. The algorithm for

calculating CNR is

N 2 2 N 2
X (R) + Y (R) - (F + )

CNRýR) (4.20)
CNR() -2 2

X i2(RN) + Yi (RN)

where Xi(R) and Yi(R) are the digitized raw in-phase and quadrature

returns from range R - c-/ 2 for pulse i; and Xi(RN) and Yi(RN) hre the
,---

returns from the noise reference range. The noise bandwidth used in

Fig. 4-9 was 10 MHz.
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"Fig. 4-9 - Average carrier-to-noise ratLi (CNR) versus range for
extended data set taken 2/4/83. Elevation angle of the lidar
beam was 10".
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S -It is seen from Fig. 4-9 that tle measured CNR falls off fromLi 17 dB L

at the 1.6 km system minimum range to below -12 dB at R - 14 km,

resulting in a dynamic range of <30 dB. Since this value is typical

for reasonably uniform aerosol conditions when the system is focused at

infinity, the 8-bit digitizer, which provides 45 dB of dynamic range,

was .,enerally sufficient. Only during cases where the signal was

backscattered from a cloud or solid target 'did the receiver dynamic

range limit the analysis capability.

A noise gate between 14 and 15 km was chosen for the calculation

of CNR. The reasonably smooth fall-off in signal versus range shown in

Fig. 4-9 is indicative of lack of structure in the backscatter coef-

ficient, making this data set a good one for looking at signal proper-

ties without having to account for structure-induced range resolution

anomalies. The analysis concentrated on returns from the 2 range cells

in the figure: 3 km range, corresponding to high (13 dB) CNR returns,

and 12 km range, from which the measured CNR was roughly -6 dB.

Figure 4-10 shows returns of signal power versus range for con-

secutive si,!le pulses. The dominating effect of speckle on fluc-

tuations at high CNR is evident even in the near returns. Although

returns from ranges differing by as much as .5 kin, with corresponding

differences in intensity, are effectively superposed by the long pulse,

the return still exhibits the large scintillations typical of a

Rayleigh phasor. The validity of the Rayleigh phasor model is further

illustrated in Figs. 4-11 and 4-12, which show the measured histograms
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Fig. 4-10 - Power versuis range calculated from two individual returns
in 214183 data set showing effect of speckle.
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Fig. 4-11 - Histogram of 'in-phase baseband signal for returns from 3

and 12 km rangaa showing approximate Gaussian distribution of raw

signal.
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Fig. 4-12 - Normalized histogram of received power from 3 and 12 km ranges
plotted on both linear (top) and log (bottom) scales. Straight line :-
on log scale indicates approximately exponential distribution.
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of raw return (Fig. 4-11), power (Fig. 4-12) and log power (Fig. 4-12) -i

from the two ranges. The raw returns from both ranges follow the

Gaussian distribution characteristic of the random walk model. Note

that the presence of additional signal in the 3 km case only broadens

the histogram, it does not alter its shape. This is shown in the power

histograms as well, where both high and low CNR signals show good

approximation to a negative exponential distribution. In the plots of

the log of the distribution, the straight line is a good indication of -

an exponential distribution. The difference bttween high and low CNR

is evident only in the spreading of the histogram, not in the shape.

Negative exponential statistics predict that the normalized stan-

"dard deviation of the instantaneous power measurements a /<P> will be

unity at all CNRs. The calculated standard deviations of the power

measurements from 3 and i2 km ranges were found to bC 1.06 and .!O'

respectively, which agree quite well with the theory as additional

verification of the random walk model. Although the 3 and 12 km 4

signals exhibit similar fluctuation statistics, the effect of low CNR

on measurement accuracy is brought to light when one considers the

normalized 3tandard devietion of backsca'terad-signal power P , rather
A '3

than the total measured power P. For a single pulse the signal power

is ca]culated from

P a P-P n(4.21)S n -- -

Since PN is a corqtant (its uncertainty is assumed to be negligible),

the normalized standard deviation of a single-sample power estimate can

be calculated from Eq. (3.22) as
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a-' 2.
<(P + P > ik

,+-~--" {I s 1 . *(4.22)

Thus the normalized standard deviation of an instantaneous backscat-

tered power measurement from 3 km, where CNR - 20 dB, equals unity as

expected since noise is negligible. The 12 km-ratge backscattered

r power measurements, on the other hand, have a much hi.gher normalized

other hand, have a much higher normalized standard deviatien ( NORM

- 5) since fluctuations due to shot noise dominate the speckle-induced

uncertainties when CNR is -6 dB. It is apparent in Eq. (4.22) that

a. shot noise fluctuations become significant when CNR < 0 dB.

* . Obviously, single-sample estimates of backscatt~ered signal power

"are of little value even at high CNR's, and much worse when the CNR ..-.. *

falls appreciably below 0 dB. The standard deviation of the estimate

in a single return can be reduced by &veraging or filtering tue instan-

taneous power measurements in the return over some time interval. As

discussed in See. C and illustrated in Fig. 4-7, lengthening the obser-

vation (averaging) window length or filter temporal response reduces

the range resolution, since the pulse propagates in range during the

averaging interval. Thus, a trade-off exists batween the required

range resolution and the necessary estimate accuracy. When both suf-

ficient accuracy and range cannot be obtained from a situgle pulse

return multiple pulse areraging must be employed. This is almot -

always the case with pulsed heterodyne systeons.
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The efficiency of intra-pulse power averaging is a function of the

autocovariance function of the rec ivel signal, as well as the receiver

averaging time or lowpass filter response. Figure 4-13 shows the mea-

sured normalized autocovariance function of measured power B1 from the

U 3 km and 12 km ranges, calcualted fro.

2 A

B 1 ) a A X P(i) (i+x) (4.23)1' 2 i'.11  12

and averaged over 1000 pulses. Since the functions were calculated

over a 6.7 us time interval, the pulse actually translated I km during

j j7the course of the measurements. The covaria;kce ftctions showa contain

both signal and noise components, as is evident in the 12 km returns. 1
The effect of the wideband noise in the 12 km return is to add an

impulse to the autocovariance function of the bacKscattered signal.

Since the 3 km returns exhibit high SNR, Poise effects in measured

BýQr) from that range were negligible. The backscattered signal comn-

ponent of the normalized autocovariance functions from both short and

long ranges exhibits correlations to time-lags beyond 1 ps. This

correlation, which physically means that the signal fluctuations occur

at longer cime scales than the wider bandwidth noise fluctuations,

determines the effectiveness of intra-ptilse averaging.
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Fig. 4-13 - Normalized autocovariance function of total power in return

signal from 3 and 12 km ranges. Also plotted is autocovariance

function of lidar transmit pulse.
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"Figure 4-13 also shows the measured normalized autocovariance func-

tion BY(t) for returns reflected off a stationary sandpaper-coveredP

show shorter correlation times those that calc,.lated from the disk-

reflected returns, due to velocity variations (turbulence) within the

pulse volume.

The velocity turbulence spectrum in the measur( ant volume can be

estimated by solving f-or v (T) in Eq. (4.16) to a first approximation.

If we assume that chirp effects in the pulse are negligi.ble, as dis-

cussed in Section C, and *ýhat mean velocity is constant over the effec-

tive measvrement volumae, then the phase ot the currelation function can

be ignored such that

IýE (T)I
R(t) T (4.24)(I:.::.,'!

I E

FigurE 4-14 shows the envelope of the estimated autocorrelation

functions of the turbulent velocity spectrum ior the 3 and 12 km

returns as calculated from Eq. (4.24). A stored version of the disc

return was used as the )ulse reference (T). Also shown in the fig-
t

ures are least-squares Lits of Gaussian functions to each calculated

I9 V(T)I. Although the m'asured functions are obviously not truly

Gaussian, a rough estimatti of the atmospheric velocity spread can be

"obtained from the standard deviation of the fitted curve. The velocity
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Fig. 4-14 - Magnitude of estimated velocity turbulence complex autocor-

relation function, calculate,? from Eq. (4.24) for 3 and 12 km
returns. ritted line is best-fit Gaussian curve to calculated
response.
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distributions estimated in this manner show spreads of approximately I

""' m s"-1 , which generally agree with observationa of wind fluctuations in

the troposphere. The calculated 3-km velocity distribution is slightly

wider than that at 12 km, as might be expected when comparing wind

measurements from the boundary layer with those from the free

atmosphere. Although this example indicates the potential of measuring

velocity turbulence and other parameters associated with velocity

distribution, more analysis of the technique is required to determine

sensitivity of the technique.

When individual samples in a single pulse return are block- " -

averaged, the normalized measurement standard deviation reduces tore

rapidly with Increased number of samples if the signal correlation

"times are short. In Fig. 4-15 the normalized variance of the average

power measurement is plotted versus the number of points averaged for

returns from the two ranges. The measurement variance decreases rather

slowly for the 3-km returns, since the returns are correlated over time-

zcales approaching i ps and the equivalent number of independent

samples is small. For the 12-km data, the normalized standard

deviation drops rapidly for I and 2 pulse averages, then less sharply

as additional points are included. This behavior results from the

additional effect of thL noise in the 12-km data. Because individual

noise samples are uncorrelated, averaging just a few samples of the 12

km returns quickly decreases that part of variance due to the i-oise.

The variance due to signal fluctuations is relatively unaffected for
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Fig. 4-15 -Normalized variance of single-pulse power estimates versus
length of intra-pulse block averaging interval. Dotted lines
indicate predicted performance from Eq. (4.25).
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short intervals since these fluctuations are highly correlated over .1

- .2 ps. Since noise effects average out qu.L ly, the error eventually

becomes dominated by signal fluct,.ations. In this region the charac-

teListlc shape of the aNORM curve is similar for both high and low CNR

cases. In many coherent lidar appications 3.3 jis time windows are

used in data analysis, since this nroduces a range resolution (Fig.

4-7) which is roughly equivalent to cAt/2. It is seen from Fig. 4-15

that the expected normalized standard deviation of a sinrgle-pulse

measurement given such a window is approximately 0.25 at 20 dB CNR and

1.0 at -6 dB CNR. It is obvious from thn figure that Tulse-to-pulse

averaging is necessary in additicn to this intra-pulse smoothing to

reduce the uncertaint.kes to acceptable values (typically (1O%). Since

the uncertainty is larger in the low CNR data, more pulses must be

averaged to obtain the same output normalized error. "

The results in Fig. 4-15 can be compared with u .certaintie . pre-

dicted using the observer correlation functions of the returns. The

reduction in normalized variance for a block averaged data set of M

samples is estimated from

.2 P2
S1 (4.sm5)

<P> M samples <P2> 1 sample eff

where
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mff = Mill + 2 - R-(k)]

Equation (4.25) is adapted from Eq. (3.24) which is appropriate for

continuous data. In Fig. 4-15 the calculated variance of the averaged

returns is shown by the dashed lines. Since the predicted vs. measured

points generally agree quite well, Eq. (4.25) can be used to estimate

the normalized variance of an estimate after intra-puise averaging,

given the composite signal correlation functi:n.

The x:eduction in variance obtained by Intra-pulse averaging is

also apparent in the histogram of single-pulse power estimates. Figare

4-16 shows histograms of the pcwer estimates when the returns are block

averaged over a 5 us time window. The distributions are seen to

resemble the higher-order chi-square distributions predicted for sum- L.

mations of exponentially-distributed (order 2 chi-square) random
L

variables. Theoretically, the order of the cbi-square distribution

increases by 2 for every independent exponentially distributed sample

averaged.

In Chapter III, the tradeoff between signal bandwidth and measure-

ment uncertainty was discussed. In general, when CNR is high, the

optimum strategy is to increase the transmit signal bandwidth by

cb'.:ping or shortening the pulse. This increases the fluctuation rate A

(decreases the correlation time) so that intra-pulse averaging is more

effective due to more number of independent samples in the interval.

It was shown in Chapter Iii that when the receiver incorporates a
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Fig. 4-16 - Histogram of single-pulse power estimates calculated using
5.0 ps intra-pule block average.
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matched filter, such that signal bandwidth equals noise bandwidth, the

variance of the averaged signal is minimized when CNR 1 1 (assuming

transmit energy holds constant as bandwidth broadens). This conclusion

must be modified when a wider bandwidth receiver ia used, such as in

the NOAA Doppler lidar, because correlation times of the signal and

noise components differ. The minimum error case becomes

ms
CNR -- (4.26)

opt m n

where me and mN are the effective number of independent samples of the

signal and noise ovn.r the averaging interval calculated from Eq.

(4.25).

These results clearly show that the relatively long pulse length

and narrow pulse bandwidth of the WPL lidar system limit the effec- '

tiveness of intra-pulse ,ignal averaging. Even at high CNR1 a; for
SNORM

a single-pulse rower estimate is on the order of 0.5 when the averaging

occurs over a 500 m equivalent range gate; the estimate is even worse

for low CNR. Thus, averaging of P at given ranges over multiple pulses

becomes necessary to reduce the expected estimate error to an amount.

Averaging of pulse--to-pulse estimates bringr "7ith it a potential L

problem of stationarity. In the interval between pulses, and over the

total multi-pulse interval, characteristics of the backscatter and pro-

pagation medium will vary. In many analyses of DIAL measurement capa-

bility, such as the one performed in Chapter III, the fluctuations in
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the received signal power estimate were assumed to be independent antd

stationary, such that averaging of multipulses reduced the normall-ed

standard deviation of a single pulse estimate by I/FN, where N L, the

number of pulses averaged. A recent study at Lincoln Laboratory [I9" -

examined the pulse-to-pulse statistics of returns from a hard diffuse

target using both coherent and incoherent detection. It was observed P

that for both typet6 of detection, the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations exhi-

bited long-term correlation (time scale on the order of minutes) which

reduced the effectiveness of averaging. These fluctuations were attri-

buted to the effects of turbulence and water vapor absorption along the

propagation path. Additionally, by using two lasers pulsing simulta-

neously at different CO2 wavelengths, they showed that the long-term

fluctuations in backscattered signal at the two wavelengths were corre-

lated. As a result the Atandard deviation of the ratio of the two

power measurements, as used in Eq. 3.1, decreased faster with addi-

tional pulses than those of either of the measurements taken ;tngly.

This result illustrated the potential improvement to be gained by

simultaneous transmission of the on-line and off-line wavelengths in a

DIAL measurement.

Since the results described in [119] were for returns from hard

targets only, NOAA lidar data samples were analyzed to make similar

measurements of pulse-to-pulse statistics of aerosol backscattered

returns. Figure 4-17 shows a long-term time series of the average

measured signal power ?rom 3 km range analyzed over a 0.5 k1m (3.3 ps)
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interval. In o single-pulse measurement speckle and shot noise fluc-

tuations will dominate any long-term measurement variations. Five

single l'ulse meataurements were averaged for each data point plotted in

Fig. 4-17. The time series clearly shows long-term fluctuation in the

measured backscattered signal power measurement. Such fluctuation

could result from the atmospheric effects discussed in [119] as well as

from temporal variations in laser transmit power or system sensitivity.

Although the time-scale of the fluctuations (-2-3 minutes) is sim.lar

to that in the monitored transmit signal energy, such a time scale is

also consistent wiith that which would occur due to the advection of 0.5

km scale-size eddies of transmission or backscatter inhomougeneities

across the tranfmit/receive path.

Figure 4-18 shows the measured normalized autocovar ance function

B;'(t) of the 5-pulse averaged measurement. The impulse at zero lag

in Bk'(T), due to the uncorrelated white fluctuations, accounts for

approximately 40% of the variance after averaging 5 pulses. As moze

pulses are averaged the contribution in variance due to the white seg-

ment reduces as 1//N leaving the residual, long-term correlated fluc-

tuation term. These fluctuations occur so slowly that much longer time

segments than the 5-m!.nute segment in Fi-3. 4-18 ate probably necessary

to obtain a sufficient number of independent samples to reduce this

error term. These results are similar to those obz•erved in [119] in

the analysis of hard target returns. The net effect of the correlation

is to limit the potential accuracy to be gained in estimation of the

mean power through pulse-to-pulse averagirg.
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Fj.g. 4-17 - Time series of returns from 3.0 ,km range gate showing
long-term variability. Each point represents an average of
5 single--pulse estimates. A uniform 3.3 ps averaging window
was used fer the single-pulse power estimate.
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Fýg. 4-18 - Autocorrelation function of time series in Fig. 4-17, show- _. _
ing long-term drift in received backscatter power estimate.
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This l]imitation is illustrated in Fig. 4-19, whi:h snows the M•ea-

sured reduction in normalized standard deviation o- versus number
NOPR

of pulses averaged for measurements on different days at both high and

low CNR. The curves all show the same "leveling off- in the averaging

efficiency due to loog term fluctuations. After averaging 100 pulses -".

the observed oa is substantially greater than would be predicted if
P

NORM
pulse-to-pulse fluctuations were independent. Menyuk et al. (119]

concluded that this inherent limitation on measurement accuracy has

import.ant implications in the design aad selection of system operating

parameters%

Although detrimental to overall DIAL capability, the effect of

long-term power measurement fluctuations is diminished for the range-

resolved case if fluctuati.ons in the measurements used in the ratio

terms in Eq.\(3.) are correlated. This is seen in Eq. (3.2), where

the correlation terms reduce the errvr from that predicted when the ""

four power measurements (two wavelengths at two ranges) are indepen-

dent. Since the NOAA lidar must be manually tuned between laser lines,

DIAL measurements were taken by averaging a large number c- pulses at

one wavelength, then tuning to the other wavelength and repeating the

procedure. As a result, one would not expect to see the correlation

between fluctuations of the different wavelengths reported by Menyuk et

al., whose measurements were simultaneous. These data can be used,

however, to examine the cotrelation between fluctuations in power

received during the two DIAL measurements from ranges r1 and R2 at the
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same wavelength. Figura 4-20 shows a time series of average power

received from ranges of 2.5-3.0 km and 3.0-3.5 km. As in the previous

analysis, 5 pulses were averaged per point. The degree of correlation

between the signals is immediately obvious. The correlation coef-

ficient between the two time series can be calculated from

pfPR1 ,P( 2) -cov(I'(R I P(R 2)) (.7
pjP(RaPR 1 1 P(R )](427

Calculations of correlation coefficients for this and othcar data

sets consistently showed values as high as 0.95 for the case where 10

or more pulses were averaged per point. This value decreased as the

number of pulse~s averaged decreased, since the relative contributions

of the white, uncorrelated fluctuation to the total variance were

higher for smaller number of pulses. Once the number of pulses

averaged was large enough such that the white fluctuations were negli-

gible, the calculated correlation coefficient remained constant at a

relatively high value, usually greater than 0.9. This is shown in Fig.

4-2 1.

Since the long-term fluctuations of measured power from adjacent

ranges were highly correlated, the ratio of the measured powers was

relatively unaffected by the loag term fluctuations. This is

illustrated graphically in Fig. 4-22, which shows the reduction in the- -

normalized standard deviati.on of measurements of the ratior

(63 km/P2 .5 kmn) versus number of points averaged before ratioing.
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Fig. 4-20 - Time series of returns from adjacent range gates. Fil-
tering parameters were the same as in Fig. 4-17.
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Fig. 4-21 - Correlation coefficient of fluctuations in adjacent received
power estimates from 2.5 km and 7.0 km ranges versus number of
pulses aveiaged.
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Unlike the single-range power estimate, a^ decreases very close to

NORM"

the predicted N-I/2 behavior for up to 200 pu'lses. Thus, the effect

of long-term fluctuations is less that, would be expected if the

fluctuations were independent from range-to-i:ange. This is shown in

F16g. 4.22, which also shows a- that is predicted when the long-
r

NORM

term fluctuations are independent from range to range. The improve-

ment gained because of the range-to-range correlation amounted to 80%

when 100 pulses were averaged.

It is important to reemphasize a point ciscussed earlier regarding

the source of the received signal fluctuations. Since output pulse .

energy was not monitored during the measurements, the long-term fluc-

"tuations could have been contributed by systematic as well as

atmospheric effects. Thus, the range-to-range correlation shown ia

these results may not be indicative of that due strictly to atmoopheric

processes, althcugh tbe preceding discussion of pulse volume averaging

indicates that all brt the longest length-scale eddies should be spa-

tially filtered. Analysis of additional data with exact monitoring of

system parameters is required beror., more definitive conclusions can be

drawn regarding correlation of atmospherically induced fluctuations in

aerosol-backscattered returns. However, these results indicate that

such careful monitoring of system performance is not critical in range-

resolved DIAL measurements. Since the important parameter is power

attenuation across the range cell, the ratioing inherent in the DIAL
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Effect of Adjacent-Range Power Corcelation

SNR-1 6dB
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Fig. 4-22 -Reduction in standard deviation of adjacent-range power
ratio estimate versus number of Pulses averaged before ratioing.
Also plotted is predicted performance assuming range-to-range
fluctuations are uncorrelated.
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caLculation provides a self-normalization which effectively removes the

erra,'s caused by systematic variability, Such is not thia; case in path-

integrated measurements from hard targets. With this type of measure-

uent, long-term systematic variability has a potentially sigo.1ficant

impact on measurement accuracy, since no self-normalization exists.

Finally, the bias which exists when estimating backscattered power

ratios for shoa.t data samples is examined. In our measurements, we

first estimate the backscattered power from ranges of interest for each 4

pulse, then average the power estimates from each range over multiple

pulses. Assuming stationarity exists over the total pulse averaging

period, the distribution of the individual power estimates follows a .

chi-square of order 2m, where m is the total number of independent

"samples given by

mmeff M . (4.28)

., .

In Eq. (4.28) meff is the number of independent samples in a single

pulse calculated from Eq. (4.25), and M is the effective number of

independent pulses.

Rye [1201 examined the bias and variance of ratio estimates for

small m as a function of numerator and denominator CNR and mean ratio.

le determined that in most cases for m < 100 the estimator
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z-* [in (--)i] (4.29)

F iI -IN (430

resulted in less variance and smaller bias than the est~imator

1N 1 PF - Ln[I • (.)iJ (4.30) "i .'

il P2 .2

where PI and P2 were formed from the short data sequences. For m )

100 the bias in the ratio estimate was typically negligible.

Figuar_ 4-23 shows measurements taken with the NOAA lidar of the

ratio of backscqttered power from adjacent range g.-tes v:.ýsus reumbm.L o"

points averaged before ratioing. This is equivalent to Rye's F estima-

tor. The appearance of a bias is evident for a small number of pulses

at both low and high CNR values. These curvies agree qualitatively with i-

the results of Rye* although a more careful matching of parameters to

those used by Rye is necessary for a detailed comparison. In general,

the results show that the 10-pulse averaged ratio comes within 5% of

the long-term (1000 pulse) averaged ratio value at 0 dB CNR. Because

of the effects on intra-pulse averaging, 10 pulses actually

corresponded to at least 20 independent samples of the power flue-

tuat ions.

Although some improvement was seen to exist in bias behavior with

increasing CNR (decreasing r&i;,•), the effect was not notably dramatic.

This is most likely because CNR is already enhanced by intra-pulse
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averagin'g. The 3.3 usi average (33 samples) smoothes out noise fluc-

tuations such that

ONR0  CNRi x A (4.31)0 n

where mn is the effective number of independent noise samples. Since -

the aoise bandwidth was 10 MHz. individual noise samples were uncorre-

lated and mn was equal to the total number of points averaged. Thus,

averaging produced an immediate 7.5 dB improvement in C1NR, such that 14P

even 0 dB input CNR yielded a single pulse estimate with relatively

little detection noise. Since speckle noise dominated the uncertainty

at all but the lowest CNR values, little improvement was gained by

increasing CNR.

Returns from the NOkA lidar show substantial long-term range-to-

range correlation, consequently there is little advantage in averaging

short data records before ratioing. However, if pulses were shorter,

or if subsequent measurements show that most of the measured correla-

tion was due to systematic variations, the optimum averaging interval

might be shortened considerably. Under such conditions the potential

bias and variance become important parameters to consider in choosing

system parameters and estimator techniques.

E. SUMMARY

The measurements in this chapter are important for quantifying the

expected errors in the DIAL measurementE due to certain systematic and
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atmospheric effects. Analysis of system properties such as pulse

characteristics and long-term stability showed that the NOAA system was

ntJ exactly optimum for all types of DIAL measurements. The relatively

long transmit pulses, as described in Sec. B, limit range resolution to

a minimum 300 m and preclude effective intra-pulse averaging. By

decreasing pulse duration and/o.. increasing bandwidth, the correlation

time of the return signal can be shortened. This gives more indepen-

dent samples of backscattered power per unit time, which improves the

estimate of mean power obta.Lxed at h'gh CNR from a single pulse.

Longer-duration pulses reduce system range resolution because the

prope .ating pulse is spread over a longer region in space. This can be

11 advantage in sequentially-tuned DIAL measurements such as those

described in the next; chapter. In sequentially-tined measurements tt.;"

statistical properties of the aerosol distribution at a given range

hould be equvalent fnr both wavelength measurements. If the aerosol

homogeneities are a passive-addition to the turbulence field, most of

the energy in the spa'•itl aerosol. fluctuation spectrum will be at the

longer wavelengths. Hence, by employing long pulses, which are equiva-

lent to a narrow band spatial filter, one can reduce the variability in

the averaged returns due to aerosol variability, as shown in Eq. (4.4).

As illustrated in Fig. 4-7, the 3 us NOAA lidar pulse should ideally

average out spatial inhomogeneities below about 0.5 km in scale size.

Due to the nature of the system the key pulse characteristics of

the NOAA lidar are essentially fixed. Thus, the pulse length cannot be
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easily shortened should better range resolution or intra-pulse ýipeckle

averaging be desired. In Section C. the potential of empoGying a

matched filter receiver to improve range resolution was exivned by

calculating the radar ambiguity function. It was concluded, F;ince

little obvious improvement could be gained, that the chirp in the

transmit pulse ta.l is relatively insignificant in limiting system per-

formance.

An important result in the chapter described the statistical

characteristics of the aerosol-backscattered return and the effec-

tiveness of intra-pulse averaging. The returns were shown to closely

follow a Rayleigh phasor model with respect to both the shape of the

distribution and the calculated normalized variance. Although the

nature of the distribution was independent of CNR, the normalized stan-

dard deviation of the estimate and averaging effectiveness depended

strongly on the relative portion of noise present. At low CNR. initial,

values of normalized standard deviation were high, but averaging over

short intervals was more effective. An expression based on the power

autocovariance function to estimate measurement uncertainty after

averaging was shown to closely follow the actual results.

Because intra-pulse averaging of power fluctuations was relatively

ineffective for the NOAA system pulse, the effectiveness of multi-pulse

averaging wa4 examined. It was found that fluctuations at single

ranges showed significant long term correlation over time scales of 2

minutes or more. This correlation means that the uncertainty does not

2
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decrease by N-1/2, which would be the case if the pulse-to-pulse fluc-

tuations were independent, and defines Itiritations in averaging

multiple pulses to measure mean backscattered power from a single

range, such as in backscatter coefficient measurements.

When comparing returns from adjacent ranges, however, it waa found

that tho fluctuations were for the toso part highly correlated. This

was significant for DIAL measurements, sitice the key parameter to esti-

mate is the ratio of power estimates from adjacent ranges rather than

the absolute powers themselves. The effect of the correlation was to

produce an N decrease in the ratio estimate with increasing pulses,

despite the fact that the numerator and denominator estimates in the V7-
ratio improved individually at a slower rate. No conclusions were

"offered as to the cause of the high correlation in signals from adja-

cent ranges, although systematic variations were almost certain to have V7I"

been at least nartiaily responsible.

The results described.in this chapter were useful in dafining the

range-filtering function used in DIAL data analysis, and predicting the

expected error versus CNR and range resolution. These facets of the

problem, as well as actual water vapor measurements, are described in1

the next chapter.
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V. COHERENT DIAL WATER VAPOR REASUREMENTS

In this chapter a series of water vapor measurements taken during

late 1982 and the first half of 1983 is discussed. These measucenietts
Ib

are the major contribution of this dissertation. Although many of th-

results in the previous two chapters provide essential building blocks

for modeling and predic'ing coherent DIAL measurement capability, the

actual measurements must be performed to provide proof of the concept.

The experiments reported here are the first reported attempts to make

range-resolved coherent DIAL measurements of species concentration. As

such, the results offer quantitative data on the operational Pdvantages

and disadvantages of the well-4iscussed coherent DIAL technique.

The organization of the chapter is as follows. Section A discusses

the experimental p.ocedure used in collecting data for thc measuc-
r

ments, while Section B describes the analysis of the digitized data

sets. As in the previous chapter, almost all analysis of raw data was

performed by the computer. Because of the large errors potentially

present in specification of the water vapor absorption cross section

(ACS) at the two Laser frequencies, Section C is devoted to a

discussion of that parameter, including the assumptions employed when

specifying ACS for the actual concentration measurements. Section D

describes the important DIAL water vapor measurements. The cases L_.....

described in Section D are representative of the data characteristics

in those measurement sets which are not directly discussed. Since une
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"benefit of coherent DIAL is the potential capability to measure velo-

city as well as concentration, combined DIAL/Doppler measurements are

examined in Section E. Results of auialysis of actual lidar returns, as

well as simulated performance capabilities are presented in this sec-

tion to show the tradeoffs in specifying a system to perform such a

dual function. The results of the measurements are summarized and

interpreted in Section F.

A. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The DIAL measurements required measurement of backscattere,,

radiation at two wavelengths. Since switching transmitter output wave-

length among the various CO lasing lines in the NOAA lidar involved2

manually tuning the laser-cavity diffraction grating, rapid switching

between absorbing and non-absorbing wavelengths was not possible.

Thus, the method of data collection was to digitize and store retur.a-s

from a succession )f pulses at one ,avelength, then manually tune the

transmitter and LO cavity to the other wavelength and repeat the proce-

dure. ?rior to beginning a measurement, the approximate settings of

the grating-micrometer on each lasing line were found by tuning the

cavity and observing the output frequency of each laser using an

Opcical Engineering spectrum analyzer. During the course of the .1
measuremerts, line selection was performed by adjusting each laser

grating to the pre-recorded micrometer setting for the given wave-

length, then peaking the output power frcm each laser. This method
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worked relatively well. Total time to tune and peak both transmitter

"and LO laser outputs was usually on the order of 3-4 minutes.

Because of e desire to estimate variability in the individual water

vapor estimates, during each measurement sequence at least 3 separate

data sets on each of the absorbing and non-absorbing wavelengths were

gatheted when possible. A typical measurement sequence went as

follows:

Measurement Number Procadure

1. Tune to absorbing line and gather a multiple

pulse data set.
Tune to non-absorbing line and gather a

multiple-pulse data set.

2. Maintain operation on non-absorbing line;
gather a multiple pulse data set.

Tune to absorbing line, gather a multiple

pulse data set.

3. Maintain operation on absorbing line; gather
U m~ill-nlp pulse data set.

Tune to non-absorbing line; gather a multiple
pulse lata set.

4. Alternate steps 2 and 3.

The method of data sampling employed was idevttcal tc that

described in Section IV for power measurements. The backscattered in-

phase and quadrature baseband signals were digitized at a 10 MHz rate

for 100-200 ps following pulse transmission and stored on magnet.c

tape. Most measti.rements were made at elevation angles less than 45* to

provide better height resolution, since Ah - AR sinO, where 0 is eleva-

tion angle. At 3hallow elevation angles, the radial component of the
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horizontal wind c-an produce siR'nificant Doppler shift in the backscat-

tered si~gnal, hence IF bandwidth was kept at ±5 NUNz (equivalent to the

Doppler shift from ±25 m s radial wind comuponent) for all measkire-

Menrts. If vertical measurements were Laken, such that the radial comn-

ponent of horizontal wind was approximately zero, IF bandwidth could-

have been reduced to slightly more than the -375 kliz backscattered

signal bandwidth. Stich a reduction iin receiver bandwidth would improve

C.MR at a cost of degraded height-'resolution assuming the transmit pulse-

duration was left unchanged.

Prior to commencemertt ef a ineasuwrnemet sequence, a careful optical

alignment wac performed on the systemn. Following alig'iment the

measuremenits were taken as rapidly as possible, int order to nuinimi,,e

effects of atmospheric nonstationtarities on the -measurement statistics.

Unless serious degradation was observa'-e in signal quality, no sub-

sequent realignments were performed over the course of the measur.ýrnent

sequence. It was observed that, in general, system sensitivity did not

decrease noticeably even when the system was continuously tunFed between

lineti. This is consistent with the observations described in Chapter

IV where deliberate severe misalignments produced a maximum 3 dB loss

in sensitivity. By avoiding realignment between line switches,

measurement sequences were made as short as possible. Although some

drift undoubtedly occurred, absolute calibration of the signals at the

two wavelengths was not important for the range--resolved concentration

i~easurements. K
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"A typical data set for a single measurement consisted of retui:ns

from 500-1000 pulses at each of the two laser wavelengths. The number

of pulses per data 3et was selected to balance the cont-radictor; objec-

tives of providing maximum averaging of speckle and noise fluctuations,

and minimizing the total measurement time. By averaging 500 pulses per

wavelength the nor'n~lized variance of the range-to-range ratio esztimate

due to speckle is reduced to less than 5% of the single pulse value,

yet the entire measurement, including line-tuning of both lasers, can

still be performed in under 5 minutes. Use of 500-1000 pulses

(requiring 50-100 s when laser prf is 10 Hz) also provides a reasonable

match to the time required for a pulse-volume-sized eddy of atmospheric

backscatter inhomogeneity to advect across the scattering volume.

Consequently, for typical wind conditions more than one independent

Ssample of the large-scale aerosol backscatter should have been included

* in the estimate of backscattered power from each range. This wouldII
have tended to reduce errors from differential backscatter caused by

the presence of different, pulse-sized eddies at the two-reference

ranges.

For almost all measurements the R(20) line (G 10.247 pm) and

R(18) lines (X - 10.260 pm) of the 0001 - 1000 transit.3n- were used for

the absorbing and non-absorbing wavelengths, respectively. In addition <:
to being adjacent in the CO2 spectrum, these lines provide a high dif-

ferential absorption cross-section in the 10.6 urm CO2 band. Another

good absorbing line exists near P(40) (X - 10.81 pm), however,
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limitations on the total movement of grating mountings in both the TE:

and LO cavities prevented operation on this line.

When very moist conditions exist along the transmit/receive path,

the R(20) laser radiation can be severely attenuated over ranges as

short as a few km. Under these conditions the resulting large dif-

ferential attenuation between the two lines will improve the close-in

"measurement accuracy; however, the rapid fall-off in signal on the

R(20) line severely limits maximum measurement range. In the DIAL

measurements described, the elevation angle was vailed to obtain maxi-

mum signal vs. range on the R(20) line. Under this criterion, the

"best" elevation angle was usually between 200 and 450% In a typical

atmosphere, both water vapor and aerosol backscatter coefficient

decrease with height. Thus, at high elevation angles, the rapid

"decrease In aerosol with range is the dominant effect in limiting

system range capability, since the path-integrated attenuation due to •

moisture is usually quite minimal. Conversely, at very shallow eleva-

tion angles both water vapor and backscatter levels are high even at

longer ranges. In this situation the exponential effect of the water

vapor absorption usually dominates, especially under moist conditions,

and signal fall-off with range on the R(20) line is often quite steep.

For our measurements, the best sensitivity versus range usually occured

somewhere between :he two elevation angle extremes.

Measurements of either dew point wet-and-dry-bulb temperatures,

and/or humidity were recorded immediately outside the lidar trailer on
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most days to provide an estimate of atmospheric water vapor con-

p centration at the surface. Such measurements gave useful concentration

values for comparison with the DIAL estimates made along a horizont-

ally-pointing path. During June, moisture profiles were obtained con-

currently with the lidar measurements by rawinsondes launched adjacent

to the lidar t-ailer. Comparisons of these two measurements are

L: discussed in detail in Section D.

B. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Magnetic tapes containing the digitized DIAL measurement data were

analyzed on a Data Geaeral Eclipie minicomputer. The data array for

each lidar pulse consisted of 500 tý 1'000 complex (in-phase and

"quadLature) samples of the backscattered signal. Since the sampling

rate was fixed at 10 MHz, the pulse propagated 15 m between each

sampled point. Maximum range in the digitized backseattered returns

varied between 15 and 30 km depending on the number of samples taken.

The first step in reduction of the data was to c,, ,ilate, for each

"digitized retturn, the ave'age power in each complex sauple by the

previously-discussed summation of the in-phase and quadrature com-

ponents. This produced single-pulse power ver3us range profiles.

Since, as was shown in Chapter IV, single-pulse power estimates have

large uncertainties caused by speckle, it was necessary to average

multiple returns. The optimum averaging interval for DIAL measure-

ments, where the ratio of backscattered power measurements from two
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"ranges must be computed, is that which m-aximizes the correlation het-

ween the averaged power measurement's from the two reference ranges.

Since the data analyzed in Chapter IV showed a monotonically increasing

correlation coefficient as number of pulses averaged increased, the

returns at each wavelength were averaged over the entire data set

(typically 500 - 1000 pulses) before computing the ratios. Only a

single ratio estimate was obtained per line, thus the question of how

to best average the ratios (i.e., whether to average the log ratios or

take the log of the average ratio; see Chapter IV and Rye [1201) was

not important. When 500 pulses were averaged to produce mean power

profiles, the fluctuations due to speckle and shot noise were substan-

"tially reduced. Noise effects at longer ranges were still signficant

after averaging.

Since the raw detector--output signal contained energy from shot

noise as well, as from the backscattered energy, the estimate Pi x +x"j'-

iiS+ Yi where X and Y are the in-phase and quadrature components, was {"i

biased. This bias was removed by forming an estimate of the total

noise power and subtracting this estimate from the computed total

power of each point in the profile. As described in Chapter IV noise

power was calculated from a "noise gate", defined as a distant range

from which no backscattered signal was present. Selection of the loca-

tion of the "noise range-gate" was made from observation of the signil

on the oncilloscope monitor. Thib method worked quite well, although

care had to be taken to ensure that a long-range cloud or bome other

•-- high-reflectivity target did not intrude into the noise gate.
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The mean noise power was averaged over the same number of pulses as,-

was the signal estimate, then subtracted point-by-point from the

average sig,•l profile. Tikio technique assumes stationaoity of the

noise sigital (i.e., t:hat the statistical properties of the noise within

the noise gate are identical to those of the noise at all other

ranges). Figure 5-1 shows a plot of average system noise power versus

range. Since very little variation with range is apparent, the sta-

tionarity assumption is probably valid.

Despite averaging large numbers of pulses, the effect of noise-

inducci:' fluctuations was generally significanL at longer ranges. To

further smooth the profile a finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter was

employed on the data sequence. Response of the filter was approxima-

tely matched to the range resolution as determined by the transmit

pulse shape. The smoothing filter impulse response was formed by trun-

cat-ing tha idesI discrete lowpass filter response

hf (T) ! 3inc (.L) (54)

at the first 7ero -rossings. Filtering completely eliminated the white

fluctuations in tl'- profile such that only the longer scale fluc-

tuations remained. Based on the discussion in Chapter IV, range reso-

lution calculated from the filter response and the pulse shape is on

the order of 0.5 km for the filtered profile.

Following filtering, the ratio
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Fig. 5-1 - Average system noise psower versus range.
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, ,,,. ,RP (R) (
r(R + LR-) S (52

P (R + AR)

was calzulated for the data set at each wavelength. In general, 9ince

R(20) is the absorbed wavelength, r(R + AR/2) was higher c:n the R(20)

line than on the R(18) line, because of the increased attenuation

across the range cell. The total integrated path absorption evet,rually -

causes the R(20) signal to fall below threshold at ranges where the

R(18) signal is still relatively strong; thus, ac some range the R(20)

ratio reduces to near unity. Since at this range the R(18) ratio is

higher, the absence of R(20) signal produces the same result as a nega-

tive species concentration. This marlks the maximum range of the

measurement.

The species concentration is calculati frora S-

+1 AR + E
o(R + 6R)1 (I [n rR2 (R i R n rR1 (R+ R)(.)" .--

where AR is the absorption cell length and K m(R + AR/2) is the differ-

antial absorption cross-section at range (R + AR/2). For these calcu-

lations AR was defined to be the distance between the centers of the S

range-weighting function assuming constant backscatter at tim0es T and"

Ti + At, where At was generally 6.7 1.s. As discussed previously, inho-

mogeneities in the radial backscatter can effectively change AR, Intro-

ducing error into the measurement.
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"A key parameter in Eq. (5.3) is the diiferentia! absorption cross

section K m(R). As discussed in chapcec III, errors in K (R) casi pro-I m m

duce systematic errors of as much, as 20% cr so in the DIAL meatsure-

mcnts. Because of the remote nature of the measurement, assumptions

must be included in specification of K , The follcwing section is de-IM
voted to a discuF '.on of these assumptions.

C. ABSORPTION CROSS-SECTION ESTIMATION

The absorption-cross-section (ACS) estimation probleta for .oemote

measurements is signi'icant. First, one must know the species absorp-

tion spectrum with a resolution equal to the transmitter (in this case,

10 Mffz) given certain standard environmental paramet~ers auch a3 tem-

perature, total pressure, and gas partial pressure. Then, the change

in ACS as these environmental parameters vary must be established.

FInally, even in cases where ACS behavior with environment is precisely

known, errors will still be introduced in remote measurements because

the environmental parameters such as temwseratoare and Pressure at the .

measurement point cannot be precisely monitored. In the case of DIAL

water vapor profiles using the R(20)/R(18) line pair, uncertainties in

each of the above factors contributes to measurement errors.

Over the past 15 years or so, much has been reported in the litera-

ture orn absorption cross-sections of various molecular species at

CO2 laser wavelengths. This research coincides with an increased

awareness of DIAL techniques for species modeling. Consequently, data
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r on absorption crons-sections in the 9-11 jim spectral region for a

number of common atmorpharic pollutants or hazardous gases are roa.o-

vnably abundant. In most cases, the reported values of ACS are in

reasonable agreement for a given species.

When the species of interest is water vapor, however, a no~ed

disparity exists between reported values of ACS. Absorption by water

vapor is somewhat unique because of the so-called water vapor con-

tinuum. The existence of a continuum has been postulated as a means of

explaining experimental observations which show water vapor absorption

to be greates than predicted by co,,ventional models (i.e., Lorentz).

Although there seems to be general agreement regarding the existence of

the continuum, there is as yet no definitive model to explain its

dependence on temperature and pressure. Consequently current models of

water vapor absorption in the 8-12 pm region rem. n largely empirical.

Because of this uncertainty, work on specification of water vapor

absorption at CO 2 wavelengths appears to be continuing. Since the pri-

mary interest here is absorption on the R(20)/R(18) line pair, the

lIterature was surveyed for data on measurements at these wavelengths.

The work most often quoted is that by Shuma::u et al. [121], where a

spectrophone was used to measure absorption in air and nitrogen by

water vapor at three partial pressures (5.0, 10.0, and 15.0 torr).

Total pressure during the measurements was 760 torr; temperature was

300 K. At 10 torr partial pressure the neasured absorption cof-

"ficients on the R(20) line were 9.9 x 0O cm when a nitrogen
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background was used and 11.0 x 10 ' cm for an air background, These
,.

values correspond to absorption cross-sections of 7.52 g to0 atm-

cm and 8.36 x 10 atm cm-, respectively. Measurements taken by

Shumate et al. at the other two partial pressures indicated a roughly

linear dependence in absorption coefficient with concentration.

"Later measurements by Nordstrom et al. [1221 and Peterson et al.

[1231 were in good agreement with those reported by Shumate et al.

Nordstrom et al. using a long path absorption cell, measured the R(20)

absorption coefficient to be 9.86 x 10 cm for 10 torr of water

vapor mixed to atmospheric pressure with an 80:20 mixture of nitrogen

and oxygen. Peterson et al. studied water vapor broadened by nitrogen

only. Employing both a spectrophone and a white c.ll, their measure-

-6 -1
ments corresponded to an absorption coefficient of 10 x 10 cm for

10 torr of water vapor. Although Peterson et al. did not present data

on the dependence ot absorption with wdLer vapor partiz,,. pressure,

their stated observation of a quadratic dependence of continuum absorp-

tion versus concentration agreed qualitatively with that observed by

Shumate et al.

This general agreement among the previous groups on ACS value for

-4 -1 -1the R(20) line of approximately 8.6 x 10 atm cm is disputed tn,

work reported by Ryan et al. [124]. Ryan et al. used a spectrophone to

measure water vapor absorption on lines of CO2 isotopes 1 3C1 6 02 and
14 160 12 160.,,:.

as well as on C0. On the R(20) line, they measured an

absorption coefficient of 5.36 x 10 cm which is about half of the

, _. 6
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value measutred by Shumate et al. Although aware of the discrepatncy

with previous work, Ryan et al. offered no explanation, stating that

the careful attention paid to prccentxal error sources duriag their

measurements would be expected to produce accurate estimates. On tle

subject of dependence of the absorption coefficient on species parLial

pressure, their results were in much better agreement with those of

Shumate et al. Both observed a ltnear variation with no apparent

quadratic term.

Results of the measurements discussed above are presented in Fig

L 5-2, along with absorption as predicted from the 1978 version of the

widely-used AFGL absorption model [39]. Absorption coefficients

measured by Shumate et al., Nordstrom et al., and Peterson et al. are

* approximately a factor of 3 greater than those predicted by the AFGL

model; even the lower value measured by Ryan et al. is 1.5 times as

great as the AFGL calculated value. Thus, a rather wide range of

values is available from which to choose. When processing our Taeasure-

ments, as described in the next section, water vapor concentr'ations

were calculated using both the Shumate et al.. and Ryan et al. cross-

section. As will be shown, the larger value generally produced the

better estimate.

The measurementa described above were all performed at pressures

and temperatures close to standard. In actual profiling applications,

where one would like to estimate concentrations to altitudes of as much

as 5 km, the variations of temperature and pressure with height and
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Shumate et al.
Nordstrom et al.
Peterson et al. .
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Water Vapor Pressure (Torr)

Fig. 5-2 - Absorption coefficient on R(20) line versus water vipor
partial pressure as measured by different authors.
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their effect on absorption cross-section must be considered. As dis-

cussed in Chapter III, inaccuracies in estimating this parameter cati be

major scurces of error in water vapor measurements.

To examine the pr3ssure and temperature dependence of che water

vapor absorption cro~ss-section on the R(20) line, parameters from the .

AFGL model were used. From Eqs. (3.54) and (3.55), the ACS caen be

written as

22a(T,p)[(v-vo) + ct2(To,0) 1.439E"(T-To)t°

K (T,p) -K (Tpo) 2 2 exp[ TT "]
V V 0 a(Top )[(V-Vo) + a (T,p)] o

0 0 0

(5.4)

where K (ToPo) is the ACS at standard temperature and pressure and

other rms were previously defined in Chapter 1II. Figure 5-3 shows the

predict'- variation. in ACS versus temperature at three atmospheric

pressures, assuming Y (Top) is that. calculated from Shumate et al.,

and other parameters are those used in the AFGL line parameter com-

pilation.

The curves indicate both a temperature and pressure dependence in

the predicted ACS. Pressure uncertainty effects are in reality rather

small, as first discussed in Chapter III, since typical deviations in

the pressure at a given height only vary by at most a few percent from

the climatological models. The ACS error is much more strongly

affected by potential uncertainties in temperature, as is obvious in
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Fig. 5-3 - R(20) absorption cross-section temperature-depenience

computed using McClatchey model., assuming K(Top 0 ) measured by
Shumate et al., [121).0
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'Fig. 5-3. For example, at 850 mb pressure the ACS is predicted to

S decrease by a factor of 5 as the temperature varies between 300 K and

250 K. Although a 50 K error in temperature estimation is unlikely,

K; errors on the order of 10* or more are certainly possible, especially

when the temperature aloft must be estimated a priori from the ground

with no additional inforiaation. Consequently, one must in this case

start with a reasonable estimate of temperature in order to estimate

water vapor.

One method of estimating temperature aloft is to employ seasonal

climatological means. This technique is probably unacceptable even in

the upper tropusphere since passage of transient eddies can cause as

much as a 5 K deviation from the seasonal mean. The situation is even

worse in the boundary layer, where inversions or local effects can pro-

duce significant deviations from seasonal means. -.

A second method is to ise profile3 measured by the nearest rawin-

soude launch. Although this should be better than using the climatolo-

gical means, the method is again unreliable near the ground. To

account for behavior in the boundary layer, the profile might be

adjusted based oni the surface temperature. Obviously an extensive

study could be undertaken on the best method of estimating temperature

profiles for DIAL measurements. In our case since only three measure-

ments of elevated water vapor profiles were attempted, an empirical

method was used. It was assumed that the tewperatuire lapse rate in the

lower 3 km was either standard or convective, based on observation of
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weather conditions and time of day. If the convective assumption was

p made, as would be the case on a hot summer afternoon, a temperature

"lapse rate of 10 K/km below 3 kin, and 6 K/km above 3 km was assumed.

This agreed reasonably well with observations from rawinzonde launches

3 at the Boulder Atmospheric ObservatoLy (BAO), site of che summertime

DIAL measurements, and of Denver Airport (Fig. 5-4). Maximum deviation

between the convective model and any of the measured profiles is less

3 than 2 K. Under non-convective conditions a single lapse rate of 7

K/km was assumed from the ground upward. Thus, to estimate ACS the

surface temperature was measured and the appropriate lapse rate

applied. Note that a general implementation of this technique would

"have to take into account inversions, where temperature increases with

height. This would be especially true for morning measurements.

However, since all of the profile measurements took place on clear

afternoons, the potential presence of inversions was neglected.

After analyzing the actual DIAL measurements, as described in the

"next section, the lidar estimates using the Ryan et al. ACS showed a

consistent tendency to be biased high when compared to moisture

.aeasurements frota other sources. Because of this tendency, values of

"ACS computed by Shumate et al. were generally employed. Even when this

•. "higher value was used, overeEtimates still, occurred in the profile " 1
estimat .s at the higher altitudes. This seemed to imply that the pre-

dicted temperature and pressure dependence of the ACS, as computed from

Eq. (5.4), was not correctly modeling ACS behavior. No published data
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on R(20) ACS values At other than standard conditions were found with"

which to compare the model predictions.

"In their discussion of the discrepancy between their measurpiments

and the AFGL-predicted ACS on the R(20) line, Shumate et al. state that

the separation Av aetween the H 0 and CO line centers could be less2 2

than assumed in the model. If such were the case, the ACS pressure

dependence would be less than that computed in the AFGL model. Shumate

et al.'s hypothesis was taken a step further by calculating the value

of Av necessary to obtain their observed ACS, assuming other line para-
-1' 1

meters were unchanged. The resulting value of Av is .04 cm , compared

to .08 cm assumed in the AFGL model. Given the modified Av the

dependence of ACS on pressure and temperature can then be computed.

SFigure 5-5 shows the resulting curves. Comparing with Fig. 5-3 it is

seen that ACS is expected to change much less versus pressure with the

smaller Av. Temperature dependence also decreases, albeit very

slightly. Because it produced better agreement with observations, the

smaller Av value was used to calculate ACS temperature ani pressure

dependence. As is shown in the next section, the results, though

better, still appear to be biased high.

D. RESULTS

Because of heavy use of the NOAA lidar for a multitude of research

tasks, the DIAL data set was limited to 9 cases roughly evenly spaced

during the period from October 1982, through June 1983. Since water
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Fig. 5-5 - R(20) absorption cross-section temperature-dependence using
adjusted McClatchey model, where Ay was decreased to reconcile
model output and Shumate et al., observation.
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vapor concentraLion typically falls off sharply with height during the

winter months, measurements between October and March were performed

with the lidar pcinting roughly horizontally. Such measuremetIts poter.-

tially enable examination of spatial structure in water vapor con-

centration, as well as having ground-based humidity sensors available

for comparison. Also, back'catter co.fficients were usually of suf-

ficient magnitude within the boundary layer and lower troposphere that

measurements to beyond 10 km were possible. Such is not usually the

case for wintertime vertical measurements, when both backscatter coef-

ficient and water vapor concentration both tend to decrease rapidly

within a few km of the 3urface. During spring and summer, when both

elevated moisture levels and ba:kscatter coefficients increased, ver-

tical profile measurements were performed by directing the lidar beam

at steeper elevation angles. -L
In order t•a..•A renetitlon while still emphasizing the important

points in the measurement results, two wirtertime, one spring, and two

sumuertime measurement cases are discussed in detail. These cases are,

in general, characteristic of the cases which, in the interest of bre-

vity, will not be discussid.

1. February 4, 1983 Measurement

DIAL measurements on this day were made following the series of

runs to gather data cn return characteristics discussed in Chapter IV.

The lidar waL elevated at approximately 5 * elevaticn and pointed toward
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the east. Four measurements were taken over a period of approximately

'I 1 hour; each measurement coi.sisted of 1000 shots sampled at each wave-

length.

Figure 5-6 shows the averaged power versus range from each measure-

ment. The apparent presence of backscatter inhomogeneities causes

fluc.tuatlons in the power profiles over scale sizes of 0.5 km or

greater. These fluctuations, which vary in intensity and range from

one measurement set to the next, are indicative of a constantly

chinging backscatter medium. Since both the R(20) and R(18) returns

are affected, the fluctuations are probably not caused by water vapor

variability, which would tend to cause fluctuations only in the R(20)

return.

It is interesting to observe the increase in the intensity fluc-.

tuations in Fig. 5-6 as time proceeds. Although some inhomogeneties

are present, the 13:27 measurements show a relatively swoo~blh profile,

which is consistent with the observation discussed in Chapter IV that

the intensity--,ersus-range profile measured during the 20 minute data-

gathering segment at 12:25 did not show significant 1-km scale fluc-.

tuatious. In the 13:35 measurement, however, a rather sharp dl~sconti-

nuity can be seen in the R(20) range profile at approximately 6 km

range (the R(20) data set was actually taken at 13:46). This apparent

inhomogeneity continues to be present at both wavelengths 3f the 13:59

measurement. At this time the entire profile has acquired noticeably

more structure than in the 13:35 measurement taken 1/2 hour early. The
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Fig. 5-6 - Averaged power versus range profiles for consecutive measure-77.
ments on February 4, 1983.
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13:59 and 14aU2 R(20) measurements differed by only 3 minutes, yet a

definite change can be seen in the profile structures. Such a rapidly-

changing backscatter environment is generally not conducive to accurate

sequentially-tuned DIAL~ measurements.

Because of their large scale size, the effects of the inhomogeaeities

are not altogether filtered by the lowpass filter (Fig. 5-7). Although

all detection noise is apparently eliminated, the fluctuations due to

the inhomogeneities remain in the filtered profiles, as well as in the

profiles of ratio P (/V (R + AR) (Fig. 5-8). The presence of the

abrupt increase (decrease) in the filtered power profile at around

6 km range causes a full wave oscillation in the ratio profile, since kt.7

the power ratio relative to the next range is increased (decreased and

the ratio relative to the preceding range is decreased (increased).

This is seen in Fig. 5-8, where the backscatter inhomogeneity at

6 km range produces a sharp decrease 'i the P 9(5 km)/P 8 (6 kin) ratio,

and a sharp increase in the P (6 km)/P (7 km) ratio. The effect of
S S

this inhomogeneity on the ratio increases dramatically betwcen 13:35

and 14:02.

Figure 5-9 shows the estimated water vapor concentrations for each

of the four measucements, calculated using both the ACS measured by

Shumate et al. and the lower value reported by Ryan et al. Both esti-

mates are corrected for temperature using Eq. (5.4). Figure 5-10 shows

the mean of the four measurements, as well as the surface moisture

measured at BAO (25 km away). No local measurements were taken on this
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Fig. 5-9 - Concentration measurements from February 4, 1983, data calcu-
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line) absorption cross-section values.
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day. The temperature-corrected Shumate et al. ACS value which was used

in Fig. 5-10 produced a profile whose mean nx)re closely approximated

the measured water-vapor concentrations. The oscillations due to the

previously-discussed backscatter inho%ogeneities which show up in the

individual lidar measurements are also readily apparent in the mean.

Recause the data were taken at an elevation angle of 5% some decrease

in water vapor with range, as seen in the trend of Fig. 5-10, might be

expected..

By calculating the mean CNR vs. range profiles for the R(18) and

R(20) measurements, a rough estimate of the expected standard deviation

in the concentration estimate due to speckle and noise can be obtained

from

":2 ,2

R +2 1 + <>] (5.5)
2KRNa <r > (r >m a W

where the subscripts denote measurements at the absorbing and nonab-

sorbing (wing) wavelengths, and I-

.2
r___ 1 2 1 1_ = [_ + 1 + +-4- +---1-. (5.6)

</>2 Ym- [CNR(R-AR]/m- /mr CNR(R+AR)AF Lm-s n 8 n1'

In Eq. (5.6) m and m are the number of intrapulse independent samples
S n

over the low-pass filter response time calculated from Eq. (3.24).

Figure 5-11 shows the estimated standard deviation of the concentration L

measurement calculated from Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) as well as the

observed standard deviation in the four measurements. Tbe observed
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"standard deviation shows a notable oscillation, due most likely to the

""~-"" radial advectiox, of specific regions of aerosol inhomogeneity regions

during the course of the measurement. The mean of the oscillating

standard deviation vs. range plot in Fig. 5-1i is approximately 1.0

-3
I g-M which is about five times greater than the predicted uncertai'=ty

cdue to speckle and detection noise. This implies that other factors,

"most likely the backscatter variability, are dominating the speckle

ternm, which is generally assumed to be the limiting factor in coherent

DIAL measurements.

2, March 23, 1983 Measurements

A measurement set taken on March 23, 1983 at the Table Mountain

"field site was similar to the February 4 measurement in that the lidar

was again directed approximately horizontal. In this case, however,

the lidar pointed toward a north-south rutiua&Lg ridge Just to the west

of the lidar field site. The return from the ridge at both wavelengths

is apparent at a range of 8 1',w in Fig. 5-12, which shows the 1000-

pulse-averaged unfiltered profiles. Since the ridge acts as a hard

target, the entire pulse power profile can be seen as a function of

appartnt range.

"Although only two measurements were taken on this day, the power

versus range profile appears to show less of the one-half-km scale

variations than were seen in the February 4 data. Based on the assump-

tion that the fluctuations in the earlier data set were due to aerosol
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inhomogeneities, this would tend to indicate better mixing of the nero-

.ol in the boundary layer on March 23.

This observation of less fluctuation is confirmed in Fig. 5-13,

which shows the ratio of averaged received power across the measurement

cell versus range for the two measurements. It is seen that much more p

consistency between tbr two meanurements than existed in the February 4

data. The two ratio r Yls are very close to being identical. Such

behavior is indi, ive of a nearly stationary data set over the course

of the two measurements (approximately 25 minutes). It was assumed

that the variations in the Februory A data set were caused primarily by <'4

the presence of large regions of aerosol tnhomogendities which were t .1

slowly advected across and along the beam. if this assumption is

correct, the atmosphere on March 23 was either very well-mixed, such .'.".

that significant large scale backscstter inhomogeneities did not exist;

or alternately, the winds were so light that any significant regions of-.7

backscatter inhomogeneity did not advect across the beam during the

measurement. In any event, the profiles at the two wavelengths exhi-

bited much less variability with range.

Figure 5-14 shows the individual and 2-measurement-averaged lidar

water vapor profile estimates. The surface reference for this case is

a point measurement taken 25 km away at the Boulder Atmospheric

Observatory. These and all ensuing DIAL concentrations were calculated

using the higher (Shumate) value ACS only. The two measurements ag:ee

to withii 1 g-m out to a range of about 6 km. In addition to .
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fluctuations, both of the March 23 profiles show a slight increase in "-.

,.". water vapor concentration with range. Such behavior might be caused by

the beai's increasing proximity to the ground, since the land slopes up

toward the foothills as a function of range. Humidity could con-

ceivably be higher just above the surface due to evaporation. As in

the February 4 case, the Shumate ACS value gave an estimate much closer

to the surface-measured water vapor concentration than did the Ryan et

al. value. Although reasonable, the estimat', •ir -:: s to be biased

r I I: high relative to that from the hygro t-

When the observed versus predicted measurement standard deviations

are compared (Fig. 5-15), it is again seen that the measured a- is, in -.

a mean sense, roughly 3-4 times higher than that predicted due to spec-

kle and noise. Since there were only two values in the observed data

set, the statistyical sample on the standard deviation estimate is ob-

viously rather poor; however, by "eyeball averag.ag" izi range one can

rather easily estimate the mean in the estimate of a-. The observed

mean is substartially less than that of the February 4 data set.

As a final note on this data set, it is interesting to observe the

effect of the distant ridge on the measurement data. Since the ridge

is a solid target with a relatively high reflection coefficient com.-

pared to that of the atmonpheric aerosol, the return power as shown in

Fig. 5-12 increases sharply when the pulse encounters the hill. The

power reflected back at the leading edge is proportional to the

transmit power at the leading edge of the pulse, rather than the total
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' energy in the p'ilse as in a distributed target. As a result, it is of

" ,*<.' little value to look at tanges beyond the edge of the hill-reflected

pulse in order to calculate the power ratio P(R)/P(R+AR), since the

"ratio suddenly dips well below unity at both wavelengths as seen in

Fig. 5-13.

". Tho presence of the hill does provide an opportunity to estimate

"path-averaged concentration from the equation

-K P (R)

,:; 2KR P (D) :.:

where P (R) and P (R) are the returns from the hill at the nonabsorbingL a

and absorbing wavelength respectively. Since the output signal was not

monitored during these measurements it was assumed that energy output

on both lines was apprcximately equal (other measureaents have found

this to be generall7 true). Substituting the appropriate values into

-3Eq. (5.7), and using the 1a.ger ACS value, a concentration of 2.5 cm

was calculated, which is slightly less than both the mean of the range- -

resolved measurement profile and the point surface measurement.i

0 3. May 4, 1983 Measurements

The data set taken on May 4, 1983, provided the first opportunity

to attempt actual vertical profiling of water vapor. The day was clear

and relatively warm; measured surface temperature was 17*C at the lidar

van. During these measurements the lidar was parked at the National
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Bureau of Standards in Boulder. Data were taken with the beam pointed

suutheast and elevated at an angle of 20. A series of 5 meaaurements

comprised the data set.

Figure 5-16 shows a sample of signal power versus height at the two

wavelengths. A signal is detectable on the R(20) line to approximately

2.5 km above ground level (AGL), corresponding to a slant range of

approximately 7 km. It is interesting to note that the fall-off in

backscattered signal with range on both the R(18) and R(20) lines is

less than in either the February 4 or March 23 data sets. Such a beha-

vior implies a higher backscattez coefticient •iong the lidar transmit/

receive path, which is somewhat unusual in light of the observation

that the February and March measurements were taken at lower elevation

angl~q, where one would typically expect higher turbidity. During the

previous two springs, lidar backscatter leveLý in the middle and upper

troposphere were observed to be higher than at other times of the year. C

This, coupled with the fact that Boulder is situated in a valley whose
•o. ,?. .*

sides rise a few hundred meters to both the south and east, might

explain stronger signals in the May 4 data.

The decreased signal attenuation versus range is apparent in the

plot of r(R) in Fig. 5-17. On the reference R(13) line, mean signal

decrease over 1 km was approximately 2.5 dB, compared to approximately

4 dB in the March 23 data and 3 dB in the February 4 data. The ratio

plot shows reasonably good repeatability over the course of the five

data runs. Variations in both ratio estimates were less than about 10%-

up to about 2.1 km height (-6 km range).
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Since this was a profile measurement, it was necessary to adjust

the absorption cross section to account for the changes in temperature -

and pressure with increasing height. A standard lapse rate of 7°C/km

above the surface, where the temperature was 17*C, was assumed.

Although this was slightly less than the actual lapse rate measured by

thb 5 pm Denver rawinsonde, maximum temperature deviation from the

rawinsonde profile was less than 2*C below 3 km.

The resulting concentration measurements (Fig. 5-18) show the same

consistency that was present in the ratio plots. The mean of the

measurement (dashed line in Fig. 5-18) indicates that. a rather sharp

decrease in water vapor concetration exists between 1.5 and 2 km above -•

ground level. This discontinuity does not show up in either the

morning or evening Denver rawinsonde soundings which are also shown in

the figure. However, since height resolution of the soundings is

rather poor in this region, such a sharp break in the profile could

easily be missed.

Of more concern is the apparent bias in the measurements. Despite

the good repeatability, each of the individual lidar measurements

overestimates the moisture concentration when compared to either one of

the rawinsonde profiles. There seems to be two separate but consistent

sensor-dependent data sets, Il which the lidar measurements agree among

themselves, the rawinsonde measurements agree among themtelves, but the

two sets disagree with each other. The rawinsondes, which were

displaced from the lidar measurement in both time and space, are
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. ."" certainly not an ideal comparison source. Hoehne [1.25] estimated -

accuracy of rawinsondes by comparing the measurcments from two sondes

tied to the same balloout and found that dew-point depression errors

] were on the order of 3.5C. Such errors correspond to ionceitration

-3
errors of approximately 2 g--m , which is significant. However the

reasonable agreement between the two sondes gives cause to be.leve that

the lower moisture readings are not caused by a few staUstically inac-

curate data points. Thus one is, in essence, left with an apparent

bias between the two sensors which could be caused by spatial and tem-

poral differences, resolution differences, or any number of other fac-

tors.

Comparing the observed standard deviation of the individual mea-

surements to the predicted value (Fig. 5-19) assuming that speckle and

shot noise dominate the error term, the observed error iti again seen to

be greater than the predicted error, in this case by a factor of about -

2. Thus, other noise sources, such as aerosol Inhomogeneities, were of

approximately the same order as the speckle noise.

The actual mean standard deviation of the measurement was on the

-3
order of 0.75 g-m , which gives a normalilzed measurement error of

approximately 15%. This vould be quite acceptable were it not for the

bias terms.
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9.-• 4. June 23, 1983 and June 30, 1983 Measurements

The final measurement' to be discussed were taken on June 22 and

June 30, 1983 under nearly identical summertime conditions. During ,-

these measurements the lidar was located at the Boulder Atmospheric r..

Ibservatory (BAO), apptoximately 25 km east of Boulder. Because a

nalloon-launch facility was available at the BAO, rawinsonde laninches

timed to coincide with the lidar measurements were arranged. These

simultaneous measurements potentially offered the best comparison data

set of the entire measurement program0

The increased moisture present in the summer atmosphere was r
apparent in the izeasuremencs, especially on June 23. On this day the

signal fall-off with range on the R(20) line due to low-level moisture

5 was such that the maximum range attainable at a 450 elevation angle was

only 4.'2 k. Although this lim ted range capahility was caused pri-

marily by attenuation, system performance was further degraded due to

unusually low lidar transmit energies. Measured output energy was only

about 40-50 mJ per pulse on the R(20) line, which is more than 3 dB

below the normal system pulse energy of 100-130 mJ. The July 30 data

set was similarly degraded by low tra.smit energies, however, the L

decreased moisture levels on that day enable system maximum range to

be extended to approximately 6.3 km at 450 elevation angle.

Figure 5-20 shows the ratios of adjacent ranage power estimates for

the two lines for both measurement sets. The high attenuation on June
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""-h> 23 is evident in the R(20) ratio value, wiich peaks at value of 5,
"A '•" equivalent to nearly 7 dB of attenuation per km. The June 23 R(20) -

ratio estimates show much more variability than those computed from the ---

"June 30 data. Although this increased variability could be a reault of

turbulent eddies of water vapor advecting thcough the measurement

volume, a more likely candidate is the decreased CNP. of the measure-

ments due to the high excinction. Since in these xeassrements the

reference (R(18)) ratios stayed reasonably constant, backscatter -

variability is probably not the reason for the lack of measurement con-

sis tency.

As was discussed iln 3ection C, in order to calculate the variation

of ACS with height the temperatuve profile was modeled with a simple

: . . convective model for lapse rate. Based on this extrapolation of the

surface temperature, the estimated ACS on June 23 was approximately

4 142-4
0.72 X 10" g m2 at 2 km height and 0.41 x 10 g- m at 4 km

height. For the June 30 data the adjusted ACS was estimated to be 0.81

4 22-
X0- g10 m2 at 2 km height and 0.46 x 10 m at 4 km height.

Thus, fEr both days estimated ACS decreased by about 40% over a few km.

Figure 5-21 shows the actual concentration measurements for both

days, as well as the compcrison rawinsonde measurements. Also piotted

are the evening Denver rawinsovtde rmeasuremeats, to provide an example

cf rawinsorde variability. As in the ratio plots of Fig. 5-20, the

concentration measurements on June 23 sho-a large variability. Each

individual meaeurement differed by such a large extent that no obvious
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Fig. 5-20 - Adjacent-range power ratius for June 23, 1983, and June
30, 1983, measurements.
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trend can be discerned within the 2 km to 3 km range where estimates

were attempted. Again, as in the May 4 data set, the estimates were

consistently higher than those frow tne closest rawinsonde launches for

both the June 23 aad June 30 cases. This was also the case with the

June 30 data, as seen in Fig. 5-21. In the June 30 case the data show

more internal consistency between measurements, and a trend of slightly

decreasing moisture with height can clearly be discerned. Rowever,

even though the mean moisture estimate is lower than that of the June

23 data, as would be expected in a drier atmosphere, the measurements

are still biased high relative to the rawinsondes. Thi.s consistent

bias in each of the elevated measurements is discussed in more detail

in the next section.

In previous cases the degree of fluctuation between the individual

concentration measurements was always greater than predicted by Eq.

(5.5), which assumes that .l.le ad detection noise dominate the

measurement. In the June 23 measurements, howcver, the observed

deviation was approximately equivalent to the predicted value as seen

in Fig. !-22. Since the June 23 returns were characterized by low CNR,

this seems to indicate that CNR effects in the error process were domi-

nant relative to the diffarential backscatter processes, which appear

to have dominated the other measurments. It also suggests, for these

measurements, a potential limit, on errors due to differential

backscatter of on the order of 2 g-m -3. Presumably this could be

improved by simultaneous transmission at the two wavelengths.
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Since the June 23 measurements were limited in range due to atste-

"nuation by the rather high level of water vapor present, the feasibi-

lity of using the R(12)/R(18) line pair for the differential measure- .

ment was examined. This pair has been suggested for use in regions

where high humidit7 limits operation on the R(20) line, The differen-

tial ACS for this pair, from the measurements of Shumate et al., is

approximately .68 x 10- atm- cm at stanidard temperature and

-3pressure. Given an H20 concentration of 10 g-m , expected differen-

tial attenuation over 1 km is approximately 10% or about 0.5 dl3.

Analysis of the data taken on the R(12) and R(18) lines showed

almost identical profiles of backscattered power versus range. No

apparent difference could be detected in the absorption on each line

S ,over range increments as long as 3 or 4 km. It can be concluded from.

this result that atmospheric moisture content was not sufficiently high

to warrant operation on this line pair. Apparently, moisture levels

such as those found in the tropics, where water vapor concentration is

on the order of 1.8 g m3, would be necessary to obtain noticeable dif-

ferential attenuation.

E. RADIAL VELOCITY ESTIMATES

The primary reasons usually set forth for performing cohierent DIAL

measurements using CO2 lasers are (1) increased sensitivity available

through heterodyne detection, and (2) presence of many absorbing spe-.I

cies at these wavelengths. Another potentially important advantage of

2_64 • -.
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coherent DIAL is the capability to measure radial wind velocity as weil

as species concentration within the measurement volume. In the case of

water vapor, measurements of velocity and concentration might be ased

to study phenomena such as moisture convergence and advection for pre-

cipitation studies. When the species of interest is potentially toxic,

* Ruch measurements could- provide remote detection of the hazardous

substance, as well as indications of the time available before the

substance is carried back toward the sensor by the prevailing winds. _

This capability could be useful in tactical battlefield situations.

To demonstrate this capability the radial velocity versus range was

calculated from the May 4 R(18) and R(20) returns. The velocity was

determined using the pulse-pair algorichm; thi.. algorithm turns out to

be non-optimal for the NOAA lidar parameters. Despite this, good

single-pulse estimates of velocity were obtained out to the limiting

range of the DIAL measurement, as shown in Fig. 5-23, on the non-

absorbed R(18) wavelength. Because the R(20) wavelength encounters I
more attenuation, single pulse estimates on that line exhibit a rether

large variability at ranges beyond a few km. By averaging 1000 pulses,

however, good estimates are obtainable on that line to beyond the maxi-

mum DIAL measurement range.

In Chapter III, and again in Chapter IV. optimization of Lhe ldar

pulse length to minimize the concentration estimate error due to the

combined effects of speckle and shot no.se was discussed. In the
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absence of other criteria, the general technique is to reduce pulse

duration until speckle and shot noise terms are approximately equiva-

lent. When velocity estimates are also desired, a new constraint Ls

added to the problem, since the increase in signal bandwidth which

comes about as the pulse duration is reduced tends to degrade the velo-

ci-'y estimate.

This problem was examined using the simulation described in Chapter

III. Figure 5-24 shows the uncertainty in a single-pulse velocity

measurement as a function of pulse duration T where signal bandwidth

ppis assumed to be 1/Tp. En.ergy per pulse is presumed to be held !l.,•

constant. Two sets of curves are plotted; one set assumes maximum

range resolution is desired; i.e., a single velocity measurement is

optained every cr p/2 m. The other family of curves assumes a range

resolution of I km, such that m velocity estimates are averaged per

range gate, where m ,- 1000/(cTr/2). It is seen that pulses could be

shortened to the order of 100 ns and still produce single-pulse velo-

city uncertainties of less than 5 m s8 % km range resolution). Since

a DIAL measurement would certainly require multiple pulses, averaged

velocity estimates would be reduced to well below 1 m s when 100 or

so pulses are averaged. Therefore, given a I J transmitter, acceptable L

velocity measurements are probably obtainable when pulses are shortened

to improve DIAL estimates.

Figure 5-25 shows the predicted corresponding DIAL power measure-

ment error as a function of pulse duration, again assuming the
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Fig. 3-24 -Predicted uncertainty in single-pulse velocity estimnate
versus pulse duration, assuming system and atmospheric model
paramteters described in Chapter III.
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Fig. 5-25 - Predicted si.ngle-pulse DIAL measurement uncertainty versus
pulse durat•ion, assuming system and atmospheric model parameterr"
described in Chapter III.
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simulation parameters used in Chapter III. It is seen that 100 ns

pulses provide a factor of 5 or so reduction in single-pulse pover

estimate error (range resolution is assumed to be 1 kin). Since pre-

dicted errors are still on tha order of 10%, multiple pulse averaging

would still be required.

In s;ummary, the results from both the analysis of real data and

performance simulation indicate that combined DIAL/Doppler measurements ., .

are potentially feasible. Experience shows that the concentration

measurement is the harder to make; good v,-!'city measurements were

easily obtained from the June 23 data set even though the concentration

measurements are somewhat uncertain. Thus the problem becomes one of

inLtia-ly determining the accuracy or utility of the concentration

measurement; then, given an acceptable set of system parameters, exa-

mining the potential accuracy of the velocity measurement.

F. SUMN*4.Y

The cases discussed in this chapter were examined over a wide range

of conditions. Measurements were taken along both elevated and ver-

tical paths; in winter and summer conditions; and on returns from both

aerosols and hard taigets. This dive.rse data Aet produced information

on the robustness of the coherený. DIAL technique atid its sensitivity to

different measurement environments. A number of important, if somewhat

preliminary, conclusions can be drawn from thcse exanples.
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On the positive side, the advantage in sensitivity of coherent

i detection is aptly demonstrated. Range-resolvr'd measurements were

obtained to ranges of 10 km at low elevation, angles and to heights of 4

km above ground level (AGL). This was substantially better than the

reported incoherent measurements to 500 m height using a 2-J laser .. "-

"[661. For meteorological applications measurements to "k km AGL,

corresponding to approximately 5.6 km above sea level, are probably

more than adequats, since most of the significant moisture qtructure -_-

"occurs below 700 mb (3 km). When moisture content is high, such as

occurred during the June 23 measurement, attenuation on the R(20) line

will limit overall system pro.iling capability. Under drier conditions

limitation is due to the combination of decreasing backscatter and

integrated water vapor absorptions.

The two measurement sets taken with the beam pointing horizontally

showed good mean agreement with other ground-based sensors used for

comparison. Although fluctuations in the estimates were apparent,

especially in the February 4 data set, the mean of the individual esti-

mates averaged over range generally showed good agreement with com-

parison sensors. Such was not the case in the profile estimates. In

comparisons with rawinsondes, the lidar concentrations were universally

higher than the sonde values. Rawinsondes are far from ideal com-

parison sensors. In addition to the known rms errors which introduce

-3 -an equivalent uncertai'nty of more than I g-m- to the concentration

estimates, many of the comparison sondes were launched from 20-40 km
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away, with time disp.aceirý- s cf as much as 5 hours At the Inast,

comparisons mada und-r a cond:ticns have to be viewed with reaso-

nable &kepticism.

. Despite the potential problems with such comparisons, the con-

Ssistent lidar overestimate. of the zoncentration gives strong evidence

that some b.,as does exist. Even whe-a the larger of the two previously-

discussed ACS values wzs used, hJl- tended Lo produce a smaller con-

centracion estimate, the estimates were consistently higher th&n the

values meaeured by the sondes. The degree of the overestimate ranged

from about i.4 t'o as much as 2 times the conceitratiorn measured by the

comparisen sensor.

Potential sources ut such bias are errors. in the estimate of the

differential ACS, additional ai~sorptior, on the R(20) line by an inter-

faring G ipAeg, systematic variabi•ity in system response versus range

on the tv-o laser lines, consistent differences in on-line and off-line

bact, ttter coefficients, or a range weighting effect which would tend

to produce a ionger AR than is assumed in the calculation. Of these,

the most likely source is probably the ACS. The values reported by

both ;,yan et a!. and Shumate et al. were used to calculate the con-

centrations s'-ce they appeared to be well documented in the litera-

C Both tended toward overestimation of the concentration. An ACS
- -1

of 1.5 x 10 atm- cm reported by Schnell et at. [126], which is

nearl7 twice as large as that of Shumate et al. and 4 times as large -1
as Ryan ut al,, produces estimated H 0 concentrations for the profile

2
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measurements which are closer to those measured by the sonde. The

horizontal measurements are then underestimated, however.

In addition to the uncertainties irk the water vapor absorption

coefficient at atmospheric pressure and room temperature, its variabi-

lity with temperature is another potential source of error. In the

calculations the AFGL model was used to estimate line strength for the

water vapor absorption line at the R(20) wavelength. The model pre-

diets a strong temperature dependence, such as to produce in a factor .

of 2 change in ACS with a 25C -variation in temperature, )iy including

this effect in the calculationn of ACS aloft, an ACS value is enn-.rved

which i' nus:h less then the values measured at standard temperature and

pressure. If the effect of temperature on linestrength is smaller than

"that predicc.ed using AICL model, the estimates would tend to be biased

high at upper levels. This is consistent with the observations.

There does not apperar Lo be any typical atmnospheric backrground spe-

cies which would consistently produce the observed overeotiwdate. Using -

the AFGL model, the pozential effect of ozone was examined. The pre-

dicted absorption coelficient, even at high concentrations, was les-

than .006 kRu on the R(20) wavelength. Such a value should be aerli- -

gible in its effect on concentration measurements.

Equally unlA.kely as sources of measurement bias are differential

systematic effects. As discussed previously, some overall change in

system response might reasonably be expected when moving between the
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R(18) and R(20) lines due to misalignment or non-optimal LO bia, ch

- changes would inject some uncertainty into the absolute calibration on

e ach of the system .Yavelengths. Since these measurements were range-

resolled, however, the calibration would have to vary systematically

versus range as well as wavelength to produce the observed consistent

bias. The existence of such a characteristic seems highly improbable.

"One candidate explanation might be differential backscatter coef-

. ficients at the two laser frequencies. Petheram [103] examined the

effect of humidity on backscatter coefficients at CO2 wavelength for

"- imeasurement of ozone and ethylene, and found that changes due to aero-

sol hydration could cause measureme.t errors. Rowever, for this effect

to be significant in the measurements, the backscatter coefficients at

* ,•the two wavelengths would have to vary differential.ly with range. Such

an effect could possibly occur in measu-eements at slant elevation

angles, wherc: discrete aerosol layers often exist at different heighL,.

Again., how-ver the effect would have to he consistently present in all

the measuraments to produce the observed entimate bias.

In addition to bias, most of the measurements contained significant

oscillation in the concentration estimate from range-to-range. and

measurement to measurement. Such behavior was almost certainly due to

Kmadvection of aerosol inhomogeneitiee into and out of the scattering

volume throughout the course of the measurement. Most models attempt-

ing to predict coherent DIAL feasibility, including the one descriloed

., in Chapter III, assume that speckle and ehot noise effeCt3 dominate the
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error. Except for the low CNR case of June 23, the data indicate that

p "-- a significant atmospheric variability error term, on the order of 1-2

-3
g-m , exists on top of the speckle error term. Presumably this error

would be reduced for simultaneous measurements.

Fluctuation errors were quite large in the February 4 data, taken

on a winter day when concentrations were low-. Such a charactevistic is

not unexpected, since the logarithmic nature of the estimation process

tends to enhance fluctuations. This is shown in Fig. 5-26, which plots

the mean concentration p versis adjacent range power ratio rR( 2 0 ) on

the R(20) line. For this example rR( 1 8 ) is assumed to be 1.7, typicalr of ibserved valt.es in the measurements. At low concentrations, indi-

cated by low values of cR(20, the slope dp/dr is quite large, such

that slight variations in r cause large fluctuations in p . As concen-

tration and ratios increase the slope decreases, hence the concentra-

tion estimate becomes less sensitive to noise ii , tae r estimatc. Note

that the curve changes as ACS is varied. Ideally one would like to .

operate in a region where dpidr is low given the expected range of con-

ce-trations. Assuming that the ACS can be chosen freely (most l-kely

requiring a continuously tunable lidar system) this implies maximizing

ACS subject to the constraint of not attenuating the signal to such .

'dlgree that the ratio estimate is unacceptably noisy. The cradeoffs

inherent in optimizing ACS were examined for a spaceborne lidar by I

Remsburg and Gordley [1271.

In Chapter IV it was postulated thaL spatial averaging, due to the

relatively long pulse length and the advection of different aerosols _
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low

across the beam during the measurement, might tend to average out these

r "long term fluctuations.- The iata indicate that such averaging is not

suflficient, probably due to the presence of large, nonstationary inho-

mogeneities in tbe aerosol field whose effects are not averaged out

over the 1-2 minute data sampling interval. A more efficient method of

processing the data frcm multiple runs is probably to average the power

profiles over all runs, then calculate the concentration from the

single pair of averaged profiles. This would reduce effects due to

high dp/dr at small concentrations. Another possibility is to scan the

lidar beam during the measurement, in order to increase the effaq-

L tiveness of spatial averaging. Such a technique would not work,

however, if clouds were randomly present anywhere within the volume of

interest. In general, these results seem to reinforce the need for

•-•-T simultaneous on-line and off-line measurements. Even when pulses are

long and averaging time is significant, aerosol fluctuations appear for

the most part to ultimately determine accuracy for the sequential type

measurements described.

As shown in the analysis of the previous section, combined sim-ulta-

neous DIAL/Doppler measurements are probably feasible. Such a capabi-

lity could be particularly useful for detection and tracking of chemi-

cal agents in the battlefield environment. The battlefield problem is

simplified because the system has only to detect the presence of toxic

agents, as opposed to making exact concentration measurements. As a

result, the DIAL constraints might be relaxed somewhat to obtain better
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wind velocity estimates. Such estimates would probably have other uses

in the battlefield scenario.

Since, in general, the measurements indicate that DIAL estimates

are more difficult than wrind velocity measureweets, it ic recommended

that a proposed combined system be first analyzed in terms of its

species-measuring capability. Once such a feasibility is established,

the Doppler measuring capability and potential tradeoffs can then be

examined. .

These measurements were done on water vapor primarily because the

system was easily tunable in the range of the R(20) and R(18) line

pairs. Additionally, the presence of some water vapor in the

atmosphere was guaranteed, eliminating the need for special absorption

icy cells. In the next chapter these results are interpreted in terms of

the general coherent DIAL measurement problem. The measuremetiit are

also compared with predicted capabilities scaled frow the results of

Chapter I11, and conclusions regarding the overall feasibility of the

technique are discussed.
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VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Results of this research clearly show that the advantages of co-

herent DIAL in the 9-11 pm spectral region exist in practice as well as

ii principle. The 100 mJ/pulse NOAA lidar produced concentration measure-

ments to ranges of IC km using only the atmospheric aerosol as a back-

scattering source. This range capability is much better than has been

reported for incoherent CO2 DIAL systems, where maximum ranges were

typically only 2-3 km despite the use of multiple-joule transmit puses.

The ability for coherent DIAL systems to measure radial wind velocities

was also demonstrated. Using ideutical data sets, radial velocity

measurements were obtained from ranges beyond the maximum ranga for

species measurements. The capability for simultaneous measurement of

species concentration and radial velocity offers the potential to study

species transport and diffusion with a single instrument.

When the simulation results described in Chapter III are adjusted

to acount for the differences between the assumed system parameters and

the NOAA system parameters, they compare reasonably well with the 7:
experimental results. Carrier-to-noise ratio is the key parameter V"-

determining species measurement capability when speckle and quantum-

noise dominate the error. The assumed system parameters Ln the simula-

tion (I J/pulse, .5 m optics, 10% system efff.ciencj, 200 kHz bandwidth)

should produce a CNR approximately 37 dB higher than that obtained with

the NOAA system (.1 J/pulse, .3 m optics, 2.5% system efficiency, 10
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MHz bandwidth)., Comparing the predicted CNR value at 2 km raage with

the observed CNR for the February 4, 1983 data set, it can be shown

that the observed value is 28 dB less than the value predicted in Lhe

simulation. However, 5 dB must be subtracted from the observed value

to compensate for the backscatter difference between the surface and 2

km, since simulated results assumed vertical propagation paths while .

actual measurements were taken along horizontal paths. The resulting

33 dB discrepancy is only slightly less than the 37 dB attributable to

system differences.

Since scaling relationships relating CNR to system parameters are

reasonably straightforward, the degree of agreement between the pre-

dicted and measured system performance is for the most part a measure

of the validity of the assumed atmospheric models. One should be 771
cautioned, however, from interpreting the agreement described above as.-

V 1 idation of the ati•opheric models used in the simulation. Since H
the data in the models were based on wide-area climatological means,

exact agreement between the predicted result and a single local

measurement is probably somewhat fortuitous. Before simulation results

can be accepted with reasonable confidence, more corroborating data is I
needed to validate or improve the atmospheric models, especially at

higher altitudes. Even when more accurate models exist, however, they

will still most likely predict performance only in a mean sense.

Randomness in the atmosphere will continue to provide variability to

local measurements.
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In estimating the species concentration error, the simulation

assumed that uncertainties in the backscattered power measurement due

to speckle and detection noise were key parameters. The validity of

this assumiption for coherent systems was shown in the experimental

observations described in Chapter IV. At high CNR's, uncertainty due

to speckle was shown to dominate the received power measurement error;

while at low CNR, the detection noise was more important. Since in

both cases the instantaneous power measurements were characterized by

exponentially-distributed random processes, both intra-pulse and multi-

pulse averaging were necessary to reduce the error in the estimate of

the mean. The optimum intrapulse averaging strategy is seen to be very

much a function of the dominant error source. When speckle dominates,

one wants to increase signal bandwidth by chirping or sh :tening the

transmit pusle. Conversely, when detection noise is dominant, the

optimum configurat.ýLon maximizes CNik by minimizing signal and receiver

bandwidth. It is important to note that, in general, reducing the

speckle error increases the noise-produced error, and vice versa.

In addition to the speckle and noise-produced errors, additional

uncertainty in measured power was seen to exist as a result of long-

term fluctuations. These effects were not included in the simulation.

The existence of such fluctuations necessitates long averaging times in '1

order to remove residual uncertainties in the species concentration

measurement. Measurements with the NOAA lidar showed thaL these fluc-

tuations could be as much as 30% of the mean over time scales of 5-10

minutes. Causes for this variability include fluctuations in
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atmospheric backscatter and transmissio~n -baracteristics as well as

drifts in the system traosmit -aergy or receiver sensiti.vity. Because

range-resolved DIAL measurements entail calculating ratios of powers -.

(e.g., Eq. 31), detrimental effects of ),ong-term power fluctuations on

concentration measurement accuracy are leas if the fluctuations from

adjacent range-gates are correlated. Our measurements show.ed correla-

tion coefficients as nigh as .9 existed between long-term power fluc-

tuations from range, separated by 0.5 km. Such high correlation

probably indicates that fluctuations are due to a combination of system.

variability, changing transmission path pioperties, and advection of

large regions of aerosol ()I kin) which tend to encompass both range

r [gates. More experiments are planned to try to identify the source of

these fluctuations.

A tLouglh the cn-l.nc. _-d off-lne pnower measurements in the DIAL

experiments were often separated by as much as 10 minutes, effects of

changing atmospheric properties were typically not sufficiently signi-

ficant to totally dominate the ipeckle errors. For the most part, the

-3
errors attributed to atmospheric variability added less than I g-m of

uncertainty over that predicted from speckle and turbulence. The

rather long effective measuvement cell length, produced by the con-

volution of the transmit pulse and the receiver low pass filter

response, probably was beneficial because of its fillering effect on

the small-scale spatial variations ia mean backscatter level. Because

the large-scale fluctuations, which were not filtered, require relati-

vely long times to advect into and out of the paths, their detrimental
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effect is reduced even over measuremeRt time scales of 10 minutes.

"Shortening the pulse, which has the advantage of improving range reso-

lution as well as increasing speckle averaging eftectiveness, will pro-

bably produce an increase in the errors due to inhomogeneities.

Effects are worse when the spatial variability in backscattez is highly

structured, as in the February 4, 1983 data set.

Based on these results, those error sources that need to be

addressed to improve measurement capability apply equally to incoherent

as well as coherent DIAL. In addition to backscatter variability,

which suggests the need for simultaneous on and off-line transmission,

the primary source of systematic uncertainty was postulated to be spe-

cification of the exact absorption cross-section. As pointed out in

Chapter V, reported measuremernts of absorption cross-sections on the

R(20) line under near standard conditions vary by as much as a factor

of 3. Since very little measurement data exists on temperature and

pressure variability of this line, theoretical expressions had to be

used to correct for temperature and pressure variations along the path.

Specification of temperature and pressure within the measurement volume

is difficult for vertical profiling, since no in situ measurements are

available. In general, one would like to select operating wavelengths

where the temperature and pressure variabilities are minimized, how-

ever, other factors such as line strength or presence of interfering

species must also be considered. Because of these inter-related

effects it is recommended that multi-parameter optimization be care-

fully carried out to select operating wavelengths. Having selected the
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wavelengths, carrying out a careful measurement program to characterize

"absorption under a variety of temperature aud pressure conditions is

essential.

"When the DIAL research was begun, iL was assumed that fluctuations

"9 and decoherence due to refractive-index turbulence would be significant

sources of measurement error. Subsequently, results of simulations

assuming vertically pointing measurements, as well as •:ield measure-

ments and modifications to propagation theory, have tended to downgrade

the effects of turbulence. Under many measurement conditions, such as

along elevated paths, turbulence effects can be completely neglected.

OL However, turbulence must still be coasidered when long-range, horizon-

tal measurements are desired, such as in the battlefield hazardous gas

sensing application. Integrated turbulence under such conditions may

be sufficiently high so as to degrade measurements. -

Although the results of this research show the overall feasibility

of DIAL measurements using heterodyne CO !idars, they also raise a

number of questions which require addit.onal Investigation. I.a order

to resolve such questions, future measurements should be made using

more advanced systems. Ideally a next-generation research DIAL system

would have some or all of the following capabilities:

1. Variable delay between on-line and off-line transmit pulses ranging

from simultaneous to as nmch as 1 s or more.

2. Capability to adjust pulse-length from 10 ns to 10 vs.
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3. Tail clipoing to eliminate long pulse tails from TE lasers.

4. Capability to transmit at high pulse repetition frequencies.

5. Incorporation of high-pressure laser transmitters and LO lasers to

provide maximum tunability across the 9-11 pm range.

6. Capability to switch easily ietween direct and heterodyne detection

modes.

7. Multi-detector element array to study effects of spatial averaging.

Advanced capabilities such as those listed above would erable

questions to be resolved regarding such matters as: atmospheric

variability, speckle averaging, spatial averaging of backscatter inho-

mogeneities, trade-offs ir; operating wavelength selection, and direct

versus heterodyne detection DIAL measurement accuracy. Such a system Lu 1
1

should also incorl'orate sudficlent sigual 9roczssing or .ata sampling

capability to examine DIAL species versus Doppler velocity measure-

ments. By using the research lidar to quantitatively determine the

primary DIAL error sources and resulting optimum sys~em configurations

which minimize their effects, sufficient information could be obtained

to develop specifications for lower cost, special-purpose operational

DIAL systems.

None of the 3tated performance capabilities for such a research

system necessitates technological breakthrough. Simultanecus or near

simultaneous operation requires dual-pulsed transmitters and receivers;
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"such systems have been developed at Lincoln Laboratories and the

University of Hull. Pulse length and tail clippýnr can be controlled

by an intra-cavity plasma switch; pulse duration is also controllable

by varying the percentage of nitrogen within the gain cell. A high

pulse rate laser has been proposed by SRI in a coherent DIAL system to

measure ammonia concentrations in smokestack emissions; design of the

system is commencing in early 1984. High presp.r)e CO laser research
2

has been performed at Laser Development Corporation [1281 and at Hull

University (129]; a commercially availaule high-pressure laser has been

advertised by Laser Application Limited. Although stability snecifica-

tions for such lasers are not available at the present time, their very

existence opens the way for potencial incorporation into coherent

systems. Similarly, high performance multi-element detector arrays

have been developed and are commercially available from a number of L.

Sour ce a

In conclusion, the work described in this dissertation has been an

important first step in showing sensitivity and multi-purpose advan-

tages of coherent DIAL. Since most of the experimental data was

collected with a system optimized for Doppler wind velocity measure-

ments, however, a number of questions on ultimate measurement capabi- -

lizy remain to be answered. It is important to continue the research

effort through the use of better-designea' systems in order- to answer

these questions. As a goal, one can dream of a scanning DIAL-Doppler

system capable of measuring both species concentration and radial velo- . -

city once per second in 250 m range gates out to 10-20 km range. Such
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a system could produce two-dimensional pictures of species con-

- cen:ration, velocity and concentration flux covering 700 km2 or so once

every 5-10 minutes. The technology is available now, only the stated

mission and resources are lacking.

AE-A
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APPENDIX A: APERTURE AVERAGING IN COHERENT LI.DAR SYSTEM4S

In this analysis the notation of Gardner [861 is followed. Con-

sider a uniformly-spaced array of detectors upon which the backscat- p

tered return is imaged. If each detector is uniformly irradiated with

a local oscillator field, then the capacitively-coupled output from

each detector is proportional to the optical field amplitude and phase p

at the detector. Assume that the individual optical detector outputs

are square-law detected and combined to produce a power estimate. The

power estimate is then

N- N
P- I (A.1)k--

where P is power estimate from each detector. If the size of each

detector is small relative to the imaged scale size of the speckles,

and detection noise is negligible, then Eq. (A.1) can be approximated

by

2
P nI(p)w(p)d p (A.2)

where n is detector quantum efficiency, w(p) is the aperture weighting

function, l(p) is optical intensity, and d 2p indicates that the

integral. is calculated over the total aperture. The mean of the power

estimate is
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A 2
<P> nl<I(p)> f w(p)d p

The measurement standard deviation is calculated from

.2 - 2 '2(A3-2 <P > _<P>2 (A. 3)- "
<P

where

f2 2 )w(P 2)d(22 P2
<P >.- n i I(p1•)l(p 2 )w(p2)w(p2  )d dp 2

2I2

q[2 2 2 Bd(r)R(rd 2 2 d 2  ]"wh- B'r is the autoc Iovariacefuto n of inest normalized.s

that B'(0) 1"th varince-i

U.. =.

[ 2<12> f S(r)Rw(r)d 2 r (A.5)

If the received signal is assumed to fit the Rayleigh phasor model,

the normalized variance of the poaer estionate given a single speckle is

unity. For multiple speckles the number of independent camples m is

equivalent to the inverse of the normalized variance:

'2 2 2
(P> [<I>I w(r)d r] (A.6)

2 2
o; <1 > f B'(r)Rw(r)dr

The above analysis is valid when the number of detectors is much

greater than m , the effective number of independent sampl2s across the

aperture. For a limited number of detectors evenly spaced across the
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aperture, the number of independent samples - N, such that the fiial

result is

ms

m N
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APPENDIX B: .EMPORAL A'ERAGING OF POWER FLUCTUATIONS

1. Heterodyne Detection,

Consider the schematic if Fig. 3-1. The detector output signal

passes through an IF filter, whizh 1.Lmits the noise power, and into a

ccmplex demodulator. The complex demodulator generates baseband in-

phase and quadrature components xR(t,) and XQ(t) composed of signal and

noise processes. Since x(t) is joint Gaussian xR(t) and XQ(t) are

uncorrelafed Gaussian random processes. Because of this, we can exa-

mine the e.'fects of each component independently. Denoting

x R(t) - s(t) + n(t) (B.1)

where s and n are contributions due to backscattered sPjnal and noise

respectively. Both s(t) and n(t) are assumed to be stationary, zero-

mean Gaussian random processes. Then

2 2
YR(t) s (t) + 2s(t) n(t) + n (t). (B.2)

After lowpass filtering

SR(t) f _ h(t-T) YR(T) dT (B.3)

where h f(t) is the lowpass filter impulse response. Similarly

9 1
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PQ(t) - f*j h(t-') yQ(:) dT . (B.4)

The signal power estimate is formed by taking the total power esti-

mate P(t) and subtracting the contribution due to noise. It is assumed

here that the mean system noise power is a constant and can be accura-

tely estimated by observing the noise for a sufficient period of time

to reduce the uncertainty in the estimate to a negligible value. Under

this assumption the signal power estimate is

P(t) - P(t) - P (B.5)8 n

where P(t) = PR(t) + P (t) and n is the mean noise power. To find the
RQn

normalized variance of the estimate we must compute the first and

second moments. The first moment is

P <s (t)> <P(t)> - n :7:i

R Rt)> Q wP (t -n (B.6) L 1

- 2<s2 (t)> + <n2 (t)>] f" h(t-T)dT -N

- <P Wt)> + <P (t)> - P (B.7)
s 11 n

"- <Ps(t)>

which shows that the estimator is unbiased. To calculate the second

moment of Ps(t) we first calculate the second moment of PR(t)

<PR 2(t)> - f= R y(T) Rh(T)dT (B.8)
-0 R

where R ) is the autocorrelation function of y(T) and Rh(T) in the
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self-convolution of the filter imipulse response hf(t). The autocorre-

lation of YR(t) is :zomputed from

2 2~ 2 2
R(T) = <{s (t)+2s(t)n(t)+n (t)} 1 s (t+T) +2s(t+T)n(t+t)+n (t+T)}>(B.9)

yR•

which is

2 2 2 2
R T - + 2+ v , + 2R (T) + 2R (T) + 4R (T) R (U) (B.1O)

YR S n

Ry(2 2T)>,+•n < 2 (" and

where we have made the substitutions P' = <s2(r)>, Un - <nx t)> andn

R (t), Rn(t) are the autocorrelation functions of the signal and noise

components. Then

P (2 + 2 +2VI] f R (T)dT

-90

2 2
.+ fR ) [2R (T) + 2R (y) + 4R (T) Rn()dt . (B.()" .

-00 R

•. i 4qa Rconfatsnt; the variance of P is calculated from

S2 2

oP (t) Pkt)
, "
" R 2 (p t)'".-"

- 2 [<PR2 (t)> - 2pR(t)>2] (B.12)

which is computed to be
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pit

Rh RnIt T)d-c B 3I"I - 2 '2

+ 4pnT) R'T~dT(B. 13)

S+ 8spn f' Rh(T) Rs(i) R n( T)dT-i: -0 d

where the prime denotes a normalized autocorrelation function and the

normalized variance is thus

at

_ )_ 2 + i (B.14)2 SNR2
<P (t> m c m ONR

9 n

where CNR = /in and

J'( R~T)dT
"=s - '2 (B. i5a) ---.

ms f Rh(T) R2 (T) dT ,r

f 00

Jo R.h(T)d-
m '2 (B. 15b) -* ...

mn 7Rh() •s( ) dt ,
f00 R~td

m , , (B.15c)
n T f Rh(T) R1(T) R(TldT-00

2. Direct Detection :

Consider the model of Fig. 3-3, where v(t) is the output of the--

detector dua to signal power, background power and noise. It is

assumed that n(t) is zero-mean Gauasslan and contains effects of all

A-0
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noise terms, including background quantum noise, and further assumed

that mean background power is constant, such that

v(t) S 3(t) + n(t) t B (B.16)

where S(t) is the signal due to backscattered irradiance, n(t) is noise

and B is a d.c. level due to background irradiance to estimate the

signal power the background contribution is subtracted, i.e.,

Ps(t) - P(t) - 7B (B.17)

where P(t) is the sigial at the output of the lowpass filter, the mean

of P (t) o

<P (t)> - <S(t)> fo h(T)dr
-00

+ B fo h(r)dt - P(B.18)

-00

definina P_= B rw h(T)dT

then <P (t)> - <S(t)> f• h(r)dT . (B.19)

To compute the normalized variance we need the second moment of P (t)
9

<P (t)> - <{P(t) - PB2> (B.20) I.

we first find <P 2 (t)>, i.e.,
s
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" (t) R _ Rv (T) Rf(T)dr (B.21)

where R (T) is the autocorrelation function of v(t) and Rf(T) is the

self-convolution of the filter impulve response. The term R (T) is

computed from "

R <r) - <{S(t) + B + n(t)}{S(t+r) 4 B + n(L+T)
•- V

2
- R (T) + 2B<S(t)> + B" + R n ) (B.22)s xi

which can be written in terms of autocovariance functions as

2 2
R C() BS(T) + <S(t)> + 2B<S(t)> + B + B (T) (B.23)V Sn ' "

The second moment is thus

"<P (t)> = Rf(T) (Bs(T) + Bn(r)]dT

+ [<S(t)> + B]2 f Rf(T)dT (B.24)

and the second moment of P (t) is

<Ps (t)> f I Rf(t) (B (T) + Bn (T)]dr + [<S(t)> + B]2 f R (T)d'r

2[B + <S(t)>] + hB (B.25)

The variance of P (t) is, frow Eq. (B.25)
a

At-I
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0p f Rf(T) [B (T) + B (T)ldT

(t f n
2' osf %(r) B5(t)dr (il.2h) P

+ nf Rf ~

where the primes indicate normalized autoccvariance functions. The .

normalized variance can thus be written

P (t) 2 f Re(T) B (t)dT
8 -- 1 s

<P (t)> 2  <S 2> f Rf(T)dT
5f

2a f R (T) Bn(T)d-(.27)+ (B•.27)
2<S > f R fr)dT

Tf the fluctuations in signal level are caused primarily by

speckle, then a 2 . <S 2 > and Eq. (B.27) becomes (where spatial

averaging effects are included)

.,2•

2 m 2 (3.28)

<P (t)> a t CNR
5

where

f Rf(r) Bs(T)dT
mt = , (B..29) L I

f Rf(t)d•r

and CNR is the v2,.tage carrier to noise ratio at zhe filter output.

Eq. (B.28) includes the effects of spatial averaging, where m is given
a

by Eq. (3.6).
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